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1
2

Delta, B.C. / Delta (C.-B.)
--- Upon commencing on Monday, May 27, 2019

3

at 0904 / L'audience débute le lundi

4

27 mai 2019 à 0904

5

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning,

6

everyone, and welcome to the 11 th day of hearing of

7

the Roberts Bank Terminal 2 Project.

8

delay of a few minutes, so I would ask for your

9

patience.

10

--- Pause

11

THE CHAIRPERSON:

There’s a little

So we are pursuing

12

this week with topic-specific sessions, and today

13

we're going to use the entire day to talk about birds.

14

And we are going to try to be timely and efficient.

15

Last week we heard that, you know,

16

some people that were supposed to present in the

17

morning end up in the afternoon and presenting in the

18

afternoon, they end up in the evening.

19

to proceed with the questions slightly in a different

20

way.

21

So we’ll try

We’ll take one question from each

22

person.

23

we’ll take more questions, and the sam e in the

24

afternoon so that the people that have prearranged

25

their time for the presentation don’t get disturbed
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1

because they have other obligations elsewhere.

2

Also, we would like to hear the two

3

presentations from the proponent before questions are

4

asked.

5

PRESENTATION

So when you are ready, go ahead.

6

MR. STEWART:
Good morning.

Thank you, Madam Chair,

7

Panel members.

My name is Cliff

8

Stewart.

9

the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority.

I’m the Vice-President, Infrastructure, with

10

Roberts Bank is located along the

11

Pacific flyway.

12

potential for the project to affect the ability of

13

migrating birds to get enough food for their migratory

14

journey.

15

We have heard comments about the

The Port Authority recognizes that

16

there is a focus on western sandpipers and biofil m, a

17

nutrient-rich food source for shore birds found on mud

18

flats at Roberts Bank and other parts of the Fraser

19

River estuary.

20

To help address this, the Port

21

Authority undertook extensive expert-informed studies

22

at Roberts Bank to examine the relationship s among

23

environmental variables, biofilm and shorebirds.

24

you will hear from the exprts who undertook the

25

assessment, estuarian biofilm is abundant and adapted
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1

to the very dynamic environment at Roberts Bank, and

2

the proposed project would not change th at.

3

The studies have shown that the

4

quantity and quality of biofilm as a food source to

5

western sandpipers and other shore birds will not

6

change with the project.

7

offsetting, the Port Authority is confident that it

8

has the team of professionals with experience and

9

technical ability to create thriving biofilm habitat.

10

In the case of the project

As noted in our response to

11

Environment and Climate Change Canada’s recent April

12

15 th submission, there are examples of successful

13

biofilm creation projects in estuarine environments.

14

As a leader in habitat enhancement,

15

the Port Authority is committed –- is committing to

16

expanding the knowledge of biofilm ecology through

17

advancing construction methods and techniques that can

18

be used to create biofilm habitat.

19

this by working with our experts, international

20

experts and scientists from Environment and Climate

21

Change Canada, to identify and document best practices

22

for developing biofilm habitat.

23

We w ill accomplish

Furthermore, we commit to producing a

24

methodology manual for biofilm habitat prior to

25

project approval.
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1

I would now like to introduce today’s

2

group of presenters.

3

met before, will provide an overview of the

4

conclusions of the assessment.

5

Mr. James Rourke, a senior biology with Hemmera, who

6

will present on the methods and findings of the

7

assessment.

8

geomorphologist with NHC Consultants, who will review

9

an animation showing the fresh and tidal water

10

Beside Mr. McNulty is

And beside him is Mr. Derek Ray, a senior

exchange at Roberts Bank.

11
12

Mr. Sean McNulty, whom you have

I will now pass the presentation over
to Mr. McNulty.

13

MR. McNULTY:

Slide 2.

14

Excuse me, Madam Chair, this is the

15

wrong presentation.

16

time to flip it back to the –- this morning’s

17

presentation.

18

--- Pause

19
20

We’re just going to take some

If you just bear with us.

MR. McNULTY:

Right presentation.

Thank you.

21

Good morning, Madam Chair, Dr. Steyn

22

and Dr. Levy.

23

summary of the assessment conclusions, mitigation and

24

follow-up programs, a summary of the robust exp ert-led

25

work that underpins the assessment, an overview of
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1

western sandpiper usage of Roberts Bank and their

2

diet, a description and summary of biofilm at Roberts

3

Bank, an overview of fresh water and tidal exchange

4

under existing conditions and with the -– and with the

5

project in place, a summary of the quantity and

6

quality of biofilm available to western sandpipers

7

under existing conditions and predicted conditions

8

with the project and, finally, conclusions.

9

Slide 3.

The assessment found that,

10

with mitigation, the project is expected to result in

11

negligible adverse residual effect to western

12

sandpipers.

13

and based on extensive science, including over 20

14

shore bird and biofilm-related studies, and are

15

supported by the following evidence and

16

considerations.

17

Assessment conclusions are precautionary

Western sandpipers are abundant and

18

adapted to the variable environment at Roberts Bank.

19

Estuarine biofilm consumed by western sandpiper is

20

abundant, ubiquitous and resilient.

21

High quality estuarine biofilm is

22

present across the salinity gradient at Roberts Bank.

23

There is and will be a surplus of food, including

24

biofilm, for western sandpipers and other shore birds

25

with the project in place.
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1
2

And finally, follow-up monitoring will
be undertaken within an adaptive management approach.

3
4

I’ll now pass the presentation over to
Mr. Rourke.

5

MR. ROURKE:

Thank you.

Slide 4.

6

The assessment work and conclusions

7

are underpinned by robust expert-led science.

To

8

ensure the assessment and its study components were

9

robust and properly scoped, the Port Authority

10

regularly engaged government scientists, technical

11

experts, including a topic-specific western sandpiper

12

and biofilm technical advisory group, and bringing

13

together local and international experts in shore bird

14

and biofilm ecology.

15

The Port Authority team also met with

16

scientists from Environment and Climate Change Canada,

17

herein referred to as Environment Canada, to discuss

18

objectives and field studies, present results, receive

19

feedback -- and receive feedback on six occasions

20

prior to submitting the Environmental Impact Statement

21

to support the scope development.

22

After the environmental assessment –-

23

sorry.

After the Environmental Impact Statement was

24

submitted, the Port Authority conducted a number of

25

additional studies to address Environment Canada
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1

scientist concerns.

2

recommendation, the Port Authority engaged experts

3

from Ryerson University to complete fatty acid

4

analyses.

5

Also, upon Environment Canada’s

In all, over 20 studies were executed,

6

spanning six years, to inform the environmental

7

assessment and our conclusions.

8
9

Slide 5.

The Port Authority would

like to emphasize the breadth and depth of studies

10

conducted to assess project-related effects on shore

11

birds and their prey.

12

A comprehensive series of studies were

13

carried out in 2012 to 2013 to examine existing

14

conditions of biofilm, shore birds and invertebrates

15

at Roberts Bank within the context of the larger

16

Fraser River estuary.

17

These studies covered an extensive

18

range of topics identified by governm ent scientists

19

and other technical experts to assess the potential

20

effects of the project on shore birds and their prey.

21

Additional studies carried out in 2016, '17 and '18

22

focused on biofilm dynamics, including its taxonomic

23

and energetic composition, its relationship with

24

environmental variables and the composition of biofilm

25

consumed by western sandpipers.
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1

Data from these studies were shared

2

with Environment Canada and contributed to the overall

3

knowledge concerning the ecology and environmental

4

factors affecting biofilm.

5

The understanding acquired during

6

these studies builds upon decades of research by

7

academic and government scientists examining foraging

8

ecology of shore birds at Roberts Bank.

9

therefore very confident in the science that unde rpins

10

We are

the assessment.

11

Slide 6.

The western sandpiper is one

12

of the most abundant shore birds in North America,

13

with an estimated population of 3.5 million.

14

sandpipers migrate annually between breeding grounds

15

in Alaska and wintering sites, primarily from

16

California to Peru.

17

Western

The Fraser River estuary, including

18

Roberts Bank, is one of several major stopover sites

19

that western sandpipers visit during their –- while

20

migrating between wintering and breeding grounds.

21

Field studies conducted for the EIS

22

estimate approximately 40 percent of the population

23

utilize the Fraser River estuary during migration.

24

Drever et al. 2014 states, "approximately 600,000

25

sandpipers, or about 17 percent of the population,
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1

stop over at Roberts Bank during a typical no rthward

2

migration".

3

Slide 7.

Slide 7 shows western

4

sandpiper foraging use within the Fraser River estuary

5

during northward migration, with darker areas showing

6

more concentrated use.

7

Within the estuary, field studies

8

documented approximately 50 percent of the usage

9

within the local assessment area, with similarly high

10

densities off Westham Island and South Bank.

11

So to orient you, local assessment

12

area is here with high usage close to Canoe Passage

13

and up in the upper intertidal zone.

14

we also documented very high usage off Westham Island

15

in this area here, and then in south Sturgeon Bank.

We also have --

16

Results indicate approximately half of

17

the use within the estuary occurs outside of the local

18

assessment area.

19

habitat is available within the estuary.

20

Slide 8.

An alternative high -quality foraging

Western sandpipers forage at

21

stopover sites such as Roberts Bank on two primary

22

food sources, biofilm and invertebrates.

23

At Roberts Bank, the contribution of

24

biofilm and invertebrates to western sandpiper' s diet

25

has been documented to range from 37 to 68 percent and
613-521-0703
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1

from 32 to 63 percent, respectively, based on three

2

peer reviewed studies.

3

What this means is that western

4

sandpipers have a mixed diet that can vary from

5

composition from one site to the next.

6

and maximum estimates are illustrated as whiskers on

7

the bar plot shown in this slide.

8
9
10

The minimum

Jardine et al, 2012, confirmed that
western sandpipers feed on biofilm prey sources across
the Fraser River estuary.

11

Slide 9.

Estuarine biofilm is an

12

assemblage of micro-organisms primarily comprised of

13

diatoms, single-celled algae and mucus-like substance

14

produced by these organisms that binds them together

15

and to sediments on the surface of intertidal

16

mudflats.

17

In the environmental assessment, we

18

made a distinction between fresh water and marine

19

biofilm.

20

functional description is that there is one biofilm

21

community at Roberts Bank, and it is estuarine,

22

exposed and adapted to variable salinities.

23

Our ongoing to science shows that a more

And for those that aren’t familiar

24

with biofilm, I'd just point out these intertidal mud

25

flats here on the slide.
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1

cross-section here is the biofilm layer on top of the

2

mud.

3

Biofilm is a nutrient-rich energy

4

source for grazing invertebrates and western

5

sandpipers.

6

the intertidal food web throughout intertidal

7

estuarine environments.

8
9
10

It forms an important part of the base of

Biofilm can be seen on the slide as a
greenish-brown layer on the surface of undisturbed
sediments.

11

Three of the most prevalent diatoms

12

within biofilm at Roberts Bank are from the genus

13

Nitzschia, Navicula and Achnanthidium.

14

represent approximately 50 percent of the bio volume

15

present across the gradient.

16

These diatoms

So on the slide on the right-hand

17

side, we have this here, this diatom is Nitzschia,

18

that's Navicular, and Achnanthidium.

19

One notable aspect of the morphology

20

of Achnanthidium is that it’s much smaller than the

21

other two diatoms.

22

Studies have shown that estuarine

23

biofilm is abundant across the salinity gradient at

24

Roberts Bank, and it is also present throughout the

25

Fraser River estuary.
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1

extremely variable conditions, including salinity, as

2

typical for organisms that inhabit estuaries

3

worldwide.

4

Slide 10.

Biofilm and western

5

sandpipers are adapted to a highly daily variable

6

seasonal and inter-annual conditions.

7

the Fraser River discharge volumes have a strong

8

influence on the salinity conditions at Roberts Bank

9

and vary dramatically from one year to the next.

10

For example,

The grey shading shown in this figure,

11

so this area all through here, illustrates the

12

historic water discharge volumes ranging from 500 to

13

10,000 cubic metres per second since 1913 during

14

western sandpiper northward migration with these

15

coloured lines running through the gr eyed area

16

illustrating daily discharge rates during studies

17

conducted by the Port Authority from 2012 to 2018.

18

Interannual variation in weather such

19

as cloud cover, precipitation and temperature can be

20

also considerable, adding to the wide range of

21

environmental conditions at Roberts Bank.

22

remembering that the high-quality biofilm at Roberts

23

Bank is consistently abundant under these conditions.

24

Despite high interannual variability,

25

the timing of western sandpiper usage of Roberts Bank
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1

as a stopover site as indicated by the yellow shaded

2

area in this figure is consistent.

3

migration peaks at the end of April regardless of the

4

environmental conditions within the estuary.

5

Slide 11.

Each year

The figure on slide 11

6

shows the distribution and abu ndance of biofilm across

7

Roberts Bank based on aerial imagery, with darker

8

colours indicating higher biofilm density.

9

The figure demonstrates that abundant

10

biofilm occurs across Roberts Bank from areas

11

dominated by fresh water near Canoe Passage, shown

12

here, to areas that receive more marine inputs on the

13

west side of the causeway here.

14

In addition to this, the interannual

15

variation discussed previously to –- the interannual

16

variation of biofilm at Roberts Bank, it is also

17

adapted to variations to desiccation and inundation.

18

Due to the twice daily tides, areas supporting

19

abundant biofilm can be exposed to the air for 15 to

20

20 hours per day and experience wide fluctuations in

21

salinity due to the dynamics of fresh water and marine

22

water exchange as water flows on and off the bank

23

during tidal cycles.

24
25

I would like to note that the
hyperspectral data shown in this figure was collected
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1

in July and the imagery under-represents the abundance

2

of biofilm available at Brunswick Point during

3

northward migration since marsh vegetation overgrows

4

in area of mud flat the summer.

5

So that area is -– this area here in

6

the spring is exposed mud flats.

7

summer, marsh -- ephemeral marsh colonizes this area

8

each year.

9

longer available to western sandpipers that would be

10

As we move into

It overgrows the mud flats.

It’s no

migrating south.

11

And then each winter, it is then

12

eroded through winter storms and wave action and is

13

mud flat again during the spring and available for

14

western sandpiper foraging.

15
16

This area is estimated to be about 60
hectares in size.

17

Slide 12.

As noted earlier, since the

18

submission of the Environmental Impact Statement

19

additional studies focusing on biofilm dynamics were

20

conducted in 2016, '17 and '18 to investigate

21

environmental factors affecting fatty acid and

22

carbohydrate abundance as well as taxonomic

23

composition as requested by Environment Canada.

24
25

Shown here are the seven locations
where biofilm was repeatedly sampled during northward
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1

migration and where water calm, salinity, temperature

2

and mud flat exposure were concurrently recorded as

3

part of the three years of additional study.

4

One thing I'd like to point out is

5

that these letters will be reappearing in other

6

slides, which I’ll be referencing.

7

Slide 13.

Biofilm samples were

8

collected at each location by scraping the top two

9

millimetres of sediment from randomized locations

10

around each sampling station.

11

Shown here on the slide are mean fatty

12

acid abundances at sampling stations from biofilm

13

studies conducted from 2016 -- in 2016, '17 and '18,

14

with higher abundances represented by larger circles.

15
16

To clarify, the quantity of fatty
acids is directly related to the quantity of biofilm.

17

Consistently higher fatty acid

18

abundances were documented across the salinity

19

gradient from fresh water stations such as H and I

20

here in Canoe Passage to stations with larger marine

21

influence such as A and C near the causeway.

22

Lower fatty acid and biofilm

23

abundances were consistently documented at these

24

stations X and J, which are more –- which are coarser

25

and comprised of more sand sediments and lower organic
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1

content, but they also support higher invertebrate

2

numbers.

3

There’s -- you can see a bit of a

4

tidal channel coming through here underneath this

5

fatty acid circle.

6

area is faster compared to the other areas of the

7

bank.

8

silts and muds in this area here and across the upper

9

intertidal, but not in here, which is coarser

10

And the wave energy through this

So you get fine silt that positions –- fine

sediments.

11

As concluded in the 2018 biofilm

12

dynamics during northward migration report, CEAA

13

number 1385, the annual taxonomic community analysis

14

confirmed that there’s no distinct fresh water and

15

marine biofilm, but it is one estuarine community.

16

Slide 14.

This figure summarizes the

17

nutritional quality of biofilm as defined by fatty

18

acid types from Canoe Passage to near the causeway at

19

Roberts Bank.

20

exposed to similar salinity conditions, predominantly

21

fresh water stations near Canoe Passage shown here,

22

more brackish stations near Brunswick Point, and

23

stations exposed to greater marine influence in the

24

upper intertidal area near the causeway shown here.

25

The figure groups together stations

Saturated fatty acids are shown in
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1

red, monounsaturated fatty acids are in grey, and

2

polyunsaturated fatty acids are in yellow.

3

As illustrated in the slide, PUFAs,

4

MUFAs and SFAs, or polyunsaturated fatty acids,

5

monounsaturated fatty acids and saturated fatty acids,

6

are found in similar proportions across the salinity

7

gradient, thus fatty acids within biofiolm are

8

available to western sandpipers across the salinity

9

gradient and there is no difference in the nutritional

10

quality across the salinity gradient.

11

Slide 15.

Shore bird foraging use

12

studies also found that western sandpiper forage on

13

estuarine biofilm and invertebrates acr oss Roberts

14

Bank.

15

The figure on the left shows shore

16

bird foraging distributions, with darker colours

17

indicating more intense usage based on data collected

18

from shore bird droppings.

19

shows biofilm distribution as presented earlier in the

20

presentation.

21

The figure on the right

As can be seen when comparing the two

22

figures, western sandpiper distribution aligns well

23

with the biofilm distribution, with high density

24

foraging areas for shore birds occurring from fresh

25

water-dominated areas near Canoe Passage to more
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1

marine areas close to the causeway.

2

Results from the studies show that

3

western sandpiper usage of fresh water and

4

marine-dominated areas at Roberts Bank are roughly

5

equal, with some of the highest concentrations of

6

shore bird usage documented in the fresh water

7

dominated areas near Canoe Passage.

8

not change other environmental factors such as light,

9

nutrients and temperature that influence biofilm

10

The project will

productivity.

11

As reported in CEAA document 1385, in

12

Figure 3-15, statistically-derived estimates of the

13

effects of salinity on fatty acids, carbohydrate and

14

total energy content are variable in direction, slight

15

or non-existent in magnitude and small when integrated

16

across the entire bank.

17
18

I’ll now pass the presentation over to
Mr. Ray to describe the next slide.

19

MR. RAY:

The video I’m about to show

20

you is an animation of numerical modelling of salinity

21

and tidal exchange in response to rising and falling

22

tids at Roberts Bank.

23

The period shown is during a Neap and

24

spring tide cycle over the northward migration period.

25

The left panel is the existing condition without the
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1

project, and the right panel is the existing -– is the

2

expected future condition with the project.

3

The video will show you the tides

4

going in and out over the tidal flats in the local

5

assessment area. and the colour gradient represents

6

salinity.

7

fully saline marine water.

Dark blue is fresh water, while red is

8

In the lower portion of the frame are

9

three graphs showing salinity through time at each of

10

the three monitoring stations.

11

Y is by Brunswick Point, and C is near the causeway.

12

H is by Canoe Passage,

Higher values in the graphs show more

13

saline conditions, while lower values mean fresher

14

water.

15

On the graphs, you will see that there

16

are periods of time where no data is presented,

17

indicating that the tide has receded, leaving that

18

station dry.

19

wetted are generally shorter than when they are dry.

20

The periods of time when the station is

As the video starts, the flats are

21

inundated by water which is fresh in the F raser River,

22

in this case the mouth of Canoe Passage, and fully

23

saline in the Strait of Georgia.

24
25

The tide goes out and then back in
across the tidal flats in response to the falling and
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1

rising tides in the Strait of Georgia mixing with the

2

fresh water flowing from Canoe Passage.

3

course

4

of fresh water flowing from Canoe Passage.

Tides are

of

not affected by the project, nor is the amount

5

Comparing the left and right panels,

6

the tide flows in and out at the same rate.

7

no ponding or retention of water that results from the

8

project, and so the amount of time that any portion of

9

Roberts Bank is exposed to sunlight above high tide,

10

which is when biofilm grows, will not change because

11

of the project.

12

There is

Furthermore, almost every part of

13

Roberts Bank is exposed to a broad range of salinity

14

during the twice-daily tidal exchanges.

15

that we do see from the project are considerably more

16

nuanced.

17

The changes

If you compare the two panels, you’ll

18

note a slight redistribution of fresh water over the

19

bank.

20

have on salinity varies depending on where and when

21

you measure it.

The relative influence that the project will

22

The area here around station C

23

receives a bit more fresh water with the project

24

because the tidal currents divert fresh water across

25

the upper tidal flats into this area.
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1

The area here at station Y has a

2

strong fresh water influence earlier in the animation

3

during the Neap tide cycle, and then a trend to more

4

saline conditions later on in the spring tide cycle as

5

Fraser flows increase.

6

As shown in the middle graph at the

7

bottom of the screen, the influence of the project

8

during the later tide cycles varies from day to day.

9

Some days salinity is reduced by a few PSU, and some

10

days there is no change at all.

11
12

I’ll now pass the presentation back to
Mr. Rourke.

13

MR. ROURKE:

Slide 17.

Conservative

14

estimates of available energy at Roberts Bank indicate

15

that there is and will be a surplus of food, including

16

biofilm, for western sandpipers and other shore birds

17

with the project in place.

18

This conclusion is derived from

19

modelling results containing numerous conservative

20

assumptions using two different modelling approaches.

21

As reported in results from the shore

22

bird foraging opportunity model in Appendix 15B of the

23

EIS, it is estimated that biofilm at Roberts Bank with

24

the project in place will be able to support

25

approximately one million western sandpipers on a
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single day during northward migration.

2

It is worth noting that this result is

3

for biofilm only and does not include the contribution

4

of invertebrates, which at times can make up to over

5

50 percent of western sandpiper diet.

6

based on the additional three years of biofilm study

7

further confirm the shore bird foraging opportunity

8

models –- the model estimates are conservative.

New research

9

The figure on this slide demonstrates

10

the daily western sandpiper abundance at Roberts Bank

11

during northward migration from 1991 to 2014 on

12

surveys conducted by Environment Canada.

13

Over a 23-year period, western

14

sandpiper abundance only exceeded the one million bird

15

threshold once.

16

lower, approximately 150,000 western sandpipers as per

17

Drever et al. 2014.

18

excess capacity within the invertebrate community to

19

support migrating western sandpipers during northward

20

migration.

21

document high fatty acid levels within these

22

invertebrate communities, providing an additional

23

source of these nutrients for migrating sandpipers.

24

Multiple lines of evidence support the as sessment

25

conclusion that biofilm and other western sandpiper
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1

prey will not be limiting during northward migration.

2
3

I’ll now turn over the presentation to
Mr. McNulty.

4

MR. McNULTY:

Slide 18.

In summary,

5

with the additional three years of studies, we are

6

confident that the changes in salinity from the

7

project will not adversely affect biofilm which means

8

that the project will also not adversely affect

9

western sandpiper prey availability.

10

The direct loss of biofilm through the

11

widening of the causeway will be offset through the

12

creation of biofilm habitat.

13

working with international technical experts to

14

successfully build mudflat habitats with the

15

conditions required for biofilm to colonize and

16

thrive.

17

The Port Authority is

Moreover, as my colleague, Mr. Gord

18

Ruffo, mentioned during last week’s offsetting

19

session, we welcome the opportunity to work with

20

Environment Canada to select the most appropriate

21

location for the offset.

22

In summary, as noted in CEAA document

23

1705, our assessment conclusions are bas ed on the

24

following important understanding gained and

25

solidified over the past 8 years.
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1

are abundant, have a diverse diet and have evolved to

2

thrive in highly variable estuarine environments such

3

as Roberts Bank.

4

Biofilm at Roberts Bank is abundant

5

and is best characterized as estuarine as it is

6

productive across the site salinity gradients from

7

freshwater to marine dominated environments.

8
9

Nutritionally equivalent based on
fatty acids including PUFA and abundant biofilm fed on

10

intensively by large numbers of sandpipers,

11

consistently grows in freshwater and marine

12

environments across the site.

13

The anticipated changes in salinity

14

with the project in place, will be small compared to

15

the natural changes experienced under existing

16

conditions.

17

including biofilm and invertebrates, currently exists

18

at Roberts Bank which will not change with the project

19

in place.

20

A large surplus of shorebird prey,

And biofilm mitigation measures exist

21

to offset effect in the unlikely event that biofilm is

22

adversely affected by the project, preserving the

23

quality of the Fraser River estuary as a support stop

24

over site.

25

Slide 19.
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1

confidentin our effect assessment predictions of

2

negligible residual effects after mitigation, we are

3

committed to verifying the effects assessment

4

predictions on western sandpiper and the food supply

5

through a follow-up monitoring program, including the

6

verifications of predictions of salinity levels in the

7

intertidal wash column, the verification of the

8

effects on the capacity of the local area to support

9

western sandpiper to measuring the effectiveness

10

monitoring of habitat offsetting as you have heard in

11

previous sessions.

12
13

I now pass you back over to Mr.
Stewart.

14

MR. STEWART:

15

and Review Panel members.

16

presentation.

17

Thank you, Madam Chair

This concludes our

I will now introduce the panel who

18

will be assisting with questions you may have.

19

have already been introduced to Mr. McNulty and Mr.

20

Rourke.

21

Lou Lauria.

22

environment and society at Evision part of Worley

23

Parsons and an expert and PhD in estuarine

24

phytoplankton ecology.

25

questions.
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1

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Stewart, I think

2

we agreed that we would have first the two

3

presentations, please.

4

questions.

5

And then we’ll go on with

MR. STEWART:

6

Madam Chair.

7

I stand corrected.

8

will -- shall I start?

9

All right.

Thank you,

We’ll just change our presentation team.
We’re not changing the team.

So I

Cliff Stewart for the Port Authority.

10

As mentioned in our first presentation this morning,

11

the Fraser River estuary is an important ecosystem

12

supporting numerous overwintering migrating and

13

resident coastal bird species.

14

we focused our presentation on one of these species,

15

the western sandpiper.

16

to discuss other avian species considered as part of

17

our comprehensive assessment.

Earlier this morning

We would now like to take time

18

The assessment concluded that the

19

potential project related effects on costal birds c an

20

be fully mitigated through the implementation of

21

mitigation measures, environmental management plans

22

and the creation of habitat.

23

I will now turn back to the same set

24

of presenters, and ask Mr. McNulty to take the

25

presentation.
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1

MR. McNULTY:

Slide 2.

This

2

presentation will provide a summary of the assessment

3

conclusions, mitigation and follow-up monitoring.

4

description of the coastal birds subcomponents and the

5

representative species, an overview of the assessment

6

work conducted, a summary of key potential effect

7

pathways and at risk costal bird species, and on

8

migratory birds.

9

A

Specifically the presentation

10

will focus on how the Port Authority will manage and

11

mitigate project related road mortality, potential

12

effects from artificial light as well as habitat loss

13

as a result of the project footprint.

14

the assessment conclusions.

15

Slide 3.

And finally,

The assessment found that

16

with mitigation, the project is not expected to result

17

in significant adverse residual effects to coastal

18

birds.

19

following considerations.

Assessment conclusions are supported by the

20

The abundant populations of coastal

21

birds at Roberts Bank are habituated to development,

22

such as activity with existing port and ferry

23

facilities.

24

Bank, in addition to consultation experts and

25

engagement with Indigenous groups, provides a strong
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1

foundation of knowledge to the base the assessments of

2

potential project effects.

3

The Port Authority has committed to

4

comprehensive mitigation including offsetting measures

5

to avoid, reduce and offset project effects, including

6

carefully designing the project to avoid many impacts

7

to coastal birds.

8
9
10

The Port Authority has also committed
to follow-up programs to verify the accuracy of
effects predictions and mitigation effectiveness.

11

Slide 4.

As previously mentioned, the

12

Port Authority has committed to numerous mitigation

13

measures.

14

important potential impacts to most coastal birds

15

through both the minimization of causeway widening and

16

placement of the terminal in primarily subtidal,

17

rather than intertidal habitats.

18

all the measures that apply to coastal birds, but I

19

will highlight a few key measures and recent additions

20

in our table of commitments.

21

To begin, the design of the project avoids

I won’t go through

We have committed to mitigation

22

measures to reduce effects to barn owls including

23

speed management, barn owl nest box installation and

24

grassland set aside projects, which we’ll describe in

25

more detail later in our presentation.
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1

The Port Authority has also committed

2

to seven follow-up programs to verify mitigation

3

effectiveness and/or to verify the accuracy of some of

4

the effects predictions for coastal birds.

5

diverse

6

sandpipers, as noted earlier, as well as diving birds,

7

barn owls, and great blue herons.

follow-up programs focus on western

8
9

The

Moreover, the following
recommendations by Environment and Climate Change

10

Canada, we have also committed to monitor for

11

potential avian strandings and collisions associated

12

with artificial light on the terminal.

13

I’ll now pass the presentation over to

14

Mr. Rourke who will provide further detail on the

15

assessment of coastal birds.

16

MR. ROURKE:

Thank you.

We will now

17

take a closer look at some key aspects of the coastal

18

birds assessment.

19

coastal birds but was focused on subcomponents

20

illustrated in the green boxes with attention paid to

21

the representative species listed underneath.

22

representative species for each subcomponent were

23

selected in consideration of the species value

24

according to indigenous traditional knowledge, and

25

consideration of the species protected under the
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1

Species at Risk Act, the Migratory Birds Convention

2

Act, B.C. Wildlife Act, as well as those species

3

listed provincially at risk.

4

Representative species comprise of a

5

mix of species protected under these acts with federal

6

species at risk shown in italics.

7

We are confident that the species

8

selected are appropriate for the following reason:

9

The representative species are ecological dependen t on

10

Roberts Bank.

11

with the species they represent.

12

potential to interact with the project, similarly to

13

the species they represent.

14

are culturally important to Indigenous gro ups and/or

15

were specifically recommended by the productive

16

capacity technical advisory group as vocal species.

17

They share ecological characteristics

Slide 6.

They have the

And for some species they

As you have seen in the

18

previous presentation, a broad base of information

19

informed the assessment of project effects.

20

Indigenous traditional knowledge informed existing

21

conditions, pathways of effects as well as mitigation.

22

For example, the presence of certain coastal birds at

23

Roberts Bank was informed by accounts from Indigenous

24

groups in the area and Indigenous traditional

25

knowledge regarding shellfish as a good source for
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1

diving birds and waterfoul.

2

fields informed the potential project effects.

3

Use of agricultural

The assessment is also based on

4

scientist literature and the information from past

5

environmental assessments such as the Delta Third

6

Berth Project, empirical evidence collected during

7

project specific field studies, including studies

8

assessing collision mortality, species distribution

9

and abundance and effects from artificial light.

10

Multiple models were developed and us ed as lines of

11

evidence to inform the assessment.

12

Expert opinion solicited during the

13

productivity capacity, technical advisory group and

14

the western sandpiper and biofilm technical advisory

15

group and engagement with regulatory agencies was used

16

to direct field study designs and to ensure collection

17

of the necessary information to support the assessment

18

of potential project effects.

19

To assist with the integration and

20

interpretation of the multiple lines of evidence,

21

several team meetings were held with th e coastal

22

geomorphology discipline lead and the biophysical

23

leads of marine veg, fish and invertebrate programs.

24

Their independent technical advice was considered and

25

evaluated when forming the conclusions on the effects
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1

of coastal birds.

2

opinion is only shown as part of the integration

3

process, I would like to point out that expert opinion

4

or professional knowledge, provided an additional line

5

of evidence in the assessment framework and should

6

likely be shown as an additional blue box in the first

7

row.

8
9

And finally, although expert

Slide 7.

Slide 7 outlines the

assessment framework in which effects mechanisms from

10

project components were identified and assessed for

11

their potential to affect coastal bird populations.

12

The coloured boxes illustrate the dif ferent project

13

effects mechanisms considered in the assessment.

14

Decades of knowledge from prior studies, environmental

15

assessments and monitoring programs were used to

16

inform the assessment of potential effects.

17

Moreover, studies conducted at

18

terminals, including the Deltaport third berth

19

adaptive managemet strategy indicate migratory birds

20

using the area are habituated to port activities

21

associated with most project components.

22

mechanisms were identified to have the potential

23

effect to coastal birds.

24

yellow boxes and were the focus of the assessment, and

25

for which mitigation was developed.
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1

Specifically, it was determined that

2

the project may affect biotic interactions at Roberts

3

Bank through changes in predator prey dynamics.

4

the project’s construction operation will contribute

5

sources of noise and other forms of disturbance.

6

These represent the two mechanisms on the left.

Also,

7

The three mechanisms identified in the

8

yellow boxes on the right are those for whi ch comments

9

and interests were expressed in written submissions to

10

the registry by the Review Panel, Indigenous groups,

11

regulatory agencies and stakeholders and are the focus

12

of the remainder of the presentation.

13

These relate to effects to barn owls

14

resulting from road mortality, to collision with

15

vehicle traffic along the causeway, effects of

16

artificial lights from the terminal on migratory birds

17

with particular attention on mortality resulting from

18

collisions with infrastructure, and changes in habitat

19

quantity through the loss of intertidal and subtidal

20

habitats due to the project footprint.

21

Slide 8.

As mentioned by Mr. McNulty,

22

the Port Authority has identified and committed to

23

mitigation measures that will reduce the likelihood

24

and also offset the potential effects to barn owl road

25

mortalities associated with the project related
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1

project.

Barn owls are a species at risk and its

2

affinity for hunting along grassy roadside verges,

3

combined with its low slow flight make it particularly

4

vulnerable to collisions with vehicles.

5

Studies some shown major roads

6

with high traffic volume with vehicles travelling at

7

speeds over 60 to 80 kilometres per hour can have

8

lasting negative effects on barn owls.

9

volumes and speeds known to impact barn owls are

The traffic

10

currently present within the existing road

11

infrastructure in the local assessment area.

12

Nevertheless, the Port Authority has

13

committed to a number of mitigation measures to reduce

14

the likelihood of road mortalities and offset the

15

effects of mortality by increasing barn owl

16

productivity.

17

collision include collaborating with local authorities

18

to explore speed management within the local

19

assessment area, to reduce the incidents and

20

likelihood of bird vehicle collisions, and

21

implementing measures to increase education and driver

22

awareness of owl vehicle collisions along roads to

23

influence driving habits.

24
25

Measures to reduct the likelihood of

Measures to offset barn owl
mortalities, include artificial nest structures within
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1

the regional assessment area to enhance barn owl

2

productivity, in supporting the establishment or

3

maintenance of barn owl foraging habitat close to barn

4

owl nest sites, such as grassland set asides.

5

These measures are anticipated to

6

benefit barn owl productivity while reducing the

7

potential for road mortalities.

8
9

Slide 9.

As such, with application of

mitigation, we concluded that the project related

10

increase in vehicular traffic is expected to result in

11

a negligible adverse residual effect to barn owls as

12

well as the coastal birds.

13

effectiveness of mitigation and the accuracy of this

14

prediction, the Port Authority has committed to two

15

follow-up programs.

16

contribution to barn owl road mortality and to

17

monitoring usage of the erected barn owl nest boxe s

18

and resulting owlet fledgling success, to confirm that

19

the mitigation is sufficient to offset the project’s

20

contribution.

21

To verify the

To monitoring projects

Slide 10.

The assessment also

22

considered the effect of additional artificial light

23

with the project on coastal birds through the

24

potential for attraction, disorientation or collision

25

with infrastructure.
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1

impact types are typically associated with lit

2

infrastructure that stands out relative to unlit

3

environment, for example, light from offshore oil

4

platforms at sea.

5

For Roberts Bank, the existing

6

terminals are a well lit industrial site situated

7

within a densely populated and developed corridor

8

where urban centres and greenhouses emit large

9

quantities of light.

Within the inset figure you can

10

see light from the terminals of a continuation of

11

light emitted from Vancouver, Richmond, Delta,

12

Tsawwassen and other communities within the lower

13

mainland.

14

To the south is even a larger urban

15

centre of Seattle and Tacoma.

16

but the terminal is located here around this circle.

17

The proposed project is located -- the light

18

assessment conducted for the project evaluated the

19

potential change in light from 12 points of reception

20

located within 600 metres to 37 kilometres from the

21

proposed project.

22

with mitigation, that overall the project is not

23

expected to change the general light environment.

24
25

It’s difficult to see

The light assessment concluded,

Specifically project related
lighting is expected to result in a minimal increase
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1

in light trespass levels while small incre mental

2

increases in sky glow levels are expected.

3

not anticipated to result in a noticeable change from

4

existing conditions.

5

studies to assess the influence of artificial light on

6

shorebird presence at night.

7

shorebirds neither avoid nor prefer artificial lit

8

environments at Roberts Bank.

9

They are

We also conducted site specific

The studies concluded

Regarding the potential for light

10

attraction to cause bird collisions with

11

infrastructure, there’s no evidence this is of concern

12

at the existing Roberts Bank terminal.

13

been five collision mortality studies conducted at the

14

existing terminals since it’s construction with no

15

carcasses found on the terminal or near light

16

standards.

17

There have

Additionally tere have been no

18

reports of bird strandings, collisions or

19

disorientation due to light in the 40 years of the

20

terminal’s operation.

21

As such, the potential effects to

22

coastal birds from predicted incremental change in the

23

light environment is predicted to be small.

24
25

Slide 11.

In conclusion, with light

mitigation measures in place, project related changes
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1

in the light environment, are expected to result in

2

negligible residual effects to coastal birds, as the

3

surrounding light environment that a bird experiences

4

will likely be very similar with the project as under

5

existing conditions.

6

The applicable mitigation

7

measures will be detailed in the light management plan

8

and include, as examples, minimizing the number of

9

light installations, reducing the amount of light

10

emitted by designing the project as a s emi-automated

11

terminal, where a less required for human safety areas

12

of the terminal facility will be kept minimally lit.

13

Using downshielding lighting fixtures to focus light

14

into areas of intended use and limiting light

15

trespass.

16

Minimizing the amount of obstruction

17

avoidance lighting on tall structures, and avoiding

18

the use of slow burning or slow pulsing warning lights

19

known to attract birds.

20

Furthermore, the Port Authority has

21

committed to follow programs to evaluate the

22

predictions of artificial light assessment as well as

23

to monitor coastal bird strandings or collisions due

24

to the project’s artificial light, to verify the

25

accuracy of the effects predictions on coastal birds.
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Slide 12.

As discussed in the

2

previous presentation, the Roberts Bank T erminal 2

3

infrastructure particularly the terminal, will result

4

in a loss of intertidal and subtidal habitat over

5

which three-quarters of the habitat is soft bottom

6

sand in the subtidal zone.

7

primarily associated with diving bird fora ging and

8

roosting habitat, particularly for scoters and grebes.

9

This habitat type is

While some subtidal foraging

10

habitat will be lost due to the project, an abundance

11

of alternative foraging habitat is available for

12

diving birds within the local assessment area.

13

Specifically, there will be approximately 1800

14

hectares and 2900 hectares of alternative subtidal and

15

intertidal soft bottom habitats for diving birds to

16

hunt, roost and carry out their life requiites with

17

the project in place.

18

Furthermore, the corresponding

19

assessments on the preferred prey for diving birds,

20

that is invertebrate and marine fish, concluded that

21

with mitigation the project is unlikely to result in a

22

significant adverse residual effect to diving bird

23

prey.

24

the application of mitigation, the project is expected

25

to result in a non-significant adverse residual effect

Thus, for diving birds, we concluded that with
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1

to diving birds.

2

Slide 13.

Mitigation measures for the

3

loss of diving bird foraging habitat and roosting

4

habitat will be partially offset through the natural

5

colonization of hard structures such as riprap,

6

internal

7

diving birds feed.

8

mitigated through onsite habitat creation, such as the

9

creation of eelgrass habitat supporting forage fish,

10

which will benefit diving birds by enhancing habitat

11

availability, and providing foraging opportunities.

caissons by bivalve shellfish on which many

12

In addition, habitat loss will be

In recognizing the cultural value and

13

importance of diving birds and other costal bird

14

species.

15

follow-up programs to monitor the effectiveness of

16

offsetting habitats to confirm that created habitats

17

with stable, productive and functioning as intended,

18

and to examine the feasibility to monitor diving bird

19

species presence, abundance and den sity to verify the

20

accuracy of effects.

21

over to Mr. McNulty to summarize the assessment

22

conclusions.

23

The Port Authority has committed to

I’ll now pass the predictions

MR. McNULTY:

Slide 14.

In summary,

24

the assessment on coastal birds found that with the

25

application of mitigation, the project is not expected
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1

to result in significant adverse residual effects.

2

Our conclusions are supported by the

3

following considerations.

4

Roberts Bank, in addition to consultation with experts

5

and engagement with Indigenous groups , provide a

6

strong foundation of knowledge for the assessment.

7

The abundant populations of coastal birds at Roberts

8

Bank are habituated to development such as activity

9

associated with existing export and ferry facilities.

10

Decades of bird studies at

The Port Authority has committed to

11

comprehensive and proven mitigation and offsetting

12

measures, including designing the project to avoid

13

many impacts to coastal birds.

14

Mr. Rourke, the Port Authority has committed to

15

several follow-up programs to verify the accuracy of

16

effects predictions and the effectiveness of the

17

mitigation.

18

Moreover, as noted by

In summary, with a carefully

19

designed project, and effective mitigation in place,

20

Roberts Bank will continue to support productive

21

populations and diverse communities of coastal birds

22

if the project is approved.

23
24

I will now pass you back to Mr.
Stewart.

25

MR. STEWART:
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1

and Panel members.

2

That concludes our presentation.

Now we actually have some different

3

experts for the second presentation.

So we may need

4

to move people around to answer questions.

5

addition to those mentioned earlier, Ms. Deb Lacroix,

6

who you’ve met previously, a registered professional

7

biologist with Ecofish, who assist with the responses

8

to this second presentation.

9

experts behind us in the second row who will provide

But in

And there are other

10

support as required, and we will identify them if they

11

come up to answer questions.

12

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So before we start

13

with questioning, we’ll take a break of 25 minutes,

14

till 10:30.

15

--- Upon recessing at 1004 / Suspension à 1004

16

--- Upon resuming at 1028 / Reprise à 1028

17

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So the Panel has a

18

few questions to the proponent on biofilm.

19

think it would be important to hear the presentation

20

of Environment Canada, and then we’ll go on with the

21

questions.

22

Dr. Levy.

23

MEMBER LEVY:

24

And then I

Thanks to the Port

Authority for the two presentations.

25

I only have one question on biofilm.
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1

And could we have slide 9 from the Port’s biofilm

2

presentation?

3

So as described in the EIS, there’s

4

two ways that biofilm can grow.

Either the diatom

5

cells divide, and that division rate is a function of

6

many variables, light, temperature, salinity, et

7

cetera.

8

into the biofilm from the overlying phytop lankton.

And the second way is from diatom recruitment

9

And what I’d like to ask some

10

questions on is the biofilm regeneration study.

11

document 1181.

12

and I’m glad to see Dr. Lauria, who hopefully can

13

weigh in.

14

It’s

That study was done by Worley Parsons,

Anyways, the -- if you look at the

15

scraped biofilm and mud that the object beside it is a

16

pencil, and what the study did was it replicated a

17

number of -- in a number of areas removing the biofilm

18

from the sediment and seeing how long it took to grow

19

back.

And there was quite a grid of sampling sites.

20

It was controlled experiments, so some

21

of the sites were left in their normal state and then

22

they figured out how long it took to regenerate.

23

What they found was that biofilm at

24

Roberts Bank is naturally resilient and returns to an

25

undisturbed state within nine days of a physical
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1

disturbance such as the scraping treatment there.

2

Second, the natural biofilm biomass

3

and diatom composition is influenced by the tidal

4

cycle, creating highs during spring tides and lows

5

during neap tides.

6

this is a very similar result that was obtained in the

7

three years of biofilm field study that the proponent

8

undertook.

9

And I’ll just mentio n in passing

And the third thing was that diatom

10

composition changes occur over the tidal cycle and

11

that indicates an influence from th e suspension,

12

resuspension within the water column.

13

hard to explain these results through diatom cell

14

growth, for example.

15

It'd be very

So what I’d like to ask is can you

16

comment on the suspension-resuspension mechanism and

17

its relative importance in con trolling biofilm biomass

18

on Roberts Bank?

19

MR. STEWART:

20

question.

21

caucus.

22

--- Pause

23
24

Thank you for that

If you could just give us a moment to

MR. STEWART:

Thank you.

Dr. Lauria

will respond to the question.

25

DR. LAURIA:
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1

morning, Madam Beaudet, Dr. Levy and Dr. Steyn.

2

name is Dr. Mary Lou Lauria, L -a-u-r-i-a.

3

very much for that question.

My

Thank you

4

Before I launch into a direct answer,

5

I just wanted to be clear about a few things that you

6

described, Dr. Levy.

7
8

MEMBER LEVY:

Can you speak closer to

the mic?

9

DR. LAURIA:

10

Excuse me.

Sorry.

Before launching into my answer, I

11

just wanted to clarify a little bit about the nuances

12

of the question that you asked.

13

information in the question and I just want to m ake

14

sure I pick out each of the pertinent points.

15
16

So there was a lot of

First of all, the regeneration study
that was done, if I can describe that a little bit.

17

We actually cleared an area, a plot of

18

five metres by five metres.

19

biofilm in a technique very similar to what you see on

20

the screen.

21

biofilm, we then took a subplot and we churned the

22

sediment.

23

over and flattened out a one by two metre plot.

24
25

We scraped away the

And once we’d removed all of that

So we took a shovel out there, turned it

We also had -- it was a paired
controlled study.
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1

site.

2

So over a 45-day period, we took

3

samples in a method such as this where we’re scraping

4

away to a two-millimetre depth, and those samples were

5

analyzed.

6

And what we found was that using

7

chlorophyll a as a biomass indicator of the density of

8

biofilm, we found that the disturbed plots returned to

9

the controlled base within nine days.

10

So the

chlorophyll a returned within nine days.

11

Another interesting fact that we saw

12

within that study was that there was a very strong

13

signal with regard to chlorophyll and the spring neap

14

tidal cycle.

15

phytoplankton studies around the world and also on

16

tidal mud flats.

17

This has been documented in other

And what tends to be happening is that

18

over a spring tidal cycle, we have a maximum range.

19

So we have our highest high waters and our lowest low

20

waters.

21

area on Roberts Bank, we have maximum exposure during

22

the spring tides so the diatom community in that area

23

are able to photosynthesize for longer over the day

24

length.

25

And typically, up in the upper intertidal

We also have the concept of this
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1

resuspension that you mention.

2

tidal mud flat, you have to have a sediment water

3

interface, of course.

4

that mud flat, the resuspension will be different.

5

Resuspension on a

And depending where you are on

If you're lower down in the mud flat,

6

the currents as they’re moving on a high and a low

7

tide will be changing, but they will be higher -- the

8

velocities will be higher the lower down you are.

9

the likelihood of resuspension there is higher.

10

So

Once you get up into the upper

11

intertidal where we see a lot of dense biofilm, the

12

resuspension there of the sediment is much less.

13

in fact, we did other studies to show that the sheer

14

level when there’s biofilm is around 12 ti mes more

15

than it would be if there wasn’t any biofilm.

16

you’d need 12 times the force, the friction, to remove

17

sediments when there’s biofilm than you would when

18

there isn’t.

19

And

So

So with regard to the recruitment

20

question with regard to if the spring neap cycle is

21

also changing the composition in the upper intertidal,

22

we see that the core key taxa are always there in the

23

upper intertidal and during the spring and the neap,

24

we see different occasional sort of incidental

25

organisms that are there coming in fro m the
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1

phytoplankton.

2

Usually these are not benthic

3

organisms.

4

the water column and end up being deposited and

5

settled in the upper intertidal.

6

They are species that are drifting within

So there is definitely an interaction

7

between the water column and w hat’s on the sediment,

8

and a lot of that is being -- there’s definitely a

9

biophysical relationship happening.

10

Sorry, Dr. Levy.

11

I’m specifically answering your question at this

12

point.

13

MEMBER LEVY:

14

DR. LAURIA:

15

No, that's great.
There’s a lot of nuance

to what’s happening out there.

16
17

I’m not sure that

MEMBER LEVY:

I was interested in what

you said with respect to light and spring tides.

18

Is the reason for higher biomass of

19

biofilm in the upper tidal because they’re basically

20

exposed, dewatered -- the sediment dewaters for longer

21

so they’re more exposed to sunlight whereas in the

22

very highly turbid water the light penetration is low?

23

DR. LAURIA:

Absolutely.

And as you

24

rightly say, one of the key drivers in biomass

25

productivity and growth is light.
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1
2

MEMBER LEVY:
response.

3
4

Thank you for your

DR. LAURIA:
sorry, Dr. Levy.

5

I just wanted to add –-

Just one last point.

As you saw in the model that was shown

6

this morning in the earlier presentation, with the

7

project in place, it is not changing the spring neap

8

tidal cycle.

9

always see across the mud flat will remain with the

10

So that natural variability that we

project in place.

11

MEMBER LEVY:

12

THE CHAIRPERSON:

13

MEMBER STEYN:

14

Thank you.
Dr. Steyn.

Yes, thank you for your

presentations.

15

Could we have slide 11 from the

16

biofilm presentation?

17

hyperspectrial image.

18

That’s one with the

As I understand it, this -- the image,

19

the purplish shading biofilm density, is derived from

20

an image of chlorophyll a density which is sensed

21

optically.

Is that correct?

22

MR. STEWART:

23

MEMBER STEYN:

24

So I realize I’m pushing you here.

25

Yes, that’s correct.
Thank you.

What was the tidal state when this image was taken?
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1

MR. STEWART:

2

please.

3

--- Pause

4
5

DR. LAURIA:

Just give us a moment,

Thank you for the

question, Dr. Steyn.

6

The image was taken in July, and it

7

was on a maximum spring.

So we saw very –- we

8

targeted that date particularly because we wanted to

9

have the maximum exposure on the mud flat.

10

MEMBER STEYN:

Good.

Thank you.

11

So this is a single shot.

And soon

12

we’re going to talk about your sampling program,

13

sampling biofilm.

14

Is there any availability of composite

15

pictures of biofilm distribution?

16

from that there’s a presumption of variation from day

17

to day.

18

And you can read

Is there day to day tide to tide

19

variation, and could one overcome that by looking at a

20

composite picture of biofilm distribution rather than

21

a single day or single image?

22

MR. STEWART:

23

question, Dr. Steyn.

24

consult.

25

--- Pause
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1
2

MR. STEWART:
come forward to respond.

3
4

Dr. Ron Ydenberg will

DR. YDENBERG:

Thank you for the

question.

5

This actually is a composite image

6

made from a series of pictures taken, but basically

7

all at the same time.

8

very special conditions to be able to make this

9

picture, so you have to do it all on the same day.

10

The reason for that is you need

But if you want to follow measurements

11

through time, you have to do that on the ground.

12

can use what is in essence the same instrument, but a

13

small version, and walk along the grou nd.

14

You

So if you do that, you see the

15

chlorophyll density is lowest just as the tide begins

16

to recede and then it begins to accumulate.

17

at a measurable rate for the reasons Dr. Levy raised

18

in his question, some migration of diatoms back up to

19

the surface.

20

reproducing.

21

And they’re growing.

It raises

They’re

And that increases through the entire

22

tidal period.

You know, we could put a number on what

23

that rate actually is.

24

And as far as day-to-day variation

25

goes, we just don’t have enough measurements to do
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1

that.

I think we have -- I think I have 23 or 40 days

2

of measurement, and while there’s some variation

3

between days, but I haven’t looked at that in detail

4

yet.

5
6

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

That’s very

helpful.

7

Could you explain the patchiness that

8

exists in the biofilm density in this image which, as

9

you point out, is a composite on a single day?

10

DR. YDENBERG:

This image shows areas

11

that are above -– but I think 90 or 93 milligrams of

12

chlorophyll a per metre squared.

13

So the ground instrument that we use

14

has a very small probe.

15

in diameter, so you put that on the ground and you’re

16

measuring there.

17

measurements, but I think about a quarter of them, 28

18

percent, in fact, don’t register chlorophyll.

19
20

It’s about three millimetres

You get very repeatable

So that patchiness is on a very -- a
millimetre scale, really.

21

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

22

If you were to have, say, a set of

23

images and draw a composite for the following day, how

24

similar would the pattern be to that one?

25

DR. YDENBERG:
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1

thinking.

2

an exact number of how variable, but very similar.

3
4

Very similar.

I couldn’t actually give you

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

That’s very

helpful.

5

I now have my last question.

So could

6

we have an image of the freshet timing at Appendix

7

958?

I think it’s on your file.

8
9

Figure 9 -– Figure 22 of Appendix 95A.
Thank you.

10

So there’s been much comment recently

11

on the phenomenon variously called salinity shock or

12

salinity oscillations.

13

nature, and by that I mean the phase and timing --

14

phase and period of the salinity oscillations?

15

Could you explain the temporal

And you can put that word in quotes

16

because I’m not sure what is the really most precise

17

name for this phenomenon.

18

So the phase and period of these

19

oscillations that drive the firing-up of the biofilm

20

production of unsaturated fatty acids.

21

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

22

We’ll caucus to come up with a response to that.

23

--- Pause

24
25

MR. STEWART:
question, Dr. Steyn.
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1

different parts of it, so I’ll just let them introduce

2

themselves as they come up.

3

DR. LAURIA:

4

question, Dr. Steyn.

5

Thank you for that

Mary Lou Lauria.

So first of all, I’d just like to

6

address directly the term "salinity oscillation" and

7

the suggestion that it’s creat ing or initiating the

8

fatty acid production.

9

In the literature that we’ve reviewed

10

and in the data that we have collected at Roberts

11

Bank, including, post EIS, three years’ worth of data,

12

there is no evidence to show that there is a salinity

13

oscillation which creates or initiates the fatty acid

14

production in the biofilm community at Roberts Bank.

15

What we’ve also found in the post EIS

16

three years from 2016, '17 and '18, we have shown that

17

there is fatty acids in the biofilm at Roberts Bank

18

across the salinity gradient, so in the areas which

19

are predominantly fresh water and in the areas which

20

have a more saline influence, the fatty acid is across

21

the intertidal area and is not related to the

22

salinity.

23
24

MR. ROURKE:

Thank you.

James Rourke

speaking.

25

I’ll just add to what Dr. Lauria has
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1

said and -- about the high abundances in both high

2

quantity and quality of fatty acids across the bank

3

from both fresh water and in the more marine areas.

4

And we’ve also had questions about the

5

timing of western sandpiper mi gration associated with

6

a -- I believe some of the wording has been there’s a

7

pulse or a perfectly-timed pulse of fatty acids with

8

western sandpiper migration.

9

This figure that you have on the

10

screen right now shows you can interpret from that and

11

from the figure that we showed in the presentation,

12

the conditions from year to year in the Fraser River

13

flow are extremely variable.

14

at Roberts Bank and across the years that we’ve

15

studied biofilm has varied greatly from one year to

16

the next.

17

So the salinity regime

During the times, we’ve seen

18

consistent quality and quantity of biofilm at Roberts

19

Bank.

20

Challenger has done as part of this has shown that

21

salinity is not driving.

22

factor or explaining the abundances in fatty acids

23

that we’re actually seeing there.

And the statistical modelling that Dr.

24
25

It is not a -- it is not the

Getting back to western sandpipers and
their arrival, we have to remember that when the
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1

western sandpiper's overwintering from basically

2

California down to Peru, and a bird in Peru has no

3

idea what’s going on in the Fraser River estuary when

4

it leaves.

5

they’re arriving at the same three-week period each

6

year with the peak regularly at late April.

7

But regardless, they’re timing their --

And what they’re doing is -- what the

8

data shows is that they’re actually timing their

9

arrival on the mean snow melt day up in the tundra in

10

Alaska.

So their timing isn’t to follow a fatty acid

11

bloom or to time it with the Fraser River estuary.

12

It’s actually to arrive at the breeding grounds at the

13

appropriate time period.

14

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

15

I just want to continue a little while

16

with this -– with this questioning.

17

question of the -– excuse me.

18

The -– this

The question of the salinity

19

oscillation or the pulse arose during our work.

20

you give me a brief summary of the -- if I might use a

21

rather high-flown term -- the intellectual history of

22

that phenomenon?

23

Is there one in the academic realm?

MR. STEWART:

24

question.

25

--- Pause
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1
2

DR. LAURIA:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn for

your question.

3

There is no scientific theory that we

4

have seen in any of the published -- peer reviewed

5

published papers that we have reviewed to suggest that

6

there is a salinity trigger or a salinity oscillation

7

which initiates fatty acid production in biofilm.

8
9

The only thing that we can talk to is
what has been shown in laboratory studies.

And in all

10

of the laboratory studies that we have reviewed, there

11

is in no way evidence to suggest that salinity is

12

triggering the fatty acids.

13

number of other environmental factors that have been

14

recorded.

15
16

In many cases, it’s a

And we’ve detailed our response to
this in CEAA document 1705.

17

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

18

Did any of your team attend the recent

19

Ornithological Congress in Vancouver?

20

was in the summer of 2018.

21
22

MR. STEWART:
question.

23
24

I believe it

Thank you for that

Just give us a moment.
MR. ROURKE:

Yes, Dr. Steyn.

Both Dr.

Ydenberg and I attended that conference.

25

MEMBER STEYN:
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1

And there was no mention of this

2

salinity shock at that Congress, either?

3

correct?

Is that

4

MR. ROURKE:

That’s correct.

5

MEMBER STEYN:

6

I just want to spend a very short

Thank you.

7

while now further on this topic, but we’re diverging

8

from the shock.

9

In Appendix 17 of registry document

10

1637, there’s some talk of the timing of the freshet

11

and its effect on salinity and on biofilm.

12

clearly yet another powerfully periodic forcing to

13

this ecological system.

14

This is

And you state, "After correcting for

15

the seasonal changes in abundance of sandpip ers, fewer

16

birds are counted at Roberts Bank when discharge rates

17

are high."

18
19

Do you have a mechanism behind this
correlation?

20

MR. STEWART:

Dr. Steyn, could you

21

point us to the document that you’re quoting from,

22

please?

23
24

MEMBER STEYN:

Appendix 17.

Appendix

7 of CEAR 1637.

25

MR. STEWART:
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1

us a moment, please.

2

--- Pause

3

MR. STEWART:

4

that that is an Environment Canada document.

5

So are you asking us to comment on

6

their statement?

7

meant by it.

8
9
10

I’d just like to clarify

Because I think you asked u s what we

MEMBER STEYN:

No, my apologies if I

allowed you to misunderstand me.

That is entirely my

fault.

11

No, I would like to know if you have

12

any possible mechanism behind that correlation which

13

your studies have shown.

14

with the question when Environment Canada are before

15

us.

16
17

I will, of course , continue

MR. STEWART:

Okay.

So I want to be

very clear.

18

So you’re asking us to confirm that

19

their interpretation of our data is correct and then

20

if we have a theory about it.

21

MEMBER STEYN:

22

MR. STEWART:

Thank you.

MR. STEWART:

Dr. Steyn, can I confirm

23

a moment.

24

--- Pause

25
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1

that it’s Figure 7.1 that is at the core of your

2

question?

3
4

MEMBER STEYN:
figure.

5
6

moment.

7

--- Pause

8
9

MR. STEWART:

Thank you.

jUST a

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

Dr. Wendell Challenger will come forward to respond.

10
11

Yes, that is the

DR. CHALLENGER:

Hello.

Dr. Wendell

Challenger with LGL Limited.

12

So I did take a look at this And I

13

went to –- I did reproduce it.

14

representative, but the association is incredibly

15

weak.

16

It’s fairly

And we have to realize we’re looking

17

at mean values.

18

actual distribution of abundances was quite variable.

19

So I don’t think those means are very representative

20

of the trends happening across the whole area.

21

And on any day, the mean -- the

Even if you do consider them to be

22

representative, the association there is so incredibly

23

weak it’s not anything that you can, I think, hold to

24

in terms of a meaningful biological effect size.

25

There was a year to year -- was a -613-521-0703
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1

point counts can be highly variable and that small of

2

a size wouldn’t account for sufficient food when we

3

have very large numbers, for example.

4

And furthermore, these numbers were

5

actually reverse engineered off one of our figures,

6

which had very steep scaling.

7

the original data, the 2017 isn't quite as steep and

8

the differences aren’t as big as what’s in this figure

9

as well.

10
11

And if you go back to

So I would suggest that there’s very
little, if anything, here.

12

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

13

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I’m done.

We have more

14

questions, but I think it would be appropriate if

15

Environment Canada comes and do their presentation.

16

--- Pause

17

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good day, and

18

welcome.

19

team, please, and go on with your presentation.

20

you.

21

PRESENTATION

22

And when you are ready, you identify your

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank

Thank you, Madam Chair.

23

Blair Hammond, Environment and Climate Change Canada.

24

I’m joined at the front table here by

25

Dr. David Hope, Dr. Bob Elner and, to my right, Dr.
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Mark Drever with colleagues behind who we may call

2

upon and we’ll name at the time should we need their

3

support in answering a question.

4

First of all, I would like to

5

apologize.

6

little hard to understand or if I need to take a

7

moment, I beg your indulgence.

8
9

I’m still struggling with a cold, so I’m a

So we will get under way here.

We

will provide a quick introduction of a review of the

10

relevant biology of shore bird migration.

11

speak to the predicted salinity changes that we’ve

12

been hearing about so far this morning and the effects

13

on biofilm of fatty acids.

14

We will

We will speak to the proponent’s key

15

conclusions very briefly and our own view of them, and

16

provide our conclusions and recommendations as we go

17

forward.

18

Some key considerations in this

19

assessment.

First and foremost in our mind is the

20

very high conservation value of this site for

21

migratory birds in general, but also shore birds in

22

particular.

23

Our view is that not all intertidal

24

biofilm has equal value to shore birds and that the

25

experimental evidence behind the value of
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1

polyunsaturated fatty acids for bird migration.

2

Yes, sir.

3

THE CHAIRPERSON:

4

A little closer?
Yeah.

A little

closer, please.

5

MR. HAMMOND:

There we go.

Thank you.

6

That the experimental evidence behind

7

the value of polyunsaturated fatty acids for bird

8

migration and for trigger mechanism for fatty acid

9

production and micro algae, we’ll speak to repeated

10

findings in the proponent's studies that fresh water

11

is negatively correlated with measures of biofilm,

12

biomass and fatty acid content .

13

a lack of mitigation options, alternativee sites

14

within the Fraser River estuary.

15

And we will speak to

Sturgeon Banks and Boundary Bay

16

specifically have sandier substrates or different

17

hydrological regimes and would not be suitable

18

replacements for the loss of degradation of Roberts

19

Bank.

20

We do seem to have some jiggle in the

21

camera, so I’m not sure what's going on there.

22

Apologies for the presentation jitteriness.

23

So the flight of the western

24

sandpiper.

25

Peru and their breeding grounds in Alaska.
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

Excuse me.

We have

2

to stop because our screen here is perfect, but I

3

don’t think that’s appropriate for a presentation.

4

MR. HAMMOND:

Okay.

6

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you.

7

So as I noted, a 10,000 kilometre,

5

--- Pause

8

approximately, migration between sites in Peru,

9

Central America and Alaska.

And there are a chain of

10

stopovers on this migration along the Pacific

11

migratory flyway.

12

After the Fraser River delta, the next

13

major stopover site is the Stikine River estuary,

14

which is more than 850 kilometres away, a very long

15

way indeed for a bird of some 25 grams and

16

approximately that big.

17

Fraser River estuary provides, then, a

18

critical link in the chain of stopover sites during

19

shore bird migration.

20
21

Next slide, please.

We saw this slide

on Friday when we were speaking to wetlands.

22

I’ll illustrate it here, really, to

23

point out that the area between Westham Island and the

24

causeway is really one of the least affected areas of

25

the Fraser River estuary in terms of altered
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1

hydrological processes due to things like training

2

dykes, causeways, other linear infrastructure in the

3

estuary.

4
5

Next slide, please.

Roberts Bank

shore birds.

6

Roberts Bank is internationally

7

recognized as a migratory stopover area for shore

8

birds and as an overwintering site for hundreds of

9

thousands of waterfowl and shore birds.

The entire

10

species population of western sandpipers,

11

approximately 3.5 million at the time of its original

12

estimate, migrates northward along the Pacific flyway

13

to the Arctic breeding grounds and an estimated 42 to

14

64 percent of western sandpipers rely on Roberts Bank

15

to refuel.

16

I understand the proponent’s estimate

17

of the population differs from this, and we’d be happy

18

to speak to that in the question and answer pe riod.

19

During this migration period, the

20

birds eat voraciously in the estuary in order to put

21

on fats to support their migration.

22

Next slide, please.

I’d like now to

23

do a bit of a compressed seminar on shore bird ecology

24

and biofilm as we go through.

25

technical, so please do bear with us as we proceed.
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1

And again, the question and answer

2

period might be helpful in elucidating some of the

3

contradictions that you may have heard.

4

For biofilm, it comprises a very thin

5

layer, 0.1 to two millimetres thick, of microbes and

6

organic detritus, benthic invertebrates and sediment

7

bound together by extracellular polymeric substances

8

secreted by diotomes and bacteria.

9

Western sandpipers may consume 190

10

grams of biofilm per day.

11

body weight.

12

between 45 to 59 percent of their total diet, or 50

13

percent of their daily energy budget.

14
15

That's even times the ir

And this consumption accounts for

Next slide, please.

Pardon me for a

moment.

16

Lipids, fats, provide a high-energy,

17

low-weight fuel for migration, and it’s the best of

18

the three types between carbohydrates, lipids and

19

protein.

20

are taking in really play a function that might be

21

more akin to engine oil in addition to fuel in terms

22

of their efficiency and how effectively they can

23

uptake these resources for the migration.

24
25

In addition, the fatty acids that the birds

Fatty acids of a type of lipid,
especially –- pardon me, polyunsaturated fatty acids,
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PUFA, produced by diatoms and biofilm appear critical

2

to migrating shore birds.

3

acids by grazing biofilm directly or through

4

consumption of invertebrates that have grazed diatoms.

5

Shore birds uptake fatty

Elevated levels of fatty acids,

6

including PUFA as well as EPA and DHA in biofilm on

7

Roberts Bank, in spring coincide with the arrival of

8

western sandpipers on northern migrations.

9
10

Pardon me for a moment.
--- Pause

11

MR. HAMMOND:

The image below on the

12

left is really I think probably more than an audience

13

may need here in terms of understanding some of the

14

composition of it, but the image on the right showi ng

15

the seasonality, spring to winter, on the X axis and

16

on the Y axis the amount of PUFA found in the biofilm.

17
18

Next slide, please.

Pardon me for a

moment.

19

Microalgae accumulate fats during

20

stationary growth phase.

21

diatoms, have two growth phases, exponential and

22

stationary.

23

by the labels applied to these.

24

would like to register here is that during the

25

stationary growth phase, as can be seen on the graphic
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1

to the left, there’s a much higher production of fatty

2

acids.

3

phase, happens under stress or rapid changes to

4

conditions, light nutrients, and we’ll assert,

5

salinity.

Excuse me.

6

This switch to stationary growth

Understanding when and where diatoms

7

switch growth phases will be critical to making

8

predictions about potential future project effects.

9

Next slide please.

Proponent’s

10

predicted changes.

11

is that there will be a direct loss of biofilm from

12

causeway construction, approximatel y 2.5 hectacres,

13

representing .08 percent of the total biofilm area.

14

And that there would be a changing salinity regime,

15

due to freshwater influence from the Fraser River,

16

reducing salinity on Roberts Bank.

17

Our analysis of their information

Next slide, please.

The predicted

18

effects are a disruption of the trigger for fatty acid

19

production.

20

proponent’s mind as to the validity of this, and we

21

would happy to speak to this in the question and

22

answer period.

23

I understand there’s some question in the

This is the first of 4 slides where we

24

reviewed the results presented in the series of

25

reports
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1

different conclusions than the proponent.

The

2

difference in interpretation between E triple C and

3

the proponent might have resulted because the

4

proponent has made their conclusions with limited

5

reference to the underlying ecological mechanisms.

6

Our view is that the production of

7

fatty acids is stimulated by fluctuations in salinity.

8

Here we show the predicted changes in both the average

9

conditions and magnitude of fluctuations.

Average

10

salinity is predicted to decline across all sites

11

except Canoe Pass, which is expected to experience

12

little change.

13

trigger, is predicted to decline especially in the

14

upper intertidal zone where biofilm occurs in the

15

highest densities.

16

the mean salinity, which is a decrease in

17

A compression of the range.

18

The variability in salinity, the

This would result in a decrease in

Next slide, please.

amplitude.

Pardon me.

Loss

19

of this trigger would result in diatoms remaining in

20

their exponential growth phase and lower fatty acid

21

production.

22

Next slide please.
Predicted effects, changing in

23

community composition.

Salinity influences biofilm

24

community composition.

Freshwater influenced diatoms

25

tend to have lower abundances of critical fatty acids
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and may lack the trigger for fatty acid production.

2

The project is predicted to induce year -round sift

3

from marine influence biofilm to freshwater influence

4

biofilm.

5

lower abundances of critical fatty acids and may lack

6

the trigger for fatty acid production.

Freshwater influences diatoms tend to have

7

Figures at the bottom show the spatial

8

variation in fatty acid content and community

9

composition.

It shows the link between the presences

10

of marine influenced diatoms, Nitzschia and Navi cula,

11

yellow and green bars, with higher fatty acid values.

12

At stations dominated by freshwater influence diatoms,

13

the grey bars, the fatty acid values are lower.

14

With the predicted shift towards

15

freshwater dominated diatoms, we can expect a

16

reduction in the fatty acid content of the biofilm.

17

Pardon me for a moment.

18

Next slide please.

The slide shows

19

the distribution of optimal salinity for biofilm

20

biomass.

21

left, shows the area of concentrated feeding by

22

shorebirds.

23

predicts a spatial shift in the areas of optimal

24

salinity for biofilm biomass, the orange area, away

25

from the shore and towards lower elevation areas with
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1

sandy substrate.

2

In our view, this change would

3

render biofilm inaccessible for foraging western

4

sandpipers due to tongue

5

photographs show the fine hairs on the tip and the

6

tongue of the sandpiper.

7

are not able to forage effectively in substrates with

8

different particle size then where they forage

9

presently, which means those biofilm resources are not

10

morphology.

The lower

The western sandpiper.

They

available to them, or as available to them.

11

Next slide, please.

Various studies

12

conducted by the proponent have repeatedly found

13

positive correlations between salinity and different

14

measures of biofilm quantity and quality.

15

shows areas of net decreases in biofilm biomass in

16

blue predicted by changes in salinity.

17

in biofilm, biomass is accompanied by predicted

18

reductions in medium size and large size

19

invertebrates.

20

This map

The reduction

The lower left graph shows the

21

expected percent change in biomass of the three main

22

prey types.

23

is that all predicted changes in biomass are negative.

24

The bullets are below the line.

25

that this expected change has high uncertainty.
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1

Next slide, please.

In addition to

2

the direct loss of 2.5 hectares of intertidal mudflats

3

from widening of the causeway, indirect effects, in

4

our view,

5

intertidal flats.

6

recreation of biofilm that supports shorebirds has no

7

precedent, and currently there’s no way exists to

8

create high quality biofilm habitat which is fatty

9

acid rich.

would affect up to 558 hectare s of
Our view is that large scale

Proposed location of mudflat offset is not

10

an area with high numbers of shorebirds and proximity

11

of location to the causeway may result in low use due

12

to predator avoidance.

13

Next slide, please.

Our view is that

14

given the risk to shorebird populations we do not

15

support the proponents follow-up monitoring program.

16

While the follow-up program would provide monitoring

17

data, the predicted effects on biofilm would be

18

immediate, irreversible and not mitigatable.

19

Next slide please.

We’ll review very

20

quickly here the proponent’s key conclusions a nd our

21

response to them.

22

proponent that biofilm at Roberts Bank is not limiting

23

for western sandpiper.

24

limiting and calculations used used to infer capacity

25

were made untired methodologies methodologies,
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arbitrary scaling factors and untested assumptions.

2

We do view these calculations as reliable.

3

Further we would differ from the

4

proponent’s conclusion that the project would not

5

adversely affect the quantity and quality of food

6

available to western sandpipers and other shorebirds.

7

We feel this conclusion is made without reference to

8

the underlying mechanism to fatty acid production of

9

biofilm.

Our view persists that changes in salinity

10

regime would disrupt or remove salinity trigger for

11

fatty acid production in microalgae presenting a high

12

risk of reducting and quantity and quality of marine

13

type biofilm with fatty acid content.

14
15

Pardon me.

Next slide please.

Our

conclusions.

16

Disruption or removal of a salinity

17

trigger for fatty acid production by microalgae on

18

Roberts Bank are predicted to have species level

19

consequences for western sandpipers.

20

opinion that the best available scientific evidence

21

does not support the proponents statement that biofilm

22

at Roberts Bank would continue to be capable of

23

supporting migrating western sandpipers within the

24

project.

25

With the project in place.
Next slide please.
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1

recommendations.

2

project induced changes to Roberts Bank constitute an

3

unmitigatable species level risk to western sandpipers

4

and shorebirds more generally, due to the predicted

5

disruption to the salinity regime that supports fatty

6

production for biofilm.

7

project redesign would avoid geomorphological

8

processes in Roberts Bank impacting biofilm and

9

shorebirds.

10

We maintain that the predicted

We advise that only a

Next slide, please.

And if you’ll

11

indulge us, we’ll finish with a quote that might

12

perhaps help the Panel and other participants

13

understand really just how critical the migration

14

period is for shorebirds.

15

“Marathon running is inadequate is

16

inadequate to fully capture the magnitude of long

17

distance

18

a journey to the moon seems more appropriate.

19

have no access to supplementary water or nutrition

20

during a multiday flight and they must carefully

21

budget their body fat and protein stores to provide

22

both fuel and life support.

23

crucial to successful non-stop migratory flight in

24

birds.”

25

migratory flight of birds.

In some respects
Birds

Fatty acid transport is

Thank you.
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1
2

THE CHAIRPERSON:
presentation.

3

Thank you for your

We have questions.
MEMBER LEVY:

Dr. Levy.

Thank you for the

4

overview.

5

ask it to DFO.

6

she’s not blindsided.

7

Canada and I’ll also ask the proponent when we’re

8

finished.

9

I only have one question.

But I’d like to

I’m letting Ms. Richardson know so
I’ll also ask Environment

Could you pull up DFO IR20, the figure?
The IR that I’m going to describe is

10

called salinity predictions in the vicinity of

11

Brunswick Point.

12

Okay, thank you.

13

And we received an answer from DFO.

So I’m going to be talking about

14

predicted salinity changes, and I’d like, since I’m

15

interpreting the proponent’s data, if I get it wrong,

16

please correct me.

17

And the videos that Mr. Ray showed

18

this morning, he was showing absolute salinity

19

concentrations and practical salinity units.

20

diagram in front of us is somewhat different.

21

shows is that the change in salinity, post project, in

22

compared with pre-project.

23

asked -- you can see the oval area is the area where

24

the western sandpipers concentrate.

25

specific interest to us.
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1

Now, the scale on the right shows that

2

any area with white there was no change.

3

from the TELEMAC Model.

4

And areas in blue shows a more saline situation.

5

what we asked DFO was -- we asked for confirmation

6

that the salinity changes predicted by the TELEMAC

7

Model are accurate in the vicinity of Brunswick Point.

8

And what they replied was that the model pattern of

9

salinity change associated with expansion of the

10

And this is

It’s a hydrodynamic model.
So

marine terminal is plausible.

11

Secondly, over the intertidal

12

zone, the area of vicinity of the Brunswick Point is

13

predicted to see the smallest salinity change.

14

This area, we have heard this morning,

15

has very high densities of biofilm.

16

sandpiper foraging dominated by freshwater, and is

17

predicted to see the smallest salinity change in the

18

order of several practical salinity units under

19

different freshet conditions.

20

they're introducing salinity, they talk about the wide

21

range of salinities, full strength sea water is 35

22

practical salinity units.

23

brackish water is somewhere between those two

24

extremes.

25

It’s concentrated

Now the EIS, when

Freshwater is 0.

So

So I’ll ask DFO first, for
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euryhaline -- which means animals which live in

2

estuaries that can withstand salinity variations --

3

for these organisms, like epibenthic invertebrates,

4

for example, juvenile salmon making a transition to

5

sea water, crabs, diatoms.

6

in salinity of only several PSUs, is this something

7

that DFO would consider to be biologically

8

significant?

9

MR. HAMMOND:

10

question, Dr. Levy.

11

come forward to answer.

12

--- Pause

13

Is this magnitude change

Thank you for your

We’ll let the appropriate person

DR. RICHARDSON:

Tessa Richardson,

14

Fisheries and Oceans Canada.

15

at Roberts Bank are indenitated with this change in

16

salinity.

17

indicates they’re somewhat tolerant of that change.

18

We haven’t looked at specifically certain taxa and how

19

they might respond to, you know, daily or seasonal

20

changes in the salinity.

21

Most species that reside

However, we as though, they’re presence

Things like crab may move in with the

22

saline waters and out with the freshwaters.

23

of what this change represents for marine fish and

24

invertebrate species, we have not looked at that.

25

MEMBER LEVY:
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1

same question of Environment Canada.

2

MR. HAMMOND:

3

us a moment.

4

--- Pause

5

Thank you.

If you give

Thank you for your patience, Dr. Levy.

6

We are confident that there are implications based on

7

this change.

8

will be small or large in terms of the biological

9

effect.

10

We don’t know whether those implications

The amplitude is in the range of

11

10PSU.

Pardon me, the change in amplitude is in the

12

range of 10PSU but we don’t know at that point whether

13

that will have a very large or a small effect.

14

MEMBER LEVY:

The diagram suggests in

15

Brunswick Point that the amplitude is much less than

16

10PSU.

17

MR. HAMMOND:

18

repeat the question pleases?

19

MEMBER LEVY:

20

Pardon me.

Could you

The diagram, in front of

us, shows that the amplitude is much less than 10PSUs.

21

MR. HAMMOND:

Our understanding, Dr.

22

Levy, is that that is the mean.

23

there’s more.

24

looking at the overall variability.

25

So what’s presented is the mean.

MEMBER LEVY:
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1

indicated there’s a very large variation over one

2

tidal cycle as well, and the pattern he showed didn’t

3

seem changed in fairly minor ways.

4

MR. HAMMOND:

If you could give us a

5

moment and perhaps bring up that animation, that might

6

be helpful.

7
8

MEMBER LEVY:

Okay.

--- Pause

9

MR. HAMMOND:

Dr. Charles Hanna

10

from the Fishieries and Oceans Canada will provide the

11

response for you.

12

he thing I want to point out is that,

13

yes, Station H which is the one nearest to Canoe Pass,

14

the changes look to be very small as predicted.

15

However, as you move toward the causeway and you s tare

16

at Station C, those are actually very large changes.

17

I think that’s fairly close to the other plot that you

18

were referring to.

19

the medians.

20

The plot with the differences in

I think the maximum was about 10PSU.
And here you can actually see what

21

that other abstract plot means.

22

where the salinity at Station C is dropping from

23

something which looks about 25 to something that’s

24

more like 10 or 15 over several, over a lot of the

25

tidal cycles.
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1

H and C, seems to be sort of in the middle.

2

there are very large changes and sometimes the results

3

kind of come out to the same.

4

Sometimes

The proponent hasn’t told us what the

5

river flow is.

6

small

7

earlier, in all of their presentations, shows that

8

under very high river flow, of course, the freshwater

9

dominates and the changes are actually -- got to be

10

Whether this is a large river flow or

river flow.

The material that they provided

careful here -- generally smaller.

11

But I’d say that at Station C the

12

salinity is quite different.

At H it doesn’t change

13

very much.

14

presentation, is what this does, is it actually

15

reduces the salinity contrast from near Canoe Pass

16

towards the causeway.

17

less.

What struck me when I was watching the

18

The salinity contrast is much

I do want to point out that doing

19

this kind of modelling is really, really hard.

20

actually quite impressed that they’ve gotten to where

21

they’ve gotten to.

22

drying a shallow bank, bringing in a large river and

23

the ocean and trying to get all those things to hold

24

together in a numerical model is a really difficult

25

task.
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1

Also what they have done and what we

2

have called for on several occasions is comparison of

3

how well the model does relative to the observations

4

that they have provided for 2016 and 17.

5

observations at Station H and Y and C shows the same

6

pattern over a spring leap cycle.

7

but we don’t know.

8
9

MEMBER LEVY:
input.

Do the

It probably does

Thank you for that

I’d like now to ask the proponent the sam e

10

question.

The proponent is gathered a huge amount of

11

salinity data over the years.

12

you’ve found, is the magnitude of change, post

13

project, is it great enough to be biologically

14

significant?

15
16

DR. LAURIA:

And based on what

Thank you for that

question, Dr. Levy.

17

I’d like to go back to a word that you

18

used in your initial question and that was euryhaline,

19

and I think that’s a key understanding of the biofilm

20

community at Roberts Bank.

21

are pennate diatoms that live in an estuary and they

22

go from 0 to maximum saline conditions all the time.

23

The diatoms that are there

They are adapted into that

24

environment.

25

EIS shows very clearly that the biofilm community,
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1

when they’re exposed to both low salinities at Canoe

2

Passage and higher salinities across the intertidal,

3

it’s not having an impact on the nutritional value

4

when measured as fatty acid.

5

To your question of biological

6

significant, we believe based on the information that

7

we have and the three years post-EIS, that the change

8

predicted from the project will not be biologically

9

significant to the biofilm.

10

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you for your

11

presentations.

I have one really quite minor question

12

that I’d just like for clarification.

13

see -- oh, I don’t find a slide number for your

14

presentation.

15

bottom, two dimensional graphs, average and

16

variability.

If we could

The slide that has two graphs on the

Six

or 8 slides in.

17

That’s the one.

18

the variability was calculated?

19

standard deviation, a spatial standard deviation?

20

if it’s a standard deviation, how did you account for

21

the strongly harmonic component to the tides?

22

a standard deviation around a tidal component, or is

23

it a standard deviation that incorporates the

24

magnitude of the tidal variation?

25

DR. HANNAH:
613-521-0703
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1

Last name’s, H-A-N-N-A-H.

So this is actually a

2

fascinating video and I’m really glad the proponent

3

has provided it.

4

The thing I want to point out is that,

5

yes, station H which is the one nearest to Canoe Pass,

6

the changes look to be very small as predicted.

7

you move toward the causeway and you stare at station

8

C, those are actually very large changes.

9

that’s fairly close to the other plot that you were

As

I think

10

referring to, the plot with the differences in the

11

medians.

12

here you can actually see what that other abstract

13

plot means.

14

station C is dropping from 25 to something that’s more

15

like 10 or 15 over several, over a lot of the tidal

16

cycles.

17

C seems to be in the middle.

18

changes and sometimes the results kind of come out to

19

the same.

I think the maximum was about 10PSU.

And

It means changes where the salinity at

And then station Y which is in between H and

20

Sometimes their large

The proponent hasn’t told us what the

21

river flow is.

22

slow river flow.

23

earlier in all of their presentations shows that under

24

very high river flow of course the freshwater

25

dominates and the changes are actually –- got to be
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1

careful here -– generally smaller.

2

But –- so that's -- I’d say at station

3

C the salinity is quite different.

At H it doesn’t

4

change very much.

5

this presentation is watt this does is it actually

6

reduces the salinity contrast from near Canoe Pass

7

towards the causeway.

8

contrast is much less.

9

doing this kind of modelling is really, really hard.

What struck me when I was watching

There’s less –- the salinity
I do want to point out that

10

I’m actually quite impressed that they’ve got toon

11

where they’ve gotten to.

12

and drying a shallow bank and trying to get all those

13

things to hold together in a numerical model is a

14

really difficult task.

Trying to deal with wetting

15

What they have done and what we have

16

called for on several occasions is comparison of how

17

well the model does relative to the observations that

18

they have provided for 2016 and 17.

19

observations at station H and Y and C shows the same

20

pattern over a spring cycle.

21

don’t know.

22

MEMBER LEVY:

23

input.

24

question.

25

salinity data over the years.

Does -– do the

It probably does but we

Thank you for that

I’d like now to ask the proponent the same
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1

you’ve found, is the magnitude of change post project,

2

is it great enough to be biologically significant?

3

MR. STEWART:

Thank you for that

4

question, Dr. Levy.

5

response and then we may have others add to it.

6
7

DR. LAURIA:

Thank you for that

question, Dr. Levy.

8
9

Dr. Lauria will start the

I’d like to go back to a word that you
used in your initial question and that was -- I think

10

that’s a key understanding of the biofilm community at

11

Roberts Bank.

12

diatoms that live in an estuary and they go from 0 to

13

maximum saline conditions all the time.

14

The diatoms that are there are pennate

The -– they are adapted into that

15

environment.

16

EIS shows very clearly that the biofilm community when

17

they’re exposed to both low salinities at Canoe

18

Passage and higher salinities across the intertidal

19

it’s not having an impact on the nutritional value

20

when measured as fatty acid.

21

And the data that we’ve collected post

To your question of biological

22

significant, we believe based on the information that

23

we have and the three years post-EIS that the change

24

predicted from the project will not be biologically

25

significant to the biofilm.
613-521-0703
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1
2

MEMBER LEVY:

Thank you.

That’s my

question.

3

THE CHAIRPERSON:

4

MEMBER STEYN:

Dr. Steyn.

Thank you for your

5

presentations.

6

that I’d just like for clarification.

7

–- oh, I don’t find a slide number for your

8

presentation.

9

bottom, two dimensional graphs -– and variability.

10

If we could see

The slide that has two graphs on the
6

or 8 slides in.

11
12

I have one really quite minor question

MR. HAMMOND:
moment.

Pardon me for one

We’ll get you the slide number.

13

MEMBER STEYN:

That’s the one.

Could

14

you –- could you tell me how the variability was

15

calculated?

16

How did you account for the strongly harmonic

17

component to the tides?

18

around a tidal component or is it a standard deviation

19

that incorporates --

20

Is that a temporal standard deviation?

MR. HAMMOND:

21

question, Dr. Steyn.

22

consider.

23

--- Pause

24
25

Is this a standard deviation

Thank you for your

We’ll just take a moment to

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

The graphics

presented in this image are from the proponent’s work.
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1

EIS chapter 11, 1119.

They’re probably best

2

positioned to speak to your question.

3

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

The graphics

4

presented in this image are from the proponent’s work.

5

EIS chapter 11, 1119.

6

to speak to your question.

7
8

They’re prepare best positioned

MEMBER STEYN:
across to the proponent?

9

Thank you.

MR. STEWART:

10

give us a moment, please.

11

--- Pause

12

Can I deflect that then

MR. STEWART:

Thank you.

If you’d

Just want to make the

13

point while we’re trying to find the original

14

reference.

15

come from data that we have.

16

try and pull up the original table of data.

These are not our graphs.

So they may

But we’re going to just

17

DR. RAY:

18

little bit -- figuring this out as I go.

19

looking at the table and question where the data comes

20

from.

21

the data -- I’m going to use air quotes here.

22

comes from the model.

23

salinity with the project in place.

Dr. Steyn, I’m a
We’re

So my understanding is that the data comes --

24
25

Derek Ray.

It

So it’s predicted changes to

In the table the value is provided and
then there’s variance provided as a standard
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1

deviation, and those aren’t calculated on the

2

population I don’t think.

3

as a statistical -- pardon me.

4

would have been calculated on the population of value.

5

I think there’s calculated
I’ll back track.

That

So what we have is, for each of these

6

areas, a representative area, the value i s provided.

7

And I believe that value is the 50 t h percentile value

8

within the water column.

9

time only when that portion of the model would be

So it calculates periods of

10

wetted.

It reduces any what we call dry zero.

11

didn’t represent any values that were not caused by

12

water being over that point.

13

percentile value.

14

We

And then it’s the 50 th

That’s my understanding.

DR. RAY:

And -- sorry, just one last

15

thing.

I’ve been passed a note.

16

that it was for -- well, the table has both the

17

freshet period, which is May, June and July.

18

non-freshet period.

19

graphs is the freshet period.

20

So it’s averaged over that three month period.

21

I should also say

And the

I think what’s shown in these

MEMBER STEYN:

The May, June, July.

Thank you.

I really do

22

suggest we make this an undertaking, if you could

23

clarify the matter rather than scrambling while you’re

24

sitting at the table.

25

was, and please if you could indicate the origin of
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1

the table from which this comes.

2

figure.

3

whether the harmonic has been removed.

4

is a true statistical standard deviation, or whether

5

it’s in fact an amplitude of a harmonic variation

6

superposed on some sort of statistical variation.

7

that clear?

And if you could particularly clarify for us

8
9

Refer to this

DR. RAY:

Whether this

Is

So it’s absolutely averaged

over three months of tidal exchange.

So if I

10

understand your question, is that you’re wondering if

11

there’s a harmonic component to the variability?

12
13

MEMBER STEYN:

tides which are essentially harmonic.

14
15

We’re talking about

DR. RAY:
the question.

Okay.

I think I understand

Thank you.

16

MEMBER STEYN:

17

THE CHAIRPERSON:

18

Thank you.
So that would be

undertaking 28, please.

19

UNDERTAKING

20

MEMBER STEYN:

I would like to return

21

to E3C or EC to C to C.

22

my other question that I earlier posed to the

23

Vancouver Fraser Port Authority.

24

matter of salinity shock, salinity oscillation or the

25

term you’ve introduced which is salinity trigger.
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1

could you explain your understanding of your term

2

salinity trigger?

3

shock or oscillation?

And what the time scale is of

4

the salinity trigger.

It implies a very short time

5

scale change.

6

salinity trigger, is it linked to the biofilm

7

regeneration time of 9 days?

8

relevant to the trigger.

9

many questions in one shot there.

10

What it is in relation to salinity

And how you think this idea of a

If that is at all

I’m sorry, there are too
Feel free to go

back if you want.

11

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

12

We’ll take a moment to consider your questions.

13

--- Pause

14
15

Thank you for your patience, Panel.
I’ll try and address your questions now.

16

So to begin with, your question in

17

several parts, so please, Dr. Steyn, let me know if I

18

don’t quite get to all of them.

19

What we’re calling a trigger is

20

essentially the same, different words but the same

21

kinds of terms that are being applied, in terms of

22

something that stimulates a higher fatty acid

23

production and that we view that trigger as being

24

changes in saline.

25

The time scale is tidal.
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1

trigger is linked to the regeneration time of nine

2

days, we don’t believe it is related.

3

We would point out that our submission

4

did include reference to experimental evidence around

5

the salinity trigger.

6

literature.

7

we can speak to that further if there’s interest.

It is referenced in our submission.

8
9

It’s not from the traditional

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

And

That’s

helpful.

10

And the other part of my question

11

earlier was, were you at the International

12

Ornithological Congress, or your team?

13

there?

14

shock discussed at that Congress?

Were they

And was this matter of salinity trigger or

15

MR. HAMMOND:

16

give us a moment.

17

--- Pause

Thank you.

If you just

18

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

19

Indeed, the team were at the AOU --

20

IOC, pardon me.

21

main organizers, Dr. Drever also heavily involved.

22

Dr. Elner, in fact, was one of the

This work is cutting edge and was not

23

presented at that conference largely because the

24

analysis that has resulted in our position on it was

25

not completed until after the AOU’s submi ssion
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1

deadlines and the -- IOC, pardon me, until the IOC was

2

concluded, so they didn’t line up temporally.

3

MEMBER STEYN:

4

all materials that we need to consider in our

5

deliberations and in our assessment and report.

6

what you’ve done now is indicated that there’s

7

important material to which we do not have access.

8
9
10

MR. HAMMOND:

The registry contains

And

If you just give us a

moment, I don’t believe that’s the case.
--- Pause

11

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

12

I don’t believe that is the case.

13

This analysis is derived from the Port’s submission

14

and their own information.

15

paper and the references to the experimental evidence

16

is included in our submission.

17
18

We've provided our 2019

MEMBER STEYN:

That’s the Schnurr 2019

paper, is it?

19

MR. HAMMOND:

20

MEMBER STEYN:

Yes, sir.
Finally, on this topic,

21

as I asked the Port, the figure in Appendix 7 CEAR

22

1637 -- could we have that figure again?

23
24

Could you explain for us your
interpretation of that figure?

25

MR. HAMMOND:
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1

a moment to caucus.

2

--- Pause

3

MR. HAMMOND:

4

patience, Panel.

5

question for us.

6

Thank you for your

Dr. Mark Drever will answer the

DR. DREVER:

Thank you, Panel.

7

name is Mark Drever.

8

Environment and Climate Change Canada.

9
10

My

I’m a research scientist with

That figure, if we could have it back
up for a second.

11

Basically, what we were looking at, we

12

were trying to kind of reproduce some of the results

13

that the proponent put together.

14

we were able to -– because we were -- we were

15

interested in this idea that there’s no spatial or any

16

variation of fatty acid abundance, which would be an

17

unusual trait in any ecosystem.

18

And we interpret --

And so we were able to find strong

19

seasonal variation and annual variation from

20

summarized data.

21

this was using a different analytical technique than

22

they used.

23

So to us, this was -- to be clear,

And also, the other key conclusion

24

that we looked at this was the importance of looking

25

at fatty acid production during the time when the
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1

birds are here.

2

MEMBER STEYN:

Could we then move to

3

the Figure 7.3 in the same report -- submission, which

4

as I understand it is derived from Figure 7.1 or the

5

similar data in which you show the marginal effect of

6

sandpiper abundance, large scaled, against discharge.

7

Could you talk about a mechanism that

8

might drive this?

9

MR. HAMMOND:

10

moment, Dr. Steyn.

11

--- Pause

12
13

DR. DREVER:

We’ll just take a

Thank you.

Mark Drever

again.

14

Our interest in this figure was to

15

essentially look at the response of the birds to high

16

discharge rates.

17

reference any particular mechanism, only to show that

18

there is a response of the birds to the Fraser River

19

freshet.

20
21

And in our submission, we don’ t

Our hypothesis is that it’s directly
related to the fatty acid production

22

MEMBER STEYN:

23

A moment ago we referred to the

24

Thank you.

Schnurr 2019 et al. paper.

25
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1

how the results from that paper point to a salinity

2

trigger mechanism for biofilm?

3

MR. HAMMOND:

4

question.

5

--- Pause

6

Thank you for your

We’ll just take a moment to caucus on that.

DR. DREVER:

In our view, the evidence

7

for the trigger mechanism comes from the experimental

8

evidence from laboratory studies where they try to

9

manufacture Omega 3s and Omega 6s for biodiesel

10

production or for nutritional value.

11

MEMBER STEYN:

So is that trigger

12

mechanism the trigger that achieves the transformation

13

between the exponential and the stationary growth

14

phases?

15
16

DR. ELNER:

It’s Bob Elner here.

Elner is spelled E-l-n-e-r.

17

We believe that the transfer between

18

the two phases of the diatoms are from the sta tionary

19

phase –- sorry, let’s start from the exponential phase

20

producing high levels of carbohydrate to the

21

stationary phase producing much higher levels of lipid

22

is associated with the changes in salinity regime on

23

Roberts Bank during the period in April when the

24

western sandpipers are here.

25

So that’s our major concern, is to -613-521-0703
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1

how that change projected from RBT2 will disturb that

2

transfer between phases.

3

MEMBER STEYN:

I would like to ask for

4

an undertaking that makes this clear to us so the

5

Panel has something on the registry to which we could

6

refer.

7

UNDERTAKING

8
9

THE CHAIRPERSON:
Undertaking Number 29, please.

10
11

And that would be

DR. ELNER:

Thank you.

We’ll attempt

that as soon as possible.

12

MR. HAMMOND:

Sorry, Dr. Steyn and

13

Madam Chair, if you could help us make sure we’re

14

really clear on what you would like us to clarify for

15

that undertaking.

16

MEMBER STEYN:

Yes.

We would like

17

some documentation, if necessary with references to

18

technical reports, which help us understand the

19

salinity trigger mechanism to the extent that it’s

20

understood at this stage.

21

MR. HAMMOND:

22

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

Very clear.

Could we now talk about

23

these numbers which vary, the 17 percent, the 42 to 64

24

percent, and in every bird’s life one year in five

25

will call at Roberts Bank, which translates to 20
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1

percent.

2
3

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

Thank

you for your question, Dr. Steyn.

4

Mark Drever will answer that for you.

5

DR. DREVER:

If you could please

6

clarify the last part of your question, Dr. Steyn,

7

around the one year in five.

8

MEMBER STEYN:

9

Earlier in -- the week before last we

10

had a comment from a participant here who stated that

11

it can be expected that every western sandpiper will

12

call at Roberts Bank at least one year in five in its

13

life span.

14

My apologies.

MEMBER STEYN:

My apologies.

The week

15

before last we had a comment from a participant here

16

who stated that it can be expected that every western

17

sandpiper will call at Roberts Bank at least 1 year in

18

5 in its life span.

19

DR. DREVER:

Mark Drever.

20

For the first question about the

21

difference between the proportion of the birds that

22

stop over at the site, the proportion is a number in

23

two parts.

24
25

The first part is the number of birds
that go through Roberts Bank.
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1

the total number of birds that –- of western

2

sandpipers.

3

For the first part, the number of

4

birds that go through the site, that’s based on our

5

data.

6

counts that we’ve been doing there since 1991.

And that’s a population estimate based on the

7

The second part is the total number of

8

birds that are present on the Pacific flyway.

9

that number comes from studies conducted in the 1990s,

10

early 1991 to 1995.

11

And

And so that’s 3.5 million.

But if you look carefully at the data,

12

that -- the number varies quite a bit from year to

13

year.

So that’s one piece.

14

The second piece is about the trend in

15

the counts that Roberts Bank that are undergoing a two

16

percent decline per year.

17

match the number of birds that are going through the

18

site to when that total global population estimate was

19

made.

20
21

So it’s very important to

So when we do that, we get the figure
that we predict, the 40 to 60 percent.

22

So that’s one piece.

23

The second piece is about the trend in

24

the counts that Roberts Bank that are undergoing a 2

25

percent decline per year.
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1

match the number of birds that are going through the

2

site to when that total global population estimate was

3

made.

4

- the 40 to 60 percent.

So when we do that, we get the figure that we –

5
6

MEMBER STEYN:

Could we have figure –- from CEAR
1346, Figure A1.

9
10

I’m sure you’ll recognize this one.

Let’s stay with the western sandpiper
for a moment, the upper of those two panels.

11
12

That’s very

helpful.

7
8

Thank you.

Could you describe to us the source of
the data which are plotted here?

13

DR. DREVER:

Mark Drever.

14

The source of these data are the

15

counts that the Canadian Wildlife Service has been

16

conducting since 1991.

17

need to be converted into a population estimate.

18
19

So those are counts, and they

So when we do that, this is what -the numbers that we get.

20

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

21

Could you then explain to the source

22

of variation, which is quite considerable, around the

23

mean population numbers?

24
25

MR. HAMMOND:
as to give us a moment.
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1

--- Pause

2

DR. DREVER:

3

There’s a lot of variation in these

4

data, for sure.

5

Mark Drever.

They come from three sources.
One is just random variation.

The

6

second is variation in stopover duration.

7

the third would be natural variation in the use of the

8

site.

9

MEMBER STEYN:

10

And then

Thank you.

So –- and you mentioned the two

11

percent decline per year.

12

participants have pointed that out, I suspect from

13

reading your report.

14

And a number of

That two percent per year, is that

15

based on a linear trend analysis through time of these

16

data, of the means of these data?

17

There’s a lot of -- in these data for

18

sure.

They come from three sources.

19

variation.

20

duration.

21

use of the site.

22

One is random

The second is variation in stopover
The third would be natural variation in the

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

So –- and

23

you mentioned the 2 percent decline per year and a

24

number of participants have pointed that out.

25

I suspect from reading your report.
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1

That 2 percent per year, is that based on a linear

2

trend analysis through time of these data?

3

means of these data?

4
5

DR. DREVER:

Of the

Yes, it’s linear on the

log scale.

6

MEMBER STEYN:

So now could you look

7

at the population numbers from 2010 towards the

8

last -- I think it’s 2017 on that.

9

you to do a statistical analysis on the fly.

10

And I’m not asking

Would that look to you like the same

11

declining trend, as in the entire population if

12

figures there?

13

DR. DREVER:

So that’s a good point,

14

that any trend estimate will always be period

15

specific.

16

And so to my eye, the trend from 2010

17

to 2018 is negative.

18

last three years from 2016 to 2018 were some of the

19

lowest numbers we’ve seen at the bank.

20

I would say that -– sorry.

MEMBER STEYN:

21

that again?

22

comment.

23

Sorry; could you say

That was not quite distinct.

DR. DREVER:

The

Your last

The years between 2016 to

24

2018 have been some of the lowest years of sandpiper

25

abundance on the bank.
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1

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

2

So what are we to infer from these

3

trend analyses with regards to the population of

4

western sandpiper, if anything?

5

DR. DREVER:

As a department, our

6

thought is that the surveys at Roberts Bank capture a

7

larger population -- large proportion of the total

8

population, and we think they’re indicative of the

9

general status of the species.

10

DR. DREVER:

So that’s a good point.

11

Any trend estimate will always be period specific.

12

And so to my eye, the trend from 2010 to 2018 is

13

negative.

14

years from 2016 to 2018 were some of the lowest

15

numbers we’ve seen at the bank.

I would say that -– sorry.

16

MEMBER STEYN:

17

that again?

18

last comment.

19

The last three

Sorry, could you say

That was thought quite distinct.

DR. DREVER:

Your

The years between 2016

20

and 18 have been some of the lowest years of sandpiper

21

abundance on the bank.

22

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

So what are

23

we to infer from these trend analyses with regards to

24

the population of western sandpiper?

25

DR. DREVER:
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1

thought is that the surveys that Roberts Bank captured

2

a larger portion of the total population and we think

3

they’re indicative of the general status of the

4

species.

5

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

6

On a slightly different but still

7

related topic, we’ve been shown maps of the Pacific

8

flyway.

9

sandpiper use on their passage northwards during

10

Is that the only path that the western

migration?

11
12

moment, please.

13

--- Pause

14
15

Hammond.

16

MR. HAMMOND:

If we could take a

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you.

Blair

Thank you for your question.
A small number of birds, a small but

17

undetermined number of birds, do use one of the

18

interior flyways.

19

proportion -- large majority of the birds are using

20

the Pacific flyway on the coast itself.

But our view is that the large

21

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

22

So a large majority use the coastal

23

flyway.

24

you've said, either use an interior route or one can

25

only presume fly from San Francisco up to the Stikine?
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1
2

moment, please.

3

--- Pause

4
5

question.

MR. HAMMOND:

We’ll just take a

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you for your

Blair Hammond.

6

So it’s certainly true that some birds

7

could skip one of the stopovers if they've got

8

particularly high fat stores and so on.

9

given the very large numbers of birds that are present

But our view,

10

on the site on an annual basis, that most of them are

11

not doing that.

12

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

13

And those that may take an interior

14

route, I assume they do not feed on biofilm.

15

Thank you for your question.

16

Blair

Hammond.

17

So it’s certainly TRU that some birds

18

could skip one of the stopovers if they have high fat

19

stores and so on.

20

numbers of birds that are present at the site that

21

most of them are not doing that.

22

But our view given the very large

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

And those

23

that may take an interior route, I assume they do not

24

feed on biofilm?

25

DR. ELNER:
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1

you for the question.

2

It’s a very good ques tion.

We really don’t know.

Dr. Ydenberg

3

and I actually have observed sandpipers, not western

4

sandpipers, in Alberta feeding around biofilm of

5

lakes.

6

rich biofilm from other situations.

So it may be these birds are picking up lipid -

7
8

MEMBER STEYN:

We don’t know.

Thank you.

A new fact

every day.

9

Could -– if it is well enough known to

10

map, could you provide us with a map, even a simple

11

sketch map, of the interior route?

12
13

MR. HAMMOND:

Yes.

We

can do that.

14

UNDERTAKING

15
16

Blair Hammond.

MEMBER STEYN:

That would be

Undertaking Number 30.

17

So I continue on a somewhat different

18

line.

The Port Authority indicate that productivity

19

of biofilm will increase for all fatty acids that are

20

considered important to the shore birds by increasing

21

the area influenced by fresh water.

22

You have advised us that the project

23

will trap more fresh water, thereby resulting in less

24

mixing, to produce specific fatty acids that you

25

consider essential for shore birds.
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1

There appears to be a contradiction

2

there, and we’d like to have some clarification on

3

that.

4

Are you able to understand any reasons

5

why there might be such a difference in opinion on the

6

importance of these acids, these items on the birds?

7

And you’ve spoken, but I’d like to have clarity on the

8

dynamics that may affect the production due to the

9

project, if you’re able to talk about that.

10

MR. HAMMOND:

11

question, Dr. Steyn.

12

--- Pause

13

Thank you for your

We’ll take a moment.

DR. ELNER:

It's Bob Elner again.

14

Thank you for that very good question again because it

15

strikes at the heart of the matter we’re here today

16

for.

17

I'd just like to reiterate that the

18

biological significance of even a small change in

19

salinity is unknown, especially respecting the switch

20

between the diatom growth and the diatom stationary

21

phase.

22

The major areas that my department is

23

concerned about with respect to the needs of western

24

sandpipers, and we’ve got an extensive documentation

25

of -– and we’ve also got a presentation from another
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1

scientist this afternoon on the importance of fatty

2

acids to migratory birds.

3

Apart from that, we’re concerned,

4

obviously, about the direct removal of biofilm, albeit

5

a small amount, displacement of biofilm into areas

6

inaccessible to western sandpiper grazing because of

7

their tongue morphology, reduction of biofil m quality

8

by a shift into more fresh water diatoms and the

9

associated implications of that, both the energy and

10

fatty acids, and a reduction in overall biofilm

11

quality by compromising our trigger mechanism.

12

Also, I’d like to go on to say my team

13

as well, this is really cutting edge.

14

world first here.

15

We really are

We’re quite puzzled that the proponent

16

is so confident in the lack of effect.

And as

17

scientists, we really are struggling at a new

18

frontier.

19

Thank you.

20

MEMBER STEYN:

21

And now my final part of this

Thank you.

22

question.

23

we have read that you are collaborating with the

24

proponent on this, or at least there’s a data -sharing

25

arrangement.
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1

Could you explain to us the nature of

2

this collaboration, if it is to be called that, of the

3

data-sharing of any work that goes collectively

4

between you and the proponent’s scientific team?

5

DR. ELNER:

Bob Elner again.

It

6

strikes at the heart of the matter we’re here today

7

for.

8

significance of even a small change in salinity is

9

unknown especially respecting the switch between the

10

I would like to reiterate that the bi ological

diatom growth and the diatom stationary phase.

11

The major areas that my department is

12

concerned about with respect to the needs of western

13

sandpipers and we’ve got an extensive documentation

14

of -– and we’ve also got a presentation from another

15

scientist this afternoon on the –- to migratory birds.

16

Apart from that we’re concerned about the direct

17

removal of biofilm albeit a small amount, displace ment

18

of biofilm into areas inaccessible to western

19

sandpiper grazing because of their tongue morphology,

20

reduction of biofilm quality by a shift in to more

21

freshwater diatoms, and the associated implications of

22

that, both the energy and fatty acids, and a reduction

23

in overall biofilm quality by comprising our trigger

24

mechanism.

25

Also, I’d like to go on to say my team
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1

as well this is really cutting edge.

2

world first here.

3

proponent is so confident in the lack of e ffect.

4

as scientists we really are struggling at a new

5

frontier.

6

We really are

We’re quite puzzled that the
And

Thank you.
MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

And now my

7

final part of this question.

At a number of points in

8

our documentation, we have read that you are

9

collaborating with the proponent on this or at least

10

there’s a data sharing arrangement.

11

to us the nature of this collaboration if it is to be

12

called that of the data sharing of any work that goes

13

collectively between you and the proponent’s

14

scientific team.

15

MR. HAMMOND:

16

you for the question.

17

on that.

18

--- Pause

19
20

Could you explain

Blair Hammond.

Thank

We’ll take a moment to caucus

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

Thank

you for your question, Dr. Steyn.

21

We do have an MOU with the proponent

22

around reciprocal sharing around data, the Schnur r

23

report we referred to earlier, 2016, '17 and '18

24

biofilm reports.

25

students that work with the Centre for Wildlife
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1

Ecology and Dr. Ydenberg, who may be connected to the

2

project in one way or another.

3

But we do not collaborate in the

4

data collection.

5

staff working with proponent contractors doing that

6

work.

7
8

MEMBER STEYN:

MR. HAMMOND:

10

Pardon me.

No, we do not.
Apparently I’m incorrect.

We should do under the agreement.

12
13

Do you have access to

the raw data that are collected by the proponent?

9

11

So we do not have Environment Canada

MEMBER STEYN:

Correction.

Thank you very much.

I’ve finished my questions.

14

THE CHAIRPERSON:

15

MEMBER LEVY:

Dr. Levy.

One quick question

16

related to your conclusion and the slide you showed.

17

It says, "Disruption or removal of the salinity

18

trigger for fatty acid production by micro algae on

19

Roberts Bank is predicted to have species level

20

consequences for western sandpipers."

21

I’d like to ask by "species level

22

consequences", are you talking about the extinction of

23

western sandpipers?

24

exturpation?

25

population decline?
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1

Perhaps you could clarify that for us.

2

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

3

you for your question, Dr. Levy.

4

moment.

5

--- Pause

Thank

We’ll consult for a

6

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

7

So we are not necessarily talking

8

about an extinction event, but what we are

9

contemplating is very significant population declines.

10

As we've articulated, 40 to 60 percent of the

11

population is reliant on this area, and they are

12

reliant for approximately 50 percent of their

13

nutrients in order to get north to the next stopover

14

site. So if that is not available, then we could be

15

contemplating a very substantial population decline,

16

the order of which is difficult to predict.

17

Blair Hammond.

18

So we are not necessarily talking

19

about an extinction event but we’re talking about -–

20

40 to 60 percent of the population is reliant on this

21

area.

22

percent of their nutrients in order to get north to

23

the next stopover site.

24

then we could be contemplating a very substantial

25

population decline.

And they are reliant for approximately 50
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1

predict.

2
3

MEMBER LEVY:

Thank you.

That

clarifies it.

4

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I have a question,

5

and it’s regarding one of the recommendations when you

6

say that you advise that only a project redesign would

7

avoid geomorphological processes on Roberts Bank

8

impacting biofilm and shorebirds.

9

And I would not ask you how that

10

should be done.

11

would like to have a clarification on what would be

12

the elements you would be looking at.

13

I know you’re not engineers.

But I

Like there is no change of salinity or

14

biofilm is still accessible because there would be no

15

different particle size?

16

that would be important if we do a recommendation of

17

redesign?

18

MR. HAMMOND:

19

question, Madam Chair.

20

consider our response.

21

--- Pause

22
23

MR.

Thank you for your

We’ll take a moment to

HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

Thank

you for your patience.

24
25

What would be the elements

So as you say, we’re not engineers.
This is not our business to go into the design
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1

details.

2

But generally speaking, we would be

3

looking at all of the valued ecosystem components,

4

looking at a project design that does not have an

5

effect on fundamental geomorphological processes such

6

as changes in salinity, for example, that could result

7

from changes in water movement and so on.

8

would be a key one for us.

9

So that

Difficult to look into the future

10

without actually seeing a design and all the modelling

11

that goes around it.

12

pieces.

But those would be the key

13

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

14

We’ll break for lunch.

I mean, I know

15

there’s still lots of questions out there.

16

said, we’re here for the whole day.

17

But, as I

So let’s come back at 1:30, please.

18

Thank you.

19

--- Upon recessing at 1225 / Suspension à 1225

20

--- Upon resuming at 1332 / Reprise à 1332

21

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Good afternoon, and

22

welcome.

The Panel still has a few questions and then

23

we'll open it for the registered participants.

24

Dr. Steyn.

25

MEMBER STEYN:
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1

the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority.

2
3

Could we have slide 18?

That’s the

concluding slide of the biofilm presentation.

4

So in the slide, your heading is,

5

"With mitigation the project is predicted to result in

6

negligible adverse residual effects to the western

7

sandpiper".

8
9
10

Could you clarify what those
mitigation measures are that are being referred to in
this conclusion?

11

MR. STEWART:

12

question, Dr. Steyn.

13

moment to caucus.

14

--- Pause

15
16

Thank you for that

If you could just give us a

MR. STEWART:

Thank you for that

question, Dr. Steyn.

17

Ms. Lacroix is going to provide the

18

answer, but I want to just -- it’s a fairly lengthy

19

answer if we go through it in total, but it covers --

20

this is not simply with respect to bio film or prey

21

availability, it's across the broad spectrum of

22

pathways of effect.

23

And she’ll get into that.

She’ll talk about avoidance, about

24

reduction and then about offsetting.

25

just give her another moment while she's pulling that
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1

together.

2

And the full detail's in IR-9-05.

3

MS. LACROIX:

4

Thank you.

Yes.

Ms.

Lacroix.

5

So with regards to this determination,

6

it’s actually comprising all of the effect pathways

7

and the mitigation that has been committed to with

8

regards to reducing all of those mechanisms.

9

that’s whether -– whether it's an effect mechanisms

10

with regard to noise or disturbance or so forth, or

11

biotic.

12

So

So following kind of the mitigation

13

hierarchy which we kind of referred to in our general

14

sessions and as well as last week, some of the key

15

avoidance measures are with regards to actually

16

placing the terminal in the sub -– primarily the

17

subtidal environment and so that’s not in the

18

intertidal environment, which would be of greater

19

impact pathway for western sandpipers.

20

It’s also the scalloping of the actual

21

causeway.

22

design, you'll see closer -- along the causeway, of

23

course, closer to the upper intidal, there are kind of

24

two internal kind of concave, you know -– cutting into

25

the actual causeway.
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1

to biofilm in those locations.

2

In terms -– and there's as well as the

3

rounding of the northwest corner of the terminal,

4

which is to aim to reduce the impacts of scour.

5

With regards to reduction measures,

6

that would include impacts with regards to light.

7

that would be shielding that has been committed to as

8

well as just the entire reduction of the amount of

9

light required during operations.

10

So

There's also mitigation with regards

11

to noise and so -- such as -– and especially during

12

the construction period, which was in associated with

13

like reducing the amount –- reducing the onset of

14

noise, so through construction ramping, as well as

15

other mitigations that will be better fully detailed

16

in the noise management plan.

17

And as well as, of course, there's

18

offsetting as well.

19

offsetting of the mud flat habitat to provide biofilm

20

thriving and colonizing biofilm.

21
22

So that’s associated with the

And Dr. -- sorry, Mr. Ruffo has spoken
a little bit more about that.

23

And as Cliff Stewart had highlighted,

24

all of those mitigations are in IR-9-05 and they are

25

detailed in those accompanying tables in that
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1

appendix.

2

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

3

And as you point out, they are a

4

complex of interacting mitigating measures and, yes,

5

we are aware of 9-05 of course.

6

So if –- if those mitigation measures

7

or even one crucial one were not successful, would

8

there then be or probably be residual effects to the

9

western sandpiper?

10

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

11

If you could give us a moment.

12

--- Pause

13

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

14

Ms. Lacroix will start with that and then we’ll see if

15

what she has answers your question.

16

MS. LACROIX:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

17

So to kind of actually speak to your

18

root of your question, which was whet her -- if

19

mitigation was ineffective, whether our conclusions

20

would be different where there would be a residual

21

adverse effect.

22

And in terms of an environmental

23

assessment methodology and practice if, you know, many

24

of the mitigations were ineffective or we were not

25

committing to them initially, then of course our
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1

determination would reflect that.

2

With regards to how we're managing

3

those mitigations, so the Port has committed to

4

monitoring mitigation both in the construction phase

5

and in the operation phase.

6

construction, the Port has committed to a four -party

7

compliance management approach that includes the

8

Port’s own monitoring and who will be overseeing all

9

of it.

10

So with regards to the

The contractors environmental

11

monitors, the independent environmental monitor that

12

will be –- have unfettered access and review of those

13

mitigation measures and their effectiveness, as well

14

as indigenous monitors.

15

And so if any of these four parties

16

identify mitigation that are ineffective, corrective

17

actions would then be applied to ensure that they were

18

actually effective.

19

construction phase.

20

And that would be during the

With regards to the operation phase,

21

there are the follow-up programs.

22

implemented to verify the effects prediction and the

23

effectiveness of the mitigation.

24
25

Those are

And if, by chance, you know, we were
wrong and we don’t currently -- based on all our
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1

evidence, we feel quite confident, but if we were

2

wrong, then the corrective actions would also be

3

applied.

4
5

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

I’m content

with that answer.

6

THE CHAIRPERSON:

7

few questions for Environment and Climate Change

8

Canada.

9

Thank you.

I have a

The first one would be, would you

10

agree with the statement that the western sandpipers

11

will stop at Roberts Bank once in its lifespan, whic h

12

is five to six years?

13

MR. HAMMOND:

14

We’ll take a moment.

15

--- Pause

Thank you, Madam Chair.

16

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

17

So the answer to that question is a

18

little bit of a statistical response.

19

evidence that individual birds may use it mo re often

20

than once in their lifetime, but when you look at the

21

number of stopover sites, the fueling requirements

22

they have that over the course of their lifespan

23

statistically the birds in the population will use

24

Roberts Bank once -- at least once in their life

25

cycle, but certainly it’s quite possible that some
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1

birds use it every year and some birds never use it.

2

Those are all options.

3

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

4

I'd like to have now on the screen,

5

please, transparency 7 from the proponent presentation

6

on western sandpiper.

7

Thank you.

Now, you mentioned that you have data

8

on the abundance of the western sandpipers since 1991,

9

I think you mention.

10

I'd like to know if you have data on

11

the distribution in the area that we can see at the

12

moment.

13
14

MR. STEWART:

If you could just give us a moment.

15
16

THE CHAIRPERSON:

This is addressed to

Environment Canada.

17
18

Thank you, Madam Chair.

MR. STEWART:

I apologize.

I thought

you said the proponent.

19

THE CHAIRPERSON:

No.

I said the

20

proponent has this transparenc y presented this

21

morning.

22

Sorry.
MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

23

We will also ask for a moment to reflect on the

24

question.

25

--- Pause
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1
2

MR. HAMMOND:
for your patience.

3

Thank you, Madam Chair,

Blair Hammond.

So to clarify, the data series we’re

4

talking about is starting from 1991, not '81, that

5

distribution data, and that applies only to Roberts

6

Bank.

7

Elsewhere, in terms of estuary -wide

8

data, there's been studies done throughout the

9

estuary.

The most current estuary-wide work does

10

indeed come from the proponent, from the Port, as well

11

as the Jardine study.

12

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

13

I would like Dr. Elner to respond to

14

the next question.

As you know, the proponent did a

15

bird dropping study to indicate the distribution of

16

the western sandpiper.

17

DR. ELNER:

18

Sorry.

19

Bob Elner.

Could you repeat that,

rephrase that question?

20

THE CHAIRPERSON:

The proponent did a

21

bird dropping study to indicate the distribution of

22

the western sandpipers.

23

your knowledge as a bird ecologist and understanding

24

bird behaviour, do you consider such a study can

25

indicate the distribution or to what extent is it
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relevant?

2

DR. ELNER:

3

To answer your good question, a bit of

4

Bob Elner again.

Sorry.

background first.

5

Western sandpipers are feeding very

6

heavily on western sandpipers –- on biofilm, and --

7

you can see how nervous I am.

8
9
10

And –- just like them.

And as a result, they're pooping out
every two minutes, approximately.

And that poop size

is very characteristic and distinguishing.

11

So generally, yes, the density and

12

distribution of poops is fairly reliable, but there

13

are some caveats, one of which is sometimes -- I think

14

we saw it in one of the proponent’s slides -- the

15

birds will roost mid-tidally.

16

feeding, and so -- but they're still pooping.

17

They're not necessarily

And then we have some enigmatic areas

18

where we know they're feeding and there -– we don't

19

have high evidence of poop counts.

20

yes, it seems to be reliable.

But generally,

21

THE CHAIRPERSON:

22

Now we’ll go to questions from

23

registered participants.

24

the presenter?

25

Thank you.

Are there any question to

Yes, please, Mr. Emsley.
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1
2

MR. EMSLEY:
Emsley.

Good afternoon.

Roger

I'm a registered participant.

3

I have –- we had two presentations

4

this morning, one from the proponent and one from

5

Environment Canada.

6

to one question.

7

Now, you say you are limiting us

Is that per proponent or in general?

THE CHAIRPERSON:

No.

I think what we

8

should could now is to have questions on biofilm and

9

shore bird.

10

I just want to allow the other

11

presenters this afternoon to have time to present

12

their submission and then, at the end of the day, you

13

can come back again if you have more question than

14

one.

Just trying to finish at least --

15
16

MR. EMSLEY:

just to one of the proponents.

17

THE CHAIRPERSON:

18

presenter or the proponent.

19

MR. EMSLEY:

20

Okay.

To either the

Certainly very

limiting.

21
22

So I've got one question,

So I’ll take -- I’ll ask a question of
Environment Canada.

23

During the wetlands discussion on

24

Friday, I asked about significant adverse

25

environmental impacts, but with the topic today we’re
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1

dealing with something much more serious, an area

2

that’s much more serious, and as Environment Canada

3

indicated, we're dealing with species level risks.

4

This is not some minor mud flat that might or might

5

not regenerate.

6

Therefore, I ask Environment Canada,

7

do you believe that Terminal 2 introduces serious

8

adverse environmental effects that cannot be

9

mitigated?

10

Thank you.

11

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

12

We’ll take a moment, if we may.

13

--- Pause

14
15

MR. HAMMOND:

Could I ask we go to the

second-to-last-slide in our presentation, please.

16

Thank you.

So Blair Hammond.

17

I think this slide summarizes our

18

response to the question posed by the gentleman quite

19

well.

20

project-induced changes to Roberts Bank constitute an

21

unmitigatable species level risk to western sandpipers

22

and to shore birds more generally due to the

23

predictive disruption of the salinity regime that

24

supports fatty acid production and biofilm.

It is our view that the predicted

25

And as we have advised that we think
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only a project redesign would avoid the

2

geomorphological processes on Robert Banks impacting

3

biofilm and shore birds, as we noted Friday, the

4

determination of significant adverse environmental

5

effect is one that the Panel comes to.

6

We've provided our advice fairly

7

clearly that biofilm is essential, that there is, in

8

our view, good evidence for a trigger, that there is

9

considerable uncertainty in the predictions built

10

around this process and that the consequences of

11

getting it wrong can be quite severe.

12

THE CHAIRPERSON:

13

Are there other questions from

14

Thank you.

registered participants?

15

I'd like to underline that the

16

complaints we received were from registered

17

participants that they had to present in the evening

18

instead of the afternoon, so we’re trying to keep a

19

balance and try to be efficient.

20

Yes, please.

21

MR. D. JONES:

22

My name is David Jones.

I'm from Fraser Voices.

23

I didn’t catch all the presentation.

24

Pardon me if this is redundant, but I see that you

25

said the sandpipers were abundant.
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2

Specifically, how abundant are they
compared to 10 and 20 years ago?

3

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

4

If we may, we’ll take a moment.

5

--- Pause

6

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

7

So as noted, the original estimate

8

that came out of the United States of the 1990s was

9

approximately 3.2 million birds.

Dr. Drever noted in

10

the -- 3.5 million birds.

11

noted in his comments that there's an approximately

12

two percent per annum decline that we think we've

13

detected in the population.

14

Pardon me.

Dr. Drever

And so we do not have the current

15

estimate for what is the population this year.

16

certainly get that for the Panel without too much

17

work, but we do have -- we are of the view that the

18

population is in decline.

19

are less abundant than they were in the 1990s.

20
21

So whilst abundant, they

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Do you want to take

that as an undertaking?

22

MR. HAMMOND:

Be happy to do so.

23

UNDERTAKING

24
25

We can

MR. D. JONES:

Madam, I was

specifically referring to the birds at Roberts Bank,
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not the global population.

2

MR. HAMMOND:

3

that clarification.

4

provide.

5
6

Thank you for

We can reflect that in what we

THE CHAIRPERSON:
Undertaking Number 31.

7

That will be

Thank you.

Would Environment Canada have

8

questions to the proponent?

9

participant.

10
11

Okay.

You are a registered

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

No.

12

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would the Vancouver

13

Fraser -– would Vancouver Fraser Port Authority have

14

a -– have questions for the Environment Canada?

15

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Madam Chair,

16

we do have questions.

17

questions on behalf of the Port Authority.

18

Brad Armstrong will ask the

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Thank you, Madam

19

Chair.

I will try to keep my questions brief and I

20

will be following the Powerpoint presentation of

21

Environment Canada.

22

If we could –- if I can ask, Madam

23

Chair, if we can look at slide –- sorry, just a

24

minute.

25

presentation.
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2

Sorry.

That’s not what I have for

slide –- oh, it is.

3

And I’m sorry, Madam Chair, to -– to

4

dwell on the issue of the percentage of sandpipers at

5

Roberts Bank.

6

of me, 2013 paper, in which the calculations were made

7

of this -- of the western sandpipers that drop in to

8

Roberts Bank.

9

But I have Dr. Drever’s paper in front

And the number –- this paper suggests

10

population estimates suggested that 600,000 western

11

sandpipers typically pass through the site during

12

northern migration.

13

And I just would like Dr. Drever just

14

to confirm that that 600,000 against 3.5 million,

15

that’s the 17 percent that we’ve been talking about.

16

In Dr. Drever’s report I think there's

17

a range of 13 to 21, with the 17 in the middle.

18

we just confirm that that’s the correct number, Madam

19

Chair?

20

THE CHAIRPERSON:

21

MR. HAMMOND:

22

Can

Yes, please.

We’ll take a moment,

please.

23

So I think the answer to that is yes.

24

So I think to clarify -- pardon me,

25

Blair Hammond -- that the answer to the gentleman’s
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question that was just asked, the estimate was done in

2

the 1990s from the total population.

3

declined since that time period.

4

Population has

The population that we think is using

5

the Roberts Bank area is around 600,000.

6

seem to explain the discrepancy between the numbers.

7
8

Is that...
--- Pause

9

DR. DREVER:

10
11

That does

Mark Drever.

Can I ask Mr. Armstrong to repeat the
question?

12

MR. ARMSTRONG:

13

THE CHAIRPERSON:

14

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Yes, Madam Chair.
Please.
We’re just trying to

15

clarify the percentage of the population which drops

16

into Roberts Bank.

17

is really the definitive paper.

18

And Dr. Drever’s paper, we think,
It’s dated 2014.

And in his paper, he says the

19

population estimates suggested that 600,000 western

20

sandpipers typically pass through the site, and this

21

is Roberts Bank, during the northward migration.

22

the document goes on to say that that is approximately

23

17 percent of the total population.

24
25

And

There's a range in the document from
13 percent to 21 percent, and so we have used the
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figure of -– of 17 percent.

2

DR. DREVER:

3

Thank you for the

clarification.

4

In that paper, we can -- there was -–

5

the trend was not significant.

6

the trend has become significant, underscoring the

7

need to match the two estimates of the total number of

8

birds and the number of birds that go through, and our

9

answer remains the same.

10

With updated data that

And it’s our estimate of the number of

11

population -– of the number of birds that go -– the

12

proportion of the birds that go through the site is

13

what is presented on the screen at the moment, 40 to

14

64 percent.

15

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Madam Chair, I'm

16

sorry, but we have to ask, in the paper there was only

17

one year where the birds actually numbered –- they

18

went up higher, but the paper indicates that over all

19

these years, going back to the 1990s, the population

20

has been fairly steady at 14 to 21 percent.

21
22

And the paper then says possibly up to
42 to 64.

That’s in that high year.

23

But we’re looking at –- I just wanted

24

Dr. Drever to confirm that the -– on a regular basis,

25

the number of birds as identified in his paper is
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1

approximately 17 percent of the population.

2

MR. HAMMOND:

3

moment, please.

4
5

We’ll just take a

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Madam Chair, just

reading from the paper:

6

Thus, the range median population

7

estimates of 600,000 birds in our

8

study suggest that 14% to 21% of

9

the total flyway population

10

regularly passes through the

11

Brunswick Point study area.

12

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I think we would

13

have to have a precision whether it’s a global

14

population or does it include the two percent decline.

15

I think it’s a little bit more implicated here than

16

just a straight answer giving percentages.

17

DR. DREVER:

18

It’s true that it’s very hard to give

Thank you, Madam Chair.

19

a single estimate, and we –- but the department has

20

given a range.

21

can give –- the most honest answer we can give at the

22

moment.

And I think that’s the most answer we

23

If the gentleman would like for us to

24

kind of project future -– because again -– to me it’s

25

the same question and our answer has remained the
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1

same.

This is our best estimate that makes the least

2

number of assumptions that matches the total global

3

population to the counts that were done in those

4

years.

5

THE CHAIRPERSON:

6

MR. ARMSTRONG:

7

Chair.

Thank you.
Thank you, Madam

I'll leave it at that.

8

We will -- we’ll file the paper that

9

I've been referring to since I've been referring to.

10

We’ll file it with you at the end of the day, if we

11

could.

12
13

THE CHAIRPERSON:

exhibit attached to your presentation.

14
15

Yes, it will be an

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Yes, thank you, Madam

Chair.

16

THE CHAIRPERSON:

17

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Thank you.
The second question,

18

if we could go to –- there's a reference in the -– on

19

–- yes, on slide 8 of the Environment Canada slides,

20

there's a reference there at the very bottom to the

21

Schnurr report 2019.

22

And I think in response to a question

23

from Dr. Steyn about the salinity trigger, I believe

24

it was Mr. Hammond referred to the Schnurr report as

25

one basis for the salinity trigger.
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1

We just want to point out that the

2

Schnurr report seems to have not been a report which

3

was looking at the effects of salinity at all.

4

report seems to have looked at a certain part of

5

Roberts Bank, tested the biofilm in the spring and

6

then tested it in the fall.

7

That

And the conclusion -– in the winter,

8

sorry, and concluded that the biofilm productivity was

9

higher in the spring than in the fall.

But –- sorry,

10

the spring than the winter -- so it is not a

11

foundation for any basis for a salinity trigger.

12

Can we just confirm that?

13

MR. HAMMOND:

14

Madam Chair, we’ll just

take a moment, if we may.

15

Madam Chair if you’ll permit, given

16

that we have Undertaking 29 in front of us, that might

17

be the best place to go to answer that question.

18

THE CHAIRPERSON:

19

was going to mention.

20
21

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
Again, we can submit that paper as an
exhibit.

24
25

That’s what I

Thank you.

MR. ARMSTRONG:

22
23

Yeah.

If we can look at slide 9.

Slide 9 of

the Environment Canada submission.
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1

And again, this slide is referring to

2

a paper.

This is referring to Schwenk et al., and the

3

figure in the slide comes from Schwenk.

4

And we actually have copies of the

5

Schwenk paper.

6

the Panel can see them.

7

I just wanted to distribute these so

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Some of these papers

8

are attached to the submission of Environment Canada,

9

so I don’t think we need to add more paper.

10
11

MR. ARMSTRONG:
Chair.

12
13

No, I'm sorry, Madam

THE CHAIRPERSON:

The Schnurr paper, I

believe, is attached to your presentation?

14

MR. HAMMOND:

15

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Yes, Madam Chair.
This one, Madam Chair,

16

I'm sorry for the paper and we can take it back, but

17

but the figure on the slide, slide 9, is from page 419

18

of the -– of the Schwenk paper, the one we just handed

19

out to you.

20
21

So you can see it on the bottom left,
and that’s the figure.

22

Now, the Schwenk paper was cited in

23

the Environment Canada submission for the proposition

24

of a salinity trigger.

25

something.
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1

If you look at the figure, Madam

2

Chair, the text just above the figure says that they

3

were looking at the influences of growth stage

4

salinity and temperature on lipid profiles, the fatty

5

acids, and the result indicates the cultivation

6

temperature leads to structural differences in lipid

7

profiles.

8

salinity does not seem to significantly affect the

9

lipid structure."

And then the sentence reads, "In contrast,

10

So our question to the Environment

11

Canada is, can they explain how that finding in this

12

paper in any way supports the theory of a salinity

13

trigger, that this paper seems to go the other way?

14
15

Or indicate that there is no such
trigger.

16
17

MR. HAMMOND:

Madam Chair, we’ll take

a moment if we may, unless you would like to defer.

18

Thank you, Madam Chair.

19

Given the very technical nature of

20

this and that we already have Undertaking 29 before

21

us, it would seem prudent to include it in the same

22

undertaking.

23

THE CHAIRPERSON:

24

But I'm not sure I understand that

25

Yes, please.

this has anything to do with the trigger because here
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1

we talk about lipid structure.

2
3

But anyway, you can specify more in
your Undertaking 29, please.

4
5

MR. ARMSTRONG:

Yes, thank you, Madam

Chair.

6

We just submit that because it was

7

referenced in the submission as the foundation for the

8

trigger.

9

Madam Chair, next question, we just

10

wanted to confirm the –- at least one part of

11

agreement which we think we can reach is in the

12

Environment Canada submission of April 15, which is

13

document 1637, on page 70 -- we just want to confirm

14

at least we can agree on this point.

15

"Environment Canada agrees that biofilm is abundant

16

under varying salinity conditions".

17

It says,

They go on to disagree with our

18

assessment -- with the assessment, but it seems we

19

have agreement that biofilm is abundant under varying

20

salinity conditions as shown in the data which was

21

collected over 2016, 2017, 2018.

22

THE CHAIRPERSON:

23

this statement?

24
25

Would you agree to

MR. HAMMOND:

We’ll take a moment, if

we may, Madam Chair.
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1

--- Pause

2

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

3

you for your patience.

4

distributed throughout the estuary.

5

insofar as western sandpiper are concerned, the best

6

evidence in front of us says that not all biofilm is

7

created equal.

8
9

So we would

Thank

agree biofilm is
We would note

Pardon me.
And that really, the point we want to

emphasize is that it’s the variance and conditions

10

that results in triggers that results in that enhanced

11

productivity for those kind of biofilm that the

12

western sandpiper are keying in on.

13

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

I think

14

the text is quite clear on what you agree and

15

disagree.

16

Do you have more questions?
MR. ARMSTRONG:

17

have a few more, Madam Chair.

18

13 of Environment Canada.

19

Thank you.

I just

If we can look at slide

Madam Chair, in this slide, there is a

20

figure illustrating a shifting in salinity.

21

slide in the presentation seems to suggest that that

22

would result in a shift in the biofilm.

23

to suggest that that that is not something which can

24

be found in these figures.

25

looking at the figure on the left, there is clearly
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1

existing biofilm on the left-hand side in the existing

2

area, in varying salinity situations.

3

And the shift in the salinity

4

profile here is not based on the data, which indicates

5

that biofilm is quite happy in different salinity

6

situations.

7

shifting salinity causes a shift in the biof ilm.

8

is that the biofilm in the upper inter tidal would no

9

longer be there.

10

There is no reason to suggest that the

Can we get a clarification on that?

MR. HAMMOND:

11

Madam Chair, if we may.

12

--- Pause

13

That

We’ll take a moment,

Thank you for your patience.

So I

14

think the short answer to this which we will elaborate

15

in undertaking 29, if we may, is that it’s not that

16

the distribution as a whole is fundamentally different

17

but that the centre of the distribution is changing,

18

and I think perhaps the best analogy is if most of the

19

people in the room all moved over to the left side but

20

we still had some people elsewhere it would be a

21

different scenario than having everyone evenly

22

distributed throughout the room.

23

on that conceptually in undertaking 29.

24
25

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So we can elaborate

I think it would be

important, also, to underline that this special shift
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1

in optimum biofilm -- we would like to see the

2

difference between optimum biofilm.

3

optimum biofilm.

4

MR. HAMMOND:

5

MR. ARMSTRONG:

6

Very well, thank you.
Madam Chair, I just

have one last question.

7

THE CHAIRPERSON:

8

MR. ARMSTRONG:

9

What you consider

Chair.

Yes, go ahead.
Thank you, Madam

I just want to go through the stages of

10

Environment Canada’s participation just a little bit.

11

And then get to where we are now.

12

2016, in CEAA document 574 on sufficiency, Environment

13

Canada’s position was there was insufficient

14

information to provide definitive advice to the Panel

15

on the effects of the project on biofilm.

16

October 2016.

17

So in October,

That was

October 2017, CEAA document 960,

18

which was a response to Environment Canada information

19

request number 2, the Environment Canada responded to

20

the review Panel by indicating how information gaps

21

could be addressed, and indicated that many of the key

22

information gaps could be addressed with studies ,

23

approximately three years long.

24
25

The studies were done, and then in
just last November, the position just in last November
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1

was -- so this is on the -- it’s document 1346,

2

November 29, 2018, “Environment Canada is of the

3

view”, this is on page 22, “ is of the view that some

4

degree of decrease in the quality and quantity of

5

biofilm on Roberts Bank can be expected.”

6

then we get to today, after three years of data

7

gathering and analysis by the Port, and we seem to

8

have a different position today.

9

this, that all of the studies done by the Port, that

And

I jus t to confirm

10

Environment Canada has not done any studies of its

11

own.

12

Schnurr study which we talked about which just decided

13

that biofilm was more abundant in the spring than in

14

the winter.

15

assessment type studies.

16

critiques of what the Port has done, but no positive

17

studies is done by environment Canada for submission.

Any assessment of impacts.

18

There was the

But otherwise, no form of environmental
The submissions you have are

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Have you done any

19

form of assessment?

20

if I’m wrong, is only once, it has evolved.

21

be correct in saying that?

22

I think your position, correct me

MR. HAMMOND:

23

moment, Madam Chair.

24

--- Pause

25

Would I

We’ll take a

Thank you for your patience, Madam
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1

Chair.

Blair Hammond.

2

have been and are doing science around biofilm and

3

shorebirds in the Fraser River estuary.

4

Elner is the co- discoverer of the importance of

5

biofilm for shorebirds in migration.

6

certainly be inaccurate to say we have not been doing

7

seminal work on the subject.

8
9

So, to clarify, we certainly

In fact, Dr.

So it would

Pardon me.

In terms of doing environmental
assessment-related studies for the project, that is

10

not our role.

When a proponent applies into the

11

process, our role is to critique the w ork that comes

12

in and provide feedback to the Panel.

13

come in, either from the Panel or from other sources,

14

we continue to look at that and use that to inform our

15

advice as we are giving it throughout the process.

16

THE CHAIRPERSON:

17

MR. ARMSTRONG:

18

20

Thank you, Madam

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you very much

for your presentation, and it’s very helpful.

21

Thank you:

You will remain in the

22

room in case more questions.

23

MR. HAMMOND:

24

Thank you.

Chair, those are all our questions.

19

As new work has

We’re at your disposal

for the afternoon, Madam Chair.

25

THE CHAIRPERSON:
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1

would like to call Ms. Patricia Baird, please.

2

--- Pause

3

Good afternoon and you can start when

4

you are ready.

5

PRESENTATION

6

MS. BAIRD:

My name is Pat Baird and I

7

have studied the marine ecosystem for over 30 years.

8

I have been most interested in and have published on

9

foraging of sea birds, trofic relationships of fish,

10

zooplankton and sea birds and the relationship of lack

11

of quality of prey affecting their reproducti ve

12

success and their chick growth.

13

I became interested in shore bird

14

migration in 2003.

15

from S.F.U., to investigate migration of western

16

sandpipers from one of their main overwintering areas

17

in Panama. I affixed small radios to the birds and

18

followed their path north in a small plane from Panama

19

to Alaska.

20

allowing us all to present our thoughts and our

21

research.

22

really appreciate you being here, and I would like to

23

thank the Port for the volumes of material that you

24

produced and for the large amount of work you did.

25

You did a lot of work so I really appreciate that.
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1

I’m here with Dr. Peter Beninger.

He

2

and have I been working on some of this together.

So

3

I’m going to talk on the biochemistry of migration;

4

why certain fatty acids matter.

5

very complex material, but, I’m going to concentrate

6

on the polyunsaturated fatty acid especially DHA and

7

EPA which are a docosahexaenoic and eicosapentaenoic

8

acid and what that means docosamine, 22 in Greek and

9

eicosamine 20.

10

I know biofilm is a

And that just means the number of

carbons in the chain.

11

So as you know western sandpipers

12

migrate a long distance.

These are dat a from my radio

13

study.

14

from Panama all the way to Roberts Bank and then from

15

Roberts Bank they make a straight shot to Alaska.

16

couple of the birds that I found in Alaska were from

17

Roberts Bank and they weren’t from San Francisco, to

18

answer someone else’s question you had earlier on.

And they make these short hops up the coast

19

A

So they gather in these large flocks

20

both in Panama before they migrate and in Roberts

21

Bank.

22

they like to go to these large estuarine mud flats,

23

like Roberts Bank, that provide some fuel for their

24

long nonstop hops.

25

store enough fuel to get the next stop to then breed

And the current paradigm for shorebirds is that
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1

in Alaska.

2

But then you have to ask yourself why

3

Roberts Bank?

4

in so much greater numbers than in other places?

5

there better food there?

6

source that enables them to migrate nonstop thousands

7

a thousand to two thousand kilometres.

8

the rich marine biofilm they like to eat, and what we

9

know about western sandpipers and Roberts Bank in the

10

spring is that the biofilm was found up to 60 percent

11

of the mass in their stomach and they knew that these

12

birds are targeting the biofilm.

13

getting it in by accident, they are ta rgeting this and

14

that’s from this very good video that has been made of

15

them doing that.

16

Why are the shorebirds foraging there
Is

And if so what is the prey

We know it’s

They are not just

So if western sandpipers were just

17

generalists and just needed energy from prey they

18

would forage in all areas that provided access to

19

energy.

20

to.

21

areas:

22

They trap it with their tongues, with these spines on

23

their tongues, as you have seen this picture before,

24

and they take it into their body that way.

25

been found is that more than 70 species of shorebirds

I mean, that would be illogical for them not

But they don’t.

They only forage in specific

well it’s the biofilm they are targeting.
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1

have these spines.

2

biofilm is widespread and more important than

3

previously realized.

4

that is.

5

So, therefore, the need for

And I’m going to show you why

Why biofilm?

Well we’ve talked about

6

the diatoms in there, the marine and estuarine diatoms

7

are the ones that are most important.

8

main players, as the Port and everyone has pointed

9

out, are Navicula and Nitzschia.

They’re the two

But then you ask

10

yourself well why diatoms?

What’s the big deal with

11

them.

12

one of the main life forms that can produce De Novo,

13

long chain fatty acids.

14

can produce them from scratch.

15

produce these poly unsaturated fatty acids from

16

scratch of PUFAs.

Why do these birds need them?

17

Well, they’re

And what just

means is they

Nothing else can

Most animals, for instance,

18

shorebirds, they lack the enzymes to do that.

19

not have the enzymes.

So they don’t have the enzymes.

20

They can’t make them.

They can’t desaturate them.

21

And polyunsaturated just means they have more than one

22

double bond, that’s the unsaturation.

23

monounsaturated has one double bond.

24

show you that in a minute.

25

They do

A
I’m going to

So since the animals cannot synthesize
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1

any PUFAs, that is fatty acids with more than one

2

double bond, they depend on their food to get that.

3

So that’s why we call them essential, because they are

4

essential in their food.

5

So these are two of these four.

For

6

example, the top two are the mono unsaturated with one

7

double bond and the saturated with no double bonds,

8

and all those points are carbons.

9

are of examples of polyunsaturated fatty acids, with

10

The two bottom ones

the two and three double bonds.

11

So diatoms have two phases.

I know

12

we’ve been talking about this a lot, and I’m just

13

going to

14

but there is a stage where they start to produce these

15

PUFAs.

16

producing carbohydrates which is energy, but PUFAs are

17

different.

18

either from above like a plane view or on the ground,

19

it doesn’t detect the PUFAs, it just detects the

20

chlorophyll A.

21

the diatom.

22

quality.

23

diatoms.

state this and everyone can pitch in later,

And then the rest of the time they’re

24
25

If you do that hyperspectral analysis ,

So it says nothing about what’s inside

It doesn’t say anything about the

It says everything about the quantity of the

So the thing is, it’s not just
important for shorebirds, it’s important for all
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1

animals in this marine food web; from zooplankton like

2

copepods which is salmon prey, up to amphipods, fish

3

like sand lance, endangered Fraser River salmon,

4

shorebirds, sea birds, marine mammals.

5

nutrients are important for the entire food web.

6

so the bottom line is you don’t just consider western

7

sandpiper but you have to look at the entire marine

8

food web at Roberts Bank.

9

PUFAs.

10

These
And

They need to eat these

They cannot synthesize them.

They don’t have

the enzymes.

11

So the essential PUFAs that I’m going

12

to look at are the most important ones, the EPA and

13

DHA which I noted before, 20 and 22 carbons.

14

these important?

15

bio active.

16

membranes.

17

the Port said, they go directly into the blood stream

18

via the lymph system and then into the cells so they

19

are extremely important.

20

What they do is they attach to a receptor on the cell

21

and in that attachment, then they activate it and it

22

forms a signal, and the signal is responsible for a

23

cascade of physiological functions.

24
25

Why are

They are not used for fuel , they are

They are incorporated into cell
They don’t go through the liver the way

They’re membrane lipids.

So, some examples of their bioactivity
is they inhibit inflammatory pathways.
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1

against insulin resistance, which is the failure of

2

insulin to transport fuel into cells, and the y can

3

signal DNA to switch a gene on or off.

4

their metabolites are also active, and those

5

metabolites are in the diatoms.

6

important for migration and affect glucose regulation,

7

and I’ve mentioned that.

8

and uptake of glucose into the cells.

9

And some of

They are also very

They help insulin regulation

The interesting thing is that the

10

cells become more sensitive to low levels of glucose

11

when you have DHA and EPA, and what that simply means

12

is that when an animal is running low on fuel, what

13

the DHA and EPA can do is, they can wring out more of

14

that energy from the blood stream than would normally

15

be able to be taken in by the cell, and they can bring

16

that energy into the cell.

17

So basically, they just move fuel more

18

easily into cells to burn for flight.

19

inhibit the inflammatory signaling pathways, and if

20

you are a bird migrating a thousand, 2,000 kilom etres

21

the last thing you need to do is tear a muscle and

22

have your energy diverted to heal that muscle.

23

As I said, they

Likewise, DHA and EPA boost immunity.

24

You also don’t want to get sick on the way north

25

because that diverts energy from your flight to
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1

getting healthy so it’s good to have no inflammation,

2

and it’s good to have your immunity increased.

3

Also, DHA is very rich in neural

4

membranes and that’s very important in the blood brain

5

barrier which is like a fire wall to prevent

6

infectious agents from going into the brain.

7

birds need their brains obviously to do this

8

migration.

9

Interestingly enough.

So the

EPA and DHA in

10

migration are especially prevalent in the muscle

11

cells.

12

more of these fatty acid receptors on th e muscle

13

cells, on the flight muscle cells, in the spring

14

before they are incorporating the EPA and DHA into

15

their system.

16

grab whatever EPA and DHA is in the environment.

In some study, birds have been known to make

17

So they prime their muscle cells to

And one of the theories is that this

18

turns on a gene that changes the muscles from fast

19

twitch to endurance muscles.

20

an interesting one.

21

increase the mitochondrial respiratory chain

22

efficiency, and all that is if you bring fuel in, you

23

go to like station 1 and that fuel then gets broken

24

down a little bit to station 2.

25

down energy goes out.
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1

broken down a little bit more and more energy goes

2

out.

3

respiratory chain is.

4

They can get more energy out of that chain.

So that’s that’s what the mitochondrial

5

So they can get more energy.

They also increase the basal and

6

maximal oxygen consumption.

So if you think of, let’s

7

say, a smoldering fire in a fireplace and then all of

8

a sudden you open the flue and the fire just explodes,

9

well, this is what they are doing.

They’re allowing

10

the birds to burn the fuel to the greatest extent

11

possible.

12

oxygen consumption of these birds.

13

something called a proton leak in mitochondria.

14

normal.

15

energy, and so what these do is they induce the proton

16

leak.

17

mitochondria and more energy is able to come out.

18

Also PUFAs like a Linoleic and alpha-Linolenic acid

19

are bioactive.

20

help with smooth muscles in the bronchial passages and

21

blood vessel walls, et cetera.

They are increasing the oxygen, maximal
There is also

It sounds bad but it’s good.

It is

It makes

There is inducible proton leak in the

22

They’re also in the diatoms and these

They’re also important for

23

reproduction.

24

have to reproduce after this huge strenuous trip, but

25

EPA and DHA are important for egg and sperm
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1

development.

They also activate DNA synthesis and

2

cell replication in the chick.

3

chick embryo the cells are dividing all the time.

4

DHA and the EPA help them doing that.

5

So when you have a

They also are very important for

6

membrane synthesis.

7

have to put a membrane around it so they are very,

8

very important for membranes.

9

to say they are good for chick growth in general.

10

The

Every time you have a cell you

So you just might want
And

of course, for neural and eye development of chicks.

11

But, as I said before, EPA and DHA are

12

critical in broad scale animal physiology, not just

13

shorebirds.

14

invertebrates like crabs, polychaetes, things like

15

that;

16

They are important for gene regulation the way it is

17

in shorebirds, homeostasis, energy use, reproduction,

18

in growth, immunity and anti-inflammatory.

19

are good for the entire marine food we b at Roberts

20

Bank.

fish the sea birds and other apex predators .

21
22

They are in zooplankton and other

So they

So there are many studies on the
effect of low EPA and DHA in the marine food web.

23

As I said, all heterotrophs depend on

24

this.

So the copepods, which are a prey of Fraser

25

River salmon, if they lack EPA and DHA in their diet,
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1

they

have poor reproduction, so anything that then

2

depends on the copepods that eats prey that has eaten

3

copepods would be affected.

4

just means the copepods don’t make as many as they

5

normally do.

6

that lack is accelerated up the food chain.

7

And poor reproduction

So if there’s a lack of copepods, then

So it’s been also shown that

8

fish eating EPA and DHA in rich diets have better

9

survival and reproductive success than those lacking

10

it.

The endangered Fraser River salmon, when it’s

11

been fed food lacking EPA and DHA they have reduced

12

growth and reduced mortality.

13

zooplankton or fish prey have little EPA and DHA have

14

reproductive failures.

15

And seabirds who se

It’s very well know n.

The bottom line again is for the

16

presence of EPA and DHA in the marine and estuary

17

diatoms are crucial and vital to the entire estuary

18

and food web, and specifically to migrating western

19

sandpipers.

20

Another thing that shows that EPA and

21

DHA are so important is that they have a very high

22

transfer efficiency between trophic levels.

23

means between feeding levels.

24

They are sequestered and the pass up the food web and

25

most are not degraded for fuel.
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1

chains would have 10 to 14 percent, but these have

2

much higher.

3

or bulk energy is, and so they will come in, they’ll

4

couple with a receptor, initiate a signal and they’ll

5

go out, go to another receptor, initiate a signal and

6

come out.

7

signaling.

So they are not used up.

8
9

They are not used up the way bulk carbon

They keep

And this table that the Port had it
really shows that.

And explains why EPA and DHA

10

quantities are so low in stored fat because they are

11

not stored, they are taken up by cells for their

12

bioactivity.

13

are targeting them for the bioactivity, and the are

14

difficult to break their bonds.

15

find so little in their stored fat.

16

they don’t go through the liver, they go directly to

17

the blood stream.

18

in marine diatoms and I reviewed many papers, two days

19

ago, of fresh water and marine diatoms, and the

20

percent of the PUFAs and proportions of the different

21

PUFA’s were completely different in every single paper

22

I looked at.

23

They are not burned for fuel.

The birds

So that’s why you
And as I said,

But the high quality PUFA are only

The fresh water diatoms had a lot less.
The area of Port surveyed often had

24

fresh water diatoms, and the reason I can say that is

25

that the port keyed out diatoms only to genus.
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1

genus can have both marine and fres hwater species.

So

2

if just key something out the genus, that’s really not

3

telling you anything about the species at all.

4

The Port combined data for the

5

diatoms was showing similar amounts of PUFA in the

6

marine and the fresh water environments, but they did

7

not look at the actual diatoms themselves.

8

they analysed the PUFA themselves, th ey combined the

9

shorter chain PUFAs with the really important EPA and

And when

10

DHA long chain PUFAs.

11

found in the biofilm and they all do different things.

12

So there are 14 different PUFAs

But EPA and DHA are in a league of

13

their own.

14

the genes turning on and off. So that’s another reason

15

that the birds are targeting the marine diatoms for

16

these high EPA and DHA.

17

water are all affected by salinity and temperature and

18

marine are more again obviously in sea water type

19

conditions, fresh water is more fresh water. The

20

building of RBT2 you will have higher temperatures

21

coming out of the Fraser River than are in the ocean

22

and more fresh water during the breeding migration of

23

western sandpipers. So this could result in increased

24

fresh water diatoms and a reduction of the marine and

25

estuary diatoms that have high EPA and the DHA.
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1

So the repercussion on the marine food

2

web would be irreversible.

The Port has said they

3

could take some things out or redo it, but once you

4

construct this, it cannot be undone.

5

Roberts Bank back to its native functional state.

6

the damage might result in a severe decrease or

7

elimination, as I said, of the marine diatoms with the

8

high EPA and DHA, decrease in zooplankton like

9

copepods on which other animals depend, and a decrease

You can’t get
So

10

in shorebirds or an irreversible species level impact

11

to shore birds on the Pacific flyway.

12

possibilities.

13

they’re possibilities.

14

These are

I’m not saying they will happen, but

So the thing is, that the reason I say

15

they are possibilities is this kind of collapse has

16

happen before, after anthropogenic structures have

17

been erected at coastal sites.

18

flyway is in a tailspin.

19

monitored breeding shorebird populations that nest in

20

north-eastern Russia have declined.

21

flyway shore bird populations are decreasing.

22

Black Sea flyway is decreasing.

23

Asian east Africa flyway, the same thing and these are

24

all due to coastal development.

25

and wharves and ports and sea walls and everything
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1

that are on the mud flats or along the coast, that

2

have altered the coastal environment.

3

what happens in these other flyways, and I don’t see

4

why it wouldn’t happen here.

5

Let’s see.

And this is

So, to reiterate, yes

6

it does matter if they have that.

If they have EPA

7

and DHA.

8

from other sources like invertebrates.

9

they can but they didn’t address EPA and DHA in that.

The Port says that shorebirds can get energy
That’s true

10

They say that all PUFAs are similar.

11

They are very different.

12

stored in shore bird fat.

13

true, but it’s not relevant to the critical need for

14

the EPA and DHA.

15

bioactive.

16

the EPA and DHA are not as important as are the other

17

fatty acids which are used for fuel.

18

all the fatty acids are important.

19

fatty acids and monounsaturated fatty acids are

20

extremely important for fuel and the EPA and the DHA

21

are extremely important for their bioactivity.

22

the fatty acids are important.

23

They are not.

They say that little PUFA is
That’s true.

It’s exactly

They are not fuel molecules they are

And the port erroneously concludes that

The thing is,
The saturated

All

So, this is just sort of the

24

summary slide of -- these are not burned for fuel,

25

they are bioactive, they are bioaccumulated.
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1

marine life, not just shorebirds, depends on EPA and

2

DHA, and freshwater diatoms do not suffice for the

3

high amounts of EPA and DHA.

4

Roberts Bank are not just there for energy.

5

target EPA and DHA for the bioactivity, and they also

6

eat various other prey for the fuel.

7

The sandpipers at
Th ey

The productivity in the Strait of

8

Georgia is highest in the spring, partly due to the

9

EPA and DHA rich calanoid copepods eaten by juvenile

10

salmon in the mudflats, and copepods eat the diatoms

11

with the EPA and DHA.

12

is everywhere.

13

the EPA and DHA that might be even more important in

14

which the Port has not looked at.

15
16

So

the Port says that energy

Well, that’s not really true.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
presentation.

17

We have questions.
MEMBER LEVY:

It’s

Thank you.
Thank you for your
Dr. Levy.

Thank you, Dr. Baird.

18

have two questions for you.

19

pointed out that there is many different fatty acids

20

consumed by sandpipers, but you highlight PUFA as

21

being particularly important for sandpiper flight

22

energetics.

23

I

In your presentation you

So the question is, in your view,

24

is PUFA essential for flight migration, such that in

25

the absence of PUFA, their migrations would not be
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1

successful?

2

MS. BAIRD:

Thank you for the

3

question, Dr. Levy.

4

one has done an experiment with a bird that they fed

5

no PUFAs to, and then prevented them from eating PUFAs

6

and caught it again later.

7

and see if it died halfway there.

8

really interesting, but no one has done that.

9

I cannot say for sure because no

Or they didn’t follow it
That would be

But, from what I understand, because

10

of the bioactivity and all the gene turning on and off

11

and all the signaling, and all the prevention of

12

infection, the prevention of inflammation, making the

13

muscles better for long distance, I would say they

14

would be severely handicapped without the PUFAs.

15

DR. BAIRD:

Right.

So they may not

16

die but their survival rate might be compromised, is

17

that correct?

18

DR. BAIRD:
Who knows.

Well they just might not

19

migrate.

20

would be a very interesting thing to find out, but it

21

would be very difficult to find out exactly what

22

happens.

23

We don’t really know that.

MEMBER LEVY:

It

Do you have an example

24

of shorebirds that abandon their migration because of

25

poor nutrition?
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DR. BAIRD:

Well, as I said, no one

2

has looked at that.

3

in the lab on shorebirds and they don’t do well when

4

they don’t have a high EPA and high DHA.

5

fare as well.

6

as far as following a bird, it’s pretty impossible to

7

do that.

8
9

I do know there have been studies

They don’t

They have poorer reproduction.

MEMBER LEVY:

Okay.

So, but

So my second

question is, we know that not all western sandpipers

10

stopover at Roberts Bank every year, part of the

11

population goes to Sturgeon Bank, sometimes they are

12

found in Boundary Bay and others migrate inland.

13

the question is, do you know anything about what the

14

comparative survival rate of sandpipers would be that

15

utilize habitats other than Roberts Bank?

16

MS. BAIRD:

So

No I don’t know the answer

17

to that, but when you say utilize, I’m not sure if

18

that means these birds are just roosting or if they’re

19

going there for energy. I mean, they could be there

20

just to get energy in invertebrates, which is fine,

21

and then come back to Roberts Bank for the high EPA

22

and DHA. I mean, no one has really looked at that.

23

What are these birds eating?

24

polychaetes, okay.

25

Maybe that’s just energy.

MEMBER LEVY:
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THE CHAIRPERSON:

2

MEMBER STEYN:

Dr. Steyn.

Thank you, Dr. Baird.

3

I would just like to you clarify an interesting

4

comment you made that chlorophyll A, as I understood

5

it is not a good indicator of the presence of EPA DHA,

6

and I did read a similar conclusion in the Schnurr

7

paper.

8

ask, of course, is chlorophyll A is often used as an

9

indicator of the existence of these molecules?

Can you elaborate on that?

10

DR. BAIRD:

And the reason I

That’s a very good

11

question and that would be a mistake to have them as a

12

proxy for PUFAs.

13

tree you can find chlorophyll A there, bu t if I ate

14

that leaf I probably wouldn’t be getting a whole lot

15

of PUFAs in it.

16

something that’s photosynthesizing and that’s all it’s

17

saying.

18

as far as quality and pinpointing the PUFAs, it is

19

not.

20

Chlorophyll A you can go out to a

So, all it means is there is

It’s a really good measure of quantity.

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

But,

So,

21

chlorophyll A is not an indicator of the quality of

22

the PUFA, it could be used to indicate the quality

23

generalized fatty acids.

24
25

DR. BAIRD:

Is that correct?
No, that’s not correct.

It would be to show the quantity of biofilm only.
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wouldn’t have anything to do with what kind of fatty

2

acids are in them, whether they are monounsaturated,

3

saturated, or polyunsaturated.

4

what’s inside that diatom.

5

something that’s photosynthesizing and it’s there in

6

this amount.

7

It says nothing about

It just says yes this is

And the chlorophyll A is an excellent

8

indicator for quantity.

9

of algae.

It’s very good.

For quantity

But for quality, no, it’s not.

10

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

So you will

11

be aware of course there are a number of -- three

12

years of studies conducted by the Port Authority on

13

biofilm in this region, based on an environmental

14

monitoring network, a sampling network.

15

network were developed, the structure and design,

16

special distribution, coverage interstation spacing,

17

were designed based on chlorophyll A, would that be an

18

useful way of designing such a network in order it

19

detect the presence of biofilm?

20

DR. BAIRD:

So if that

That would detect biofilm

21

but it would not detect the quality of the biofilm or

22

what’s in it.

23

MEMBER STEYN:

Right.

But if the

24

sampling network itself were then instrumented in such

25

a way to detect the quality of the biofilm, would that
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be appropriate?

2

DR. BAIRD:

I think it would be very

3

difficult -- and I think my colleague, Dr. Beninger is

4

going to talk on that, to know, actually, how far

5

apart the stations should be in space and how far

6

apart in time the sampling should be.

7

quantities that are really unknown right now about

8

biofilm, to get an accurate prediction.

9

say it’s years into the future to get something like

Those are

So I would

10

that, that pinpoints the EPA and the DHA.

11

colleague, Dr. Beninger would like to add something.

12

DR. BENINGER:

And my

Yes, Dr. Steyn, I think

13

your question is actually is there an instrument that

14

we could use to inform us about the quality of

15

biofilm?

16
17

Am I correct?
MEMBER STEYN:

That’s a little way

down the line, but yes ultimately that is a question.

18

DR. BENINGER:

The answer is this is

19

something that is being worked on as we speak.

20

such instrument exists at the present time.

21

being worked on, but I can tell that you we have no

22

idea whether we will be able to do that or not.

23
24

MEMBER STEYN:

No

It’s

Can gas chromatography

be used to distinguish between EPA and DHA?

25

DR. BENINGER:
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the field.

2

MEMBER STEYN:

Yes, I understand that.

3

It would be post field analysis.

4

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I have one last

5

question.

When you did the trip, you said you

6

followed the birds by plane at different stops.

7

all the areas where they stop have biofilm?

8
9

DR. BAIRD:

Were

At the time that we did

this, we weren’t aware how important biofilm was.

10

did not look at that.

11

idea at that time.

12

We

I wish we had, but we had no

That was in 2004, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Would

13

there be any question from registered participants to

14

the presenter?

15

have questions to the presenter?

Would Vancouver Fraser Port Authority

16

MR. STEWART:

17

no questions, just offer our thanks for her

18

presentation today.

19

No, Madam Chair, we have

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Then

20

we’ll move on to the next presentation, which is from

21

Mr. Peter Beninger.

22

ahead.

23

PRESENTATION

So when you are ready you can go

24

MR. EMSLEY:

25

B.C. Nature funded topic and presentation.
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Roger Emsley.

2

nature special representative for Roberts Bank, and I

3

report directly to the B.C. Nature president and the

4

board.

5

Naturalists, represents more than 50 naturalist clubs

6

and over 6,000 members province wide.

7

consists of dedicated naturalists including scientists

8

who are connected to and have expertise about British

9

Columbia’s landscapes, the diversity of organisms and

10

I speak today as the appointed B.C.

B.C. Nature, the Federation of B.C.

Our membership

wildlife that inhabit them.

11

Our current president is Kees Visser.

12

You have a written submission to the Panel hearings.

13

It’s number 1649 and that comes from Dr. Allan Burger

14

who was the president at the time, and is now our

15

immediate past and a member of the board.

16

PhD in ornithology and years of experience in wildlife

17

research, and the conclusion to that paper, he states,

18

”I strongly urge the Panel to reject the proposal to

19

expand the Roberts Bank container terminal.”

20

He has a

Now in the introduction to the written

21

submission number 1575, B.C. N ature states:

22

strongly recommends that the review panel reject the

23

Vancouver Fraser Port Authority application for Port

24

expansion on Roberts Bank, as posing too great a

25

threat to the wildlife and ecosystems that depend on
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the habitats of the Fraser Delta and the Salish Sea.”

2

It’s now my distinct pleasure to

3

introduce Professor Peter Beninger and he will present

4

to you on behalf of B.C. Nature as an independent

5

expert on mudflat ecology.

6

thank you.

7

Over to Dr. Beninger and

DR. BENINGER:

Thank you, Mr.

8

Emsley.

I would like to thank the Chairperson and

9

members of the hearing Panel for the opportunity to

10

speak to you today, as well as the proponent and

11

public who have graced this hearing with their

12

presence.

13

Beninger I am a professor at the Universit é de Nantes

14

in France and I am here at the request of B.C. Nature.

15

Presumably because, first of all, I have approximately

16

30 years of scientific study on mudflat ecosystems.

17

As stated by Mr. Emsley, my name is Pet er

Secondly, I have recently

18

produced the world’s only textbook on mudflat ecology,

19

which was a collaboration of about 30 specialists

20

worldwide.

21

Third, Roberts Bank is among the

22

systems on which I have worked, and specifically, the

23

biofilm – shorebird interactions.

24

published three key papers on this very subject and

25

I’m notably one of the co-discoverers of biofilm
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feeding in shorebirds and that is what has brought us

2

together here today.

3

I should mention that I am a truly

4

independent speaker.

I am not paid for.

5

paid to give this presentation either by B.C. Nature

6

nor by anyone else.

7

asked by B.C. Nature to review the study, CEAA

8

document 1385.

9

ward migration, which is a document which contin ues

So, let us begin.

I am not

I have been

Biofilm dynamics during the 2018 north

10

and supersedes the similar studies done in the

11

previous years, 2016, 17 – 2016 and 2017, and finally

12

this one for the migration in 2018.

13

Now the main themes of my review

14

concern methodology and interpretation in this

15

document.

16

will

I have five main points to make.
One of them concerns the sampling

17

protocol, and I have four additional points concerning

18

the statistical procedure and interpretation of the

19

statistical tests and the statistical treatment and

20

interpretation of the results.

21

ecological impact study is done.

22

study design, sampling next, analytical techniques,

23

and all the way through to the analysis ,

24

contextualization, and conclusion.

25

Now we all kno w how an
It starts with a

This is a flow chart.
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mainly a one-way flow, such that each step in this

2

flow chart informs and conditions the subsequent

3

steps.

4

in the flow chart it will severely compromise the

5

subsequent steps, and in many cases, multiple

6

subsequent steps.

So obviously if there was a problem early on

7

So I’d like to look at, first of

8

all, the way the sampling was performed in this study.

9

We’re told there were seven sampling stations here.

10

Here we have sampling station A which functioned as

11

the anchor, and from this station, sampling points

12

were made on either side of each of these stations, in

13

this case A 1 and A 2.

14

from the sampling points to the sampling station

15

varied between 5 and 25 meters and the angle of

16

rotation about the station varied throughout the

17

sampling period as well.

18

this, is that the proponents treat these two sampling

19

points as replicas.

20

samples per station, that gives us 14 points for each

21

sampling date.

22

combined.

23

We are told that the distances

So, the problem I have with

And we have seven stations, two

All of these sampling stations

Now sample N’s, as everyone knows,

24

must be alike in all respects, except random error and

25

biological variation, under the same sampling
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conditions.

2

and temporally different.

3

separated by up to 50-meters as we saw, and although

4

the period that is usually represented in the figures

5

in the report cover four weeks of fatty acids, we

6

don’t really know how the temporal lag was determined.

7

Why, for example one week, 7, 8, 9 days sometimes --

8

how is that determined?

9

with the spatial separation.

10

However, these sample N’s are spatially
They are spatially

We have a similar problem

So, basically, what I’m talking

11

about is a lack of knowledge of underlying spatial

12

distributions and temporal succession.

13

don’t have that underlying knowledge before we start

14

the study, then we’re just arbitrarily choosing

15

distances that we’re going to use for our samples.

16

personally consider that a distance of 20, 30, 40 or

17

50-meters, between two samples, really makes it two

18

different samples and not a replicate sample, okay.

19

So the same argument holds for the temporal lag, the

20

time-lag between sampling dates.

21

So, if we

I

So, we have both descriptive and

22

frequentative statistics performed so that means that

23

the sampling points must have been pooled.

24

that the spatial and temporal dimen sions were ignored

25

or at least we don’t know how they were established
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and pooled.

This leads to the possibility of spatial

2

conflation, and I have an example here of what I mean

3

by spatial conflation.

4

things separated by a specific distance.

5

used pear trees and orange trees.

6

pears here and zero pears over here.

7

mean that once we do a mean that we have 20 pears -- I

8

just chose the number at random, I didn’t count the

9

pears in the image.

We could have two different
Here I’ve

We have a hundred
That does not

We don’t have 20 pears per square

10

meter because we obviously have no pears underneath

11

the orange tree.

12

Same argument for temporal conflation.

13

We have lots of cherry blossoms in the spring.

We

14

have none of them in the middle of winter especially

15

in parts of Canada other than Vancouver.

16

that we have 600 blossoms on this tree in April, zero

17

in December, if we take the mean of that, it will tell

18

us that we have a mean of 50 blossoms per month.

19

that really doesn’t make any sense because we know we

20

have no blossoms in December, okay.

21

example of the types of misleading conclusions we

22

might draw if we don’t pay attention to temporal lag

23

and spatial lag.

So saying

But

So just an

24

So, in fact, I consider that what we

25

have here is an N of 1 for a total of 14 stations at
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each date.

2

by two, the two sampling points.

3

all to be different types of samples.

4

consider them to be replicas.

5

statistics particulars are possible, and especially

6

for the fatty acids which we have been talking about

7

earlier today.

8

N of one we have seven stations multiplied
So, I consider these
I don’t

So with the N of one no

So, if we have problems with sampling,

9

then this is going to impact the rest of the study.

10

Normally we would say well we can’t go any further.

11

This would be somewhat of a dead end.

12

understand from reading the report, that it did go

13

further, it went beyond this kind of brick wall of

14

problematic sampling.

15

beyond the brick wall.

16

Now, I

So I’ll look at what happened

Now, there are qualitatively speaking,

17

two types of statistical approaches that we could use

18

in a study of this type.

19

developed specifically for experimental work, or

20

statistics developed specifically for descriptive

21

work.

22

did not see statements of controls, et cetera, et

23

cetera in the report, so I’m assuming that this was

24

not an experimental study.

25

descriptive study.

We could use statistics

I did not see any statement of hypotheses.
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descriptive studies.

2

the time on mudflats.

3

are usually at the forefront of research in every

4

domain.

5

saying that it’s a descriptive study.

6

worthwhile to do descriptive studies.

7

We do descriptive studies all
Descriptive studies, in fact,

So there is nothing at all defamatory about
That’s very

My major problem with the way the

8

descriptive studies were performed in this report is

9

that a procedure known as null hypothesis significance

10

testing was often used, embedded in these descriptive

11

studies.

12

tested, although this wasn’t an exper imental study.

13

So this is a bit of a contradiction and it’s something

14

that normally we should not do.

15

using NHST in a descriptive study.

16

In other words, hypotheses were actually

We should not be

Going beyond the sampling problem,

17

going beyond the approach problem, looking now at the

18

core of classical statistics which is this null

19

hypothesis significance testing, I’m sure the panel

20

members are aware of the recent spate of publications

21

that have found their way into the pages of the top

22

scientific journals like Nature, PLoS and Science,

23

specifically, about this question.

24

inadequacy of classical statistics as a statistical

25

approach, but rather the widespread misuse and
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inappropriate interpretation of the statistical

2

approach.

3

literature and, if you look a little bit into the

4

disciplines, each of our own disciplines, you’ll

5

probably find papers decrying this in every scientific

6

discipline.

7

This has been decried in the statistical

So it’s a wide-spread problem.

8

It is so widespread that we’re used to seeing it.

9

we also don’t even notice it anymore.

10

And

The problem is, that it leads to many,

11

many, many problems of interpretation and, in fact,

12

one of the papers that is cited quite frequently is

13

this one, I’m sorry, this one right here, “why most

14

published findings are false”.

15

is quite a concern: the misuse and inappropriate

16

interpretation of this type of statistical approach.

17

And that has been highlighted in

So you can see, this

18

a recent paper -- this one.

This one, a recent

19

comment paper in the journal Nature by Valentin

20

Amrhein and his colleagues, and he actually appended a

21

list of more than 800 statisticians worldwide who

22

agreed with him that we really must do something about

23

this.

24

about it by raising awareness of this.

25

something about it prior to these problems getting on

So many of us have been trying to do something
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to the radar of Science and Nature, in papers dating

2

from - let me see – this one was in 2012, this one in

3

2016, highlighting the ways in which this type of

4

statistical analysis is misused and ho w the

5

interpretations are often inadequate.

6

continued in this vein.

7

areas.

8

quantitative considerations of mudflat ecology

9

covering exactly the topic of spatial and temporal

10

And I’ve

It’s one of my research

I’ve recently published a chapter on the

statistics on mudflats.

11

So you can see these lists are fairly

12

extensive; sixteen points.

13

“rogue’s galleries”.

14

points in table 2, and these are the most common forms

15

of misuse or misinterpretation of classic al

16

statistics.

17

implicitly in the proponent’s report, and I’m not

18

surprised to find them.

19

I call these lists the

Sixteen points in table 1, 12

And we find them either explicitly or

As I said, probably well over 90

20

percent of papers in marine ecology have these same

21

problems.

22

today.

I’m sorry.

That’s the state of our science

It gives me no pleasure to mention that.

23

Is there a way around this?

Yes.

24

Several people are proposing alternative methods of

25

looking at, specifically, classical statistics,
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without even talking about Bayesian, or information

2

theoretic approaches, just ways of improving our

3

interpretation and use of classical statistics.

4

the work of Jeff Cumming, the work of Steven Goodman

5

are seminal in this respect.

6

So

And I would like to draw your

7

attention to two complementary conclusions that these

8

researchers have highlighted.

9

nonsignificant tests should be clearly identified as

First of all,

10

inconclusive.

So nonsignificant tests should not mean

11

there is no difference.

12

there is no difference or that there is no effect.

13

nonsignificant result, nonsignificant statistical

14

test, should be clearly identified as a test that is

15

inconclusive.

This should not mean that
A

16

To make this point more explicit,

17

what I highlighted below, we must communicate clearly

18

to policy makers that the absence of evidence of

19

impact is not equivalent to the absence of impact.

20

not finding evidence of impact today or indicating

21

that we don’t think there will be evidence of impact

22

in the future, does not mean that there will be an

23

absence of impact, okay.

24

important point and that’s why I say “read this as

25

many times as necessary.”
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Conversely what we call statistical

2

significance in the Frequentist framework, that is, a

3

low probability that the null hypothesis is true under

4

the experimental conditions, I highlight that again

5

under the experimental conditions, described in the

6

work.

7

thing as biological effect.

8

statistical significance that has absolutely no

9

biological effect.

So, statistical significance is not the same
You can have a very high

An example of this?

The height of

10

populations of humans, okay.

11

statistically significant difference here, very

12

significant difference, with a P value less than the

13

standard 0.05 with an actual difference of only one

14

millimetre.

15

We could have a

That is eminently possible.
I’ve seen it, not in humans

16

because I don’t work on humans.

17

gastropods.

18

statistically it’s significant but is it truly

19

significant?

20

dependent.

21

bearing on a person’s ability to play chess.

22

it may have a bearing on a person’s ability to compete

23

at the Olympic level in high jumping, okay.

24
25

I’ve seen it in

Is this effect truly significant?

Well

And I would argue that it is context For example, I don’t think it has any
I think

So, we have here an example of a
statistically significant difference, which may have a
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contextual significance, a biological significance or

2

a functional significance, and it may not.

3

on what we’re talking about.

4

of this difference.

5

have any bearing on the outcome of the chess game that

6

these two people are playing.

It depends

On what we’re expecting

I don’t expect that difference to

7

Similarly, the converse, the lack

8

of statistically significant difference does not mean

9

that there is no difference.

Simple example, let’s

10

say we’re raising sturgeon.

We all know what sturgeon

11

produce.

12

caviar.

13

rearing them and testing whether we arrive at a

14

greater gonad weight with treatment 2 verses treatment

15

1.

16

tells us that our P value is greater than 0.05.

They produce a very sought-after product,
But suppose we have two treatments, we are

Well, it looks like we do but our statistical test

17

Now, one gram of caviar, I looked

18

up the values on this, one gram of caviar is worth

19

$10.

20

that’s $200,000, and if we have 10 sturgeons we’re

21

into $2 million.

22

these sturgeon, I would ask you, are you going to

23

continue to using treatment 1?

24

will.

Each

female produces about 20-grams of caviar,

Now, if you were the person rearing

I don’t think you

Okay.

25

Now, my fourth point concerns
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1

replication.

This is a problem that all of those

2

reading the scientific literature today are acutely

3

aware of.

4

crisis.

5

Every statistician will say this is true.

6

replication can confirm a result, and not just one

7

replication, but several.

8

But, three, four, five, six, ten replications, the

9

more the better.

It’s actually called the replication
Only true replication can confirm a result.

We don’t say how many.

The greater the confidence in the

10

result.

11

settings.

12

chemistry experiments in labs.

13

experiments.

14

Only true

Now true replication is possible in some
Often in physics experimen ts in labs,
Psychology

So true replication is possible

15

in some scientific disciplines.

16

possible in mudflat ecology.

17

problem in mudflat ecology.

18

us.

19

authority, it’s a problem for all of us.

20

an indication of the replication failure rate, in

21

those scientific disciplines in which true replication

22

has been performed, the replication failure rate

23

varies between 50 to 80 percent.

And this is a serious
It’s a problem for a ll of

It’s not just a problem for the study of the Port

24
25

It is usually not

Just to give

So, five out of ten studies fail
to replicate up to 8 out of 10 studies fail to
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replicate.

In other words, the conclusion that you

2

would have been drawn from a single study would not be

3

drawn if you redid that study.

4

study in this report was not replicated and I would

5

say, I don’t think more than a handful of studies in

6

mudflat ecology have been replicated because it’s just

7

too difficult to do.

8
9

Okay?

So, yes, the

However, all qualified mudflat
ecologists will recognize that this is an Achilles’

10

heel of our profession.

I think all mudflat

11

ecologists recognize that a single study, and I

12

consider the three years of this study to be really

13

single studies because they were not performed in the

14

same conditions.

15

There is no such thing as a typical year.

16

looking at unreplicated studies, and we look at these

17

all the time in marine ecology, I have to emphasize

18

that.

19

we’re not determining the fate of a species.

20

adding to the best of our ability, we’re adding to the

21

knowledge in the limited way that we can, we’re adding

22

to the knowledge of the field, and we’re not expecting

23

a species to depend on our study, okay?

24

expecting that in this particular case.

You never have a typical year, okay?
So, we are

But these other studies in marine ecology,

25

We’re

But, we are

So, I have a problem with making a
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1

decision based on what I consider to be single

2

studies.

3

The Port has said we did many studies

4

over many years, et cetera, et cetera, but I consider

5

each of those studies to be single studies.

6

them were replicated because it’s just about

7

impossible to do.

8
9

None of

Okay.

My final point centres on the idea of
biological context.

I mentioned it a few minutes ago

10

in the context of the game of chess verses high

11

jumping, but more generally, in our field, mudflat

12

ecology, we sorely lack biological context.

13

lack the biological information, the chemical

14

information, the geochemical information, the

15

population information, the meiofauna information

16

necessary to correctly interpret what is happening in

17

a mudflat environment.

18

progress but it’s not a field that has received a

19

great deal of attention.

20

We sorely

We’re making very slow

I have to say our colleagues in

21

terrestrial biology have been much luckier than we

22

are.

23

are generally much better financed, and there are more

24

of them.

25

numbers are meaningless.

They don’t have the handicaps we have, and they
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1

unless we can interpret them, unless we can relate

2

them to what is going on in the biology in the ecology

3

of the ecosystem.

4

context concerning mudflats and biofilms.

5

And I would say we severely lack

So the reliance on statistics in

6

this report admittedly, that’s what we have.

We don’t

7

have context, but we do have statistics but I would

8

argue that that’s only one part of what we need.

9

reliance on statistics with very little context

The

10

renders, in my mind, much of the conclusion of this

11

biofilm relatively groundless.

12

Just to underscore this point.

Wha t

13

we know about mudflat ecology has been summarized

14

recently in this work published in December 1918, you

15

can find it on Amazon US$155 by the way.

16

a summary of what we know about mudflat ecology.

17

looks like we have a coherent idea of what is going

18

on.

19

you see on the right-hand side.

20

pieces of a jigsaw puzzle with numerous, numerous

21

other pieces.

22

argue that even this is too optimistic bec ause many of

23

these pieces have not even been turned over to the

24

printed side yet.

So, this is
It

I can tell you that what it really is, is what

25

What we have are

The puzzle is unassembled and I would

So to summarize, why I do not think
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this report can predict that there will be no adverse

2

or no significant biofilm impact.

3

mentioned in the beginning, I think that qualitatively

4

different data points were treated as qualitatively

5

similar.

6

conflation of samples for fatty acids and perhaps for

7

others.

8

procedure was not predicated upon previous knowledge

9

of the spatial distribution of the organisms or of the

10

First of all, as I

I think there was a dangerous temporal

And the reason for this is that the sampling

biofilm itself.

11

It is entirely likely that what

12

we see as an uniform biofilm is, in fact, a microbial

13

mosaic.

14

phytopigments, they may be useful for identifying some

15

members of the microphytobenthos.

16

a mudflat is a stabilized microbial soup.

17

diversity of that microbial soup is likely to be

18

enormous.

19

10 percent of marine prokaryotes in the lab.

20

means that about 90 percent of the marine microbes, we

21

haven’t even identified them yet.

22

able to culture them.

23

And the probes that we use to identify

But what we have in
And the

We know that we can culture approximately
So that

We haven’t been

We don’t know what they do.

So I think we need a greater

24

knowledge about spatial distribution and temporal

25

succession right down to the microbial level, and I
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1

insist on this point about microbes because up until

2

now they have been rather absent in our discussions.

3

We have talked about meiofauna a tiny bit.

4

talked about shorebirds a little bit, perhaps about

5

macrofaunal prey, but nobody has mentioned the

6

prokaryotes.

7

We’ve

And I think what we’ve done is

8

similar to a person shopping for a car, and we’ve

9

kicked the tires, we’ve sounded the horn, we’ve looked

10

at the colour, but we haven’t opened up the hood and

11

looked at the motor and figured out how it works,

12

okay.

13

the real motor of mudflats.

Because the microbial aspect of mudflats are

14

I mentioned that the report of

15

statistical treatment and interpretation of results

16

was, to my mind, inadequate or inappropriate at

17

multiple levels.

18

And to be fair, it is in most mudflat

19

studies.

20

contextual elements necessary to judge whether effect

21

sizes are important or ecologically significant.

22

I have indicated that the report lacks the

I’m going to make a point here that I

23

didn’t make during the presentation, but, which I feel

24

has to be made because nobody has made it yet.

25

report made conclusions which assume that biofilm
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1

carbohydrates or fatty acids are the critical

2

resources required by WESA at the stopover.

3

And we have spent a great deal of time

4

examining fatty acids, and I’m convinced that fatty

5

acids are indeed very important.

6

think we may have overlooked the possibility that WESA

7

may require other non-studied resources instead of or

8

in addition to these fatty acids.

9

resources?

But, in doing so, I

What kind of

Hormone precursors, specific mineral

10

combinations, specific vitamins.

11

So thankfully we focused on fatty acids, but nothing

12

tells us that that is the only important thing that

13

they are deriving from the biofilm.

14

Perhaps carotenoids.

And these birds can’t talk.

So, we’re

15

going to have to do a lot more research to find out if

16

there is something else that they need, if there is

17

something else critical in that biofilm that w e’ve

18

overlooked.

19

So we obviously don’t know if there

20

are such things in the biofilm, so obviously we don’t

21

know how RBT2 would affect these unknown resources.

22

And my last point was that our present

23

knowledge of mudflat ecology is severely limited.

24

Even if we had every confidence in the data of this

25

report, it would only add one piece in perhaps a
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1

million piece puzzle, which as I speak to you today,

2

is almost completely unassembled.

3

We can’t confidently predict the

4

behaviour of systems that we understand much better

5

than this one.

6

predict the behaviour of this system at all.

7

recognize that this is what we often ask biologists to

8

do, and I have spent many years telling students that

9

we expect far more of fisherie s biologists and marine

10

So, I don’t think we can confidently
I

biologists than we expect of weather men.

11

I come from Nantes.

As I was

12

writing my written report, the weather forecast for

13

the next day changed three times in the space of three

14

days.

15

the simplest physical systems, such as rotation of the

16

earth around the sun, okay we can predict things about

17

that.

18

accurately.

19

accurately, but when we get into complex physical

20

systems, such as weather, we start to fumble.

21

we add the most complex of all systems, the living

22

systems into that mix, it’s very difficult to

23

confidently predict anything mixed in with a biotic

24

system.

25

examples; fisheries collapses.

So if we’re talking about a physical syste m,

We can predict sunrise, sunset fairly
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1

preceded by inaccurate predictions.

2

So, to my mind, each of these 6 points

3

suffices to invalidate or severely reduce confidence

4

in the Port’s prediction that there will be no adverse

5

impact.

6

mentioned.

There may be other points that I haven’t

7

So my overall conclusion is that

8

from a scientific point of view, the biofilm report

9

cannot be used as evidence in support of proceeding

10

with the Port construction.

11

listening.

12

here.

13

And I thank you for

I probably went a little bit over time

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very much.

14

I think before we go on with questions, we will take a

15

break of 15 minutes.

16

Thank you.

17

--- Upon recessing at 1533 / Suspension à 1533

18

--- Upon resuming at 1553 / Reprise à 1553

So let’s come back 10 to 4.

19

THE CHAIRPERSON:

20

Dr. Steyn, if you'd like to start,

21

So let us resume.

please.

22

MEMBER STEYN:

23

like to call up a figure.

24

figure.

25

Dr. Beninger, I'd just

The sampling network

So this is Figure 2-1, which appeared
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1

in all three of the biofilm sampling reports from

2

2016, 2017 and 2018.

3

sampling network of stations.

And what we see there is the

4

And I'd like Professor Beninger help

5

us understand what sort of variability that sampling

6

network can resolve and can help inform us of, an d I –

7

- since you in your presentation spoke about context,

8

I would say that the –- at least one component of the

9

context of this sampling network would be the

10

hyperspectral images of chlorophyll distribution in

11

space at one point in time.

12

DR. BENINGER:

13

talking about sampling in spatial dimensions,

14

inevitably we have to integrate the idea of scale.

15

we have to decide in advance what are the scales that

16

interest us.

17

I think whenever we’re

So

If we’re after microbes, we’re looking

18

at millimetre scales.

19

looking at centimetres to the metre scale, et cetera.

20

It goes on up the scale of living organisms.

21

If we’re after meiofauna we’re

So I think the problem we have here is

22

that I think we would ideally be interested in all of

23

the scales at all of the stations, so we’re really

24

talking about the necessity for sampling at a number

25

of different spatial lags.
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just keep my comments to the topic of spatial scale

2

for the moment.

3

So we’re looking at a study that

4

should be concerned with prett y well all of the

5

spatial scales.

6

Did I answer your question?

7

MEMBER STEYN:

8

I understand the idea

of scale, indeed.

9

So let me then -- I’m not trying to be

10

perverse here.

11

earlier on, and that is that the Canoe P assage is the

12

exit point of the Fraser River with the fresh water

13

and that there are strong salinity gradients in that

14

domain, that spatial domain.

15

in fact, the spatial gradients at the scale of two to

16

four kilometres, and the other part of context is, of

17

course, the distribution of the biofilm as, at least

18

in an exploratory sense, discerned by the

19

hyper-spectral image.

20

I should have added this as a context

And so the context is,

And then I want to add also that space

21

and time are intimately tied in all ecological

22

studies, and I suppose we should not talk of space and

23

time variability but we should talk of spatial

24

temporal variability.

25

So would this network sampled over a
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1

number of days –- sampling over a number of days,

2

therefore tidal cycles, and resampled over three years

3

be capable of resolving the spatial temporal

4

variability of the biofilm properties, at least over a

5

time span of years, down today -- down to hours

6

dealing with tidal variability?

7

DR. BENINGER:

My short answer is no.

8

And my longer answer would be that before we start to

9

evaluate such things as biomass or fatty acid content,

10

et cetera, et cetera, the very first thing we have to

11

do is make sure that our sampling protocol captures

12

the spatial pattern of the organisms that we’re

13

attempting to sample.

14

So I’m firmly convinced that if we

15

want to do this properly, we should be doing

16

preliminary studies to determine the adequate spatial

17

lags or temporal lags that we will then use in our

18

study, in our assessment of biomass, et cetera, et

19

cetera, production, et cetera, et cetera.

20

MEMBER STEYN:

The mud flat

21

environment here is dominated by two powerful harmonic

22

components, that is, the tidal cycle with its multiple

23

peaks and then by the annual cycle of the freshet.

24

Surely those define a temporal scale that is dominant.

25

There may be minor temporal scales.
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1

We have been told that the

2

regeneration time for the biofilm is about nine days.

3

That implies another temporal scale.

4

I can’t quite see why you would think

5

this network, as a network, not as individual point

6

stations, but as a network, could not resolve those

7

variabilities.

8
9

DR. BENINGER:

I would actually

consider sporadic events such as a freshet as almost

10

confounding variables.

11

the adequate –- inadequate temporal lag, I really

12

wasn’t referring to a system that was not subjected to

13

sporadic variables such as a freshet.

14

to a system that was stable in most respects other

15

than the passage of time and the normal passage of --

16

the normal succession that would occur in the

17

microphytobenthos in the biofilm over that passage of

18

time.

19

I -- when I refer to resolving

MEMBER STEYN:

I was referring

In what way would you

20

characterize a powerfully harmonic variation forcing

21

like the seasonal freshet to be sporadic?

22

DR. BENINGER:

I would say sporadic in

23

the sense that -- for example, some stations are not

24

subjected to it.

25
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1

have much more homogeneous conditions and succession.

2

I would expect succession in those

3

systems to be different from systems that are cl oser

4

to the Canoe Passage, for example.

5

MEMBER STEYN:

So then let me add --

6

as I said, there are many components to the context.

7

Let me add one more component to the context.

8

that is, the hydrodynamic modelling, which captures

9

the space-time variability of salinity and, of course,

And

10

water cover or not, of these stations, does that

11

affect your view -- that additional context affect

12

your view of this network?

13
14

DR. BENINGER:

Are you referring to

the hydrodynamic model that we saw earlier today?

15

MEMBER STEYN:

Yes, those lovely

17

DR. BENINGER:

I see.

18

I’m referring to a situation where we

16

videos.
Okay.

19

have, as you say, a tidal regime, fairly regular, with

20

fairly standard harmonic characteristics, and even in

21

such a simple situation, in such a simple regime, I

22

would argue that in order to correctly capture and

23

understand variations in things like production and

24

biomass, we would, in such a simple regime, require -–

25

we would need to perform preliminary studies to
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1

determine the temporal lag, discover whe ther one week

2

suffices, whether two days is better, whether one day

3

is necessary to uncover what the spatial -– sorry,

4

this time the temporal lag –- the necessary temporal

5

lag would be in order to adequately describe the

6

processes occurring on the mud flat .

7

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you very much.

8

THE CHAIRPERSON:

9

MEMBER LEVY:

Dr. Levy.

Thank you, Dr. Beninger,

10

for making the trip all the way from France to be here

11

today.

12

Could we pull up the figures showing

13

the fatty acid profiles from the 2018 biofilm dy namics

14

study?

It’s number 1385.

15
16

There we go.

Could you interpret this diagram for
me?

Can you read the axes?

17

DR. BENINGER:

Here we have the

18

stations.

19

suppose, for all of the stations combined.

20
21

In the bottom figure we have the dates, I

MEMBER LEVY:

What conclusions would

you draw from these two graphs?

22

DR. BENINGER:

Well, as I mentioned,

23

I’m not entirely comfortable with even the use of box

24

and whisker plots which combine data from sampling

25

sites that are spatially separated, as these were, for
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1

each sampling station.

2

on the first graph.

3
4

So the HDI, the X, et cetera,

And in the second instance, we have
all of the stations combined as well.

5

So I would just say it’s useful –-

6

these graphs are useful to have some sort of overview

7

of the total fatty acids over time over the entire

8

network, total fatty acids between stations over the

9

entire time.

But that’s not a very, very –- to my

10

mind and for the purposes of utilization of biofilm by

11

shore birds, which was one of the main considerations

12

today, I don’t find it of great utility.

13

MEMBER LEVY:

Okay.

So you've

14

mentioned that some of these studies don’t properly

15

consider the distribution of the animals or the

16

biofilm, whatever.

17

Can we -- let’s make an assumption

18

that the mud flat habitat is uniform and the biofilm

19

is uniformly distributed in space and time.

20

that assist in the interpretation?

21

DR. BENINGER:

22

has a regular distribution.

23

don’t use the word "uniform".

24
25

MEMBER LEVY:

By uniform, you mean it
In ecological terms, we

Yes.

Let’s assu me that

across this gradient it’s all the same.
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1

fatty acid concentration is the same everywhere.

2
3

DR. BENINGER:

Okay.

I’m trying to

translate that into terms that I would recognize.

4

In other words, you're asking me, if

5

this were not a patchy distribution, if it were what

6

you call a uniform distribution.

7

MEMBER LEVY:

8

DR. BENINGER:

9

Correct.
Well, I would say that

very few things in the universe have a uniform

10

distribution, and there's no reason to make any of

11

those assumptions.

12

MEMBER LEVY:

Right.

So I would say

13

that in order to address those assumptions, you could

14

do a pilot study, for example --

15

DR. BENINGER:

16

MEMBER LEVY:

17

DR. BENINGER:

19

MEMBER LEVY:

Of course.
So this data is

potentially useful.

21

DR. BENINGER:

22

MEMBER LEVY:

23

-- and look at them and

adjust accordingly.

18

20

Of course.

Not as a pilot study.
No, no, pilot study

would be very different than that.

24

DR. BENINGER:

25

MEMBER LEVY:
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something like this.

2

DR. BENINGER:

Yes.

And usually when

3

people think of a pilot study, they think of something

4

that is relatively small in scope.

5

The sort of study that would be

6

necessary is actually quite extensive, quite -– quite

7

large.

8
9
10

MEMBER LEVY:

to ask you about is, you said many field studies lack
the definition of a null hypothesis.

11
12

The other thing I'd like

DR. BENINGER:

Many field studies are

descriptive.

13

MEMBER LEVY:

Descriptive.

To me

14

there's an implicit hypothesis here, and the

15

hypothesis is there's no difference between the sites.

16

It may not be stated as such.

17

DR. BENINGER:

Well, it depends on

18

what aspect of the report you’re reading.

19

you're looking at Figure –- Figure 3-6, the top

20

figure, that might be a hypothesis because the sites

21

are separated.

22

explicitly stated or adequately controlled for in the

23

context of a true experimental design.

24
25

Perhaps if

But these hypotheses are never

MEMBER LEVY:

Right.

Okay.

Thank you

for that.
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DR. BENINGER:

2

THE CHAIRPERSON:

3

Would there be any questions from

4

Yes, please.

6

MR. D. JONES:

10

David Jones, Fraser

Voices.

8
9

Thank you.

registered participants?

5

7

You’re welcome.

From what I've heard from Dr.
Beninger, it sounds like we've got serious problems
with this study.

11

But would it be possible, Madam, for

12

the proponent just to say what was the purpose of the

13

study and just to make it clear to all of us, and then

14

maybe ask Dr. Beninger to tell us how should the

15

sampling have been done.

16

Because as I understand it -- because

17

the sampling was done incorrectly, according to his

18

methods, the whole study is invalidated.

19

could we find out what was the study supposed to prove

20

from the proponent, and then how should the sampling

21

have been done to make it valid?

22

Would that be all right?

23

THE CHAIRPERSON:

24

So first,

Yes, please, Mr.

Stewart.

25

MR. STEWART:
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If you could just give us a moment.

2

--- Pause

3

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

4

So there were in total about 20

5

studies.

6

Environmental Impact Statement and then a further

7

three or four informed questions that came from

8

Environment Canada subsequent to the Environmental

9

Impact Statement.

10

About 15 or 16 of them informed of the

I'm going to turn it over to James

11

Rourke to talk about the development of the various

12

studies because the question was asked with a

13

particular study but, in fact, we’re talking about

14

many studies here.

15
16

MR. ROURKE:

Thank you for the

question.

17

So I'd like to first start off by

18

saying we were -- there has been some questions around

19

the spatial scale in the past and what information we

20

had to inform the study design that we used.

21

In 2012 and in 2013, we also conducted

22

both biofilm sampling and meiofauna and macrofauna

23

sampling across the Fraser River estuary.

24

within the Roberts Bank site itself, there was in the

25

neighbourhood of 300 different sampling loca tions for
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biofilm and about 250 for the invertebrate community.

2

So we had -- those samples also

3

figured in to the design of the study that we’re

4

looking at here.

5

The purpose of the study was to

6

respond to a number of different questions posed to us

7

by Environment Canada identified as information gaps

8

back in 2016, specifically around fatty acids.

9

So as -- Dr. Steyn, as you have

10

stated, the -– from Mr. Ray’s environmental monitoring

11

and the hydrogeomorphological animation that we’ve all

12

seen today, we knew about –- we were very well

13

informed about the salinity gradient and wanted to

14

take that into account.

15

Specifically, the objectives of the

16

study, and I’ll just read them right from the report,

17

the questions we were asking were what are the annual

18

and interannual spatial and temporal profiles of

19

biofilm components such as chlorophyll a, fatty acid

20

and carbohydrates during the western sandpiper

21

northward migration.

22

What are the key abiotic factors

23

influencing the biofilm components during northward

24

migration?

25

composition vary spatially, temporally and
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interannually in association with western sandpiper

2

northward migration in relation to the documented

3

salinity gradient at Roberts Bank?

4

What is the comparative value of

5

alternative sources of fatty acids, i.e.

6

invertebrates, to western sandpiper northward

7

migration?

8
9
10

Is there a short-term bloom that
limits fatty acid production and biofilm in spring
coinciding with northward migration?

11

And would the key abiotic factors

12

influencing biofilm be affected by the project and, if

13

so, how would the changes affect biofilm and the

14

ability of Roberts Bank to support migrating western

15

sandpipers?

16
17

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So the second part

of your question?

18

MR. D. JONES:

Could we just get a

19

clarification here?

20

single sentence, what was the purpose of the study?

21

How do you summarize it?

22

If you had it reduce that to a

MR. ROURKE:

We were interested in

23

understanding factors affecting biofilm fatty acid,

24

fatty acid and carbohydrate de nsity across Roberts

25

Bank in association with the salinity gradient and
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other factors affecting biofilm density.

2

THE CHAIRPERSON:

3

MR. D. JONES:

4

MR. McNULTY:

5

Could I add to that, please?

6

Thank you.

Thank you.
Sorry. Sean McNulty.

I think it’s really important that

7

these three years of additional studies form another

8

line of evidence on the back of a series of lines of

9

evidence that underpin the Environmental Impact

10

Statement.

11

And that started with the convening of

12

the technical advisory group where we invited world

13

leading experts on biofilm and shore bird ecology and

14

we sat down with them over a period of several days

15

and scoped out a number of studies.

16

the question, you know, what biofilm studies can we do

17

here, what shore bird studies can we do here.

18

And we asked them

And on the back of that group, we

19

undertook a number of studies.

20

in the range of 17 underpinned the Environmental

21

Impact Statement, which included the hyperspectral

22

analysis which was -– you know, we've talked about

23

that previously.

24
25

I think 17 in total --

A plane flying over Roberts Bank,
which increased our understanding of the distribution
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of biofilm quite significantly from before and, in

2

addition, a whole suite of studies on biofilm, again

3

improving our knowledge of biofilm loc ally.

4

And in addition, we did a series of

5

genetic studies as well.

6

opportunity model as well as the EwE model, so this

7

assessment doesn’t rely on one particular line of

8

evidence.

9

lines of evidence which really gives us confidence in

10

We did -– built a shore bird

Its strength is really a whole suite of

the conclusions that we’ve drawn.

11

And in addition, those lines of

12

evidence will help us really inform the follow -up

13

monitoring program as well because like Mr. Rourke

14

said, we're very confident in our asses sment

15

conclusions, which is why taking all these lines of

16

evidence and with the follow-up program that we will

17

design, we’re confident that the conclusions that

18

we’ve predicted will, in fact, hold true.

19

And we have an adaptive management

20

program in place as well to help minimize any

21

uncertainty.

22

THE CHAIRPERSON:

23

You had a second part of your question

24

Thank you.

was to Dr. Beninger, how should the sampling be done.

25

MR. D. JONES:
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done.

2
3

THE CHAIRPERSON:
done.

4
5

MR. D. JONES:

To produce

statistically significant results, I guess.

6
7

How it should be

THE CHAIRPERSON:

But I think it would

be only for the 2018 studies.

8

We can’t go over the 15 of them.

9

MR. D. JONES:

Right.

10

DR. BENINGER:

I did a series of

11

papers on this between, if I remember correctly, 2012

12

and 2016.

13

papers, I could describe the approach briefly.

So if you care to read through those

14

The goal in such a preliminary study

15

is to determine the adequate spatial lag for sampling

16

organisms of particular scales.

17

methodology for meiofauna and for macrofauna at

18

relatively small scales simply because these are often

19

the scales at which ecologists work, the metre scale

20

for meiofauna and the scale of 10 -- 10 to 20 metres

21

for macrofauna.

22

And I provided that

But obviously, the same methodology

23

would apply for organisms such as the

24

microphytobenthos, which is -– which appears to have

25

an interesting -– I might just mention this in
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passing, an interesting patchy component to it that I

2

hadn’t seen before.

3

I was out on the Roberts Bank mud flat

4

a few days ago and took a few pictures of it.

5

an interesting fine scale aggregation pattern that I

6

hadn’t encountered before.

7

There's

However, if you’re interested in

8

understanding how we do those types of studies I would

9

point you toward those papers.

10

my web site.

11
12

They're available on

THE CHAIRPERSON:

We have to work only

with documents that are in the registry.

13

DR. BENINGER:

Okay.

14

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So either you

15

briefly indicate to us what you have in these papers,

16

generally, or we will take an undertaking and you

17

would have to summarize that, please.

18
19

MR. BENINGER:

Okay.

I can summarize

it briefly.

20

To determine the appropriate spatial

21

lag necessary for sampling a particular type of

22

organism, basically we try different spat ial lags, and

23

we do it multiple times.

24

which of those spatial lags most adequately captures

25

the aggregate component of that distribution.
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And we do the same thing for temporal

2

studies, different temporal lags, and see which of

3

them adequately captures the observed dynamics on the

4

mud flat.

5

THE CHAIRPERSON:

6

Would there be more questions from

7

registered participants?

8

So what about Vancouver Fraser Port

9

Authority?

10

presenter?

Do you have any questions to the

11
12

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Madam Chair,

we have no questions for Dr. Beninger.

13
14

Thank you.

We appreciate him returning to his
roots here in Vancouver.

Thank you.

15

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

16

So we have one presentation left and

17

we have questions –- the Panel has question on coastal

18

birds as well of the presentation of the proponent

19

this morning.

20

registered participants to ask a second question if

21

they wish to.

22

And after that, we can reopen for

So I would like to call the many of

23

you coming, I presume, from the names here.

24

Studies Canada, please.

25

So good afternoon.
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1

yourself for the transcript every time you speak.

2

when you are ready just go ahead, please.

3

PRESENTATION

4

MR. CASEY:

5

your patience.

6

I'm far away?

7

Thank you very much for

My name is James –- will it pick up if

Okay.

My name is James Casey.

Thank

8

you, Madam Chair and Panel members, for allowing

9

myself, Catherine Jardine and Sofi Hindmarch to

10

present today about our concerns related to the

11

proposed project.

12

And

We'd also like to acknowledge and

13

thank the Coast Salish people on whose traditional

14

unceded territory we are gathered today to have this

15

important discussion.

16

Bird Studies Canada is a

17

not-for-profit organization founded in 1960, and we

18

seek to understand, appreciate and conserve wild

19

birds.

20

forward, is supported by 60,000 citizen scientists

21

across the country.

22

implementing some of the monitoring and long -term

23

results that we'll be discussing today.

Bird Studies Canada, if I may, BSC going

These volunteers are central to

24

BSC, along with Nature Canada, are

25

co-partners in implementing the important bird and
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biodiversity area program that you have heard so much

2

about in terms of the Fraser.

3

We implement this program across

4

Canada, and Bird Life International has deve loped the

5

IBA program as a way to engage communities in the

6

conservation of birds around the world.

7

In British Columbia, B.C. Nature has

8

been central to implementing the IBA program.

9

like it acknowledge and thank the two IBA caretakers,

10

Mary Taitt and Ann Murray, for their fabulous

11

presentations earlier.

12

Catherine Jardine –- oh.

I would

Catherine

13

Jardine keeps me on track, and I missed that slide.

14

There we go.

15

Catherine Jardine, pictured in the

16

middle, is a data analyst for B.C. Nature –- or B.C.

17

Canada -- Bird Studies Canada's national data centre

18

and is the first author on one of the earliest papers

19

to explore the importance of the Fraser River estuary

20

biofilm to western sandpipers, a paper that’s been

21

discussed much here today.

22

Catherine also manages the coastal

23

water bird survey database through the national band

24

and has completed many of the analysis that we will be

25

talking about later on.
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Sofi Hindmarch is here as a volunteer

2

independent consultant that has been researching and

3

working with barn owls since 2007.

4

leading role in developing the B.C. barn owl recovery

5

strategy, and has been one of the primary consultants

6

working on barn owl recoveries across the lower

7

Fraser.

8
9

Sofi has played a

My personal expertise lies in
trans-boundary environmental governance, and I spent

10

roughly two decades working on the conservation of

11

rivers and estuaries here in B.C.

12

I have some expertise in the EA

13

process, conservation planning and leading cumulative

14

effects assessments on Chinook, eelgrass and eulach on

15

in the Skeena estuary.

16

In the presentation today I will speak

17

to the broader conservation context.

18

by Sofi Hindmarch, who will speak to the specifics of

19

barn owl conservation, and then Catherine Jardine will

20

speak to coastal marine birds.

21
22

Apologies.

I’ll be followed

A bit nervous and speaking

too fast.

23

I’ll finish with a couple of

24

documents --r a couple of comments associated with the

25

need for a Fraser estuary management plan.
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So to the broader bird conservation

2

context.

3

that we share here in the Fraser are shared with

4

countries all around the Pacific flyway, from South

5

America it Russia.

6

I think we have heard today about the birds

This is central in that it places the

7

management of the birds in a transboundary context.

8

Managing migratory species across boundaries in very

9

challenging predation states and international

10

treaties are a common strategies used to address this

11

challenge.

12

The Environmental Impact Statement,

13

the EIS from here on out, if that’s allowed,

14

identifies the Migratory Bird Convention Act as a key

15

piece of legislation, but failed to discuss the

16

specific comments or commitments made between Canada

17

and the U.S. within the migratory bird convention

18

itself.

19

Canada has committed, among other

20

commitments, to provide and protect habit at

21

necessary --provide for and pretext habitat necessary

22

for the conservation of wild migratory birds.

23

I want to repeat that again, provide

24

for and protect habitat necessary for the conservation

25

of migratory birds.
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That's been a key part of the dialogu e

2

that we’re having today.

3

Panel to consider when deciding whether the negative

4

impacts on the western sandpiper can be justified or

5

not.

6

As -- and a key part for the

Given Canada’s own experts believe the

7

project will result in significant, unmitigatabl e

8

population level impacts on the western sandpiper,

9

approving this project would violate the Migratory

10

Bird Convention Act, something that Canada --

11

something Bird Studies Canada does not believe is

12

justified given the alternatives that have been

13

identified or will be discussed, I suppose, next week.

14

Also considering that this discussion

15

is taking place within a transboundary context, Birds

16

Study Canada believes there is a need to identify the

17

international conservation strategies that apply.

18

The EIS guidelines require the

19

proponent to identify planning and studies pertinent

20

to the EA.

21

migratory bird convention to manage birds

22

internationally, one of the key sets of documents

23

needed to inform this decision are the international

24

bird conservation strategies.

25

In light of Canada’s commitment within the

Bird Studies Canada recommends that
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the Panel request the proponent provide a detailed

2

exploration of the bird -- transboundary bird

3

conservation strategies so that the Panel can

4

understand Canada’s efforts in the context of these

5

transboundary strategies.

6

Bird Studies Canada believes the

7

estuary is a critical stopover site along the flyway.

8

And given that we live in an era of biodiversity

9

collapse, a wealthy, thriving country like Canada

10

cannot justify sacrificing this habitat in the name of

11

growth.

12

We’ve also heard a good deal of

13

discussion around climate change and sea level rise.

14

Mitigating and adapting to climate change is one of

15

the defining challenges of our time.

16

We heard last week that local cities

17

such as the City of Delta and the City of Surrey are

18

exploring the concept of a living dyke.

19

the flyway are discussing breaching dykes and allow

20

the sea to reclaim portions of the coast.

21

Others along

The Port itself, we've heard, is

22

engaged in lower mainland flood management strategy

23

being led by the Fraser Basin Council, which is also

24

looking to implement similar strategies or exploring

25

how to support and implement similar strategies.
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1

despite clear linkages between the project, mitigation

2

plans and climate adaptation strategies under way

3

right now in the Fraser delta, the EIS has not

4

explored these strategies.

5

Bird Studies Canada believes that

6

unless the proponent identifies and commits to ways it

7

can help the region adapt to sea level rise, the

8

project that's currently proposed undermines the

9

long-term resilience of the estuary.

10

Cumulative effects is a tough one.

11

Cumulative effects assessments more broadly would

12

include a number of attributes not included within the

13

narrow scopes of cumulative effects as defined within

14

CEAA 2012, so this a challenge to try and provide some

15

thoughts that fit within the mandate of the Panel.

16

However, the cumulative effects

17

assessment before the Panel repeatedly relies on vague

18

mitigation commitments to rule out potential residual

19

impacts, thereby limiting the number of impacts

20

subject to cumulative effect assessments to a mere

21

handful.

22

This is particularly important when we

23

talk about barn owls.

24

mitigation to avoid exploring the imp acts at larger

25

geographic scales is important when it comes to barn
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owls, as barn owls are listed species under the

2

Species at Risk Act and all impacts from a proposed

3

project on a listed species must be identified.

4

For the purposes of the Environmental

5

Assessment Act, only those impacts associated with the

6

day to day project and incidental activities need to

7

be considered.

8
9

The implication for the Environmental
Impact Statement here is that although the proponent

10

has done studies along Deltaport way and m entions barn

11

owl collisions in the EIS statement, they are not

12

effectively included in consideration of environmental

13

effects because they are ruled out by not being part

14

of the designated project.

15

Canada believes -– sorry, going a bit fast -– as we

16

learn from the Trans Mountain Pipeline case, this

17

undermines the quality of the assessment.

18

Therefore, Bird Studies

Ruling out an impact on a SARA-listed

19

species from an incidental activity significantly

20

undermines the report to the point where the Courts

21

have required a reassessment of that study.

22

Bird Studies Canada believes that the

23

increased road, rail and truck traffic should be

24

considered incidental activities in this particular

25

case so that the document directed –- the documented
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mortality from these increase in traffic on

2

SARA-listed species can be included with the

3

assessment.

4

I’ll now turn the presentation over to

5

Sofi Hindmarch, who will comment on the impacts and

6

proposed mitigations related to barn owls.

7

MS. HINDMARCH:

Thank you so much.

8

It’s a great honour to be there speak to you here

9

today.

10

So I’ll be talking a little bit about

11

the barn owl, which I have been studying since 2007.

12

And I will be presenting some of the data that I have

13

collected over the years and how it pertains to the

14

proposed RBT2.

15

So the barn owl is what we call an

16

open grassland marshland bird.

And I think this

17

picture from Boundary Bay depicts that quite nicely.

18

The barn owl has the longest wing span

19

of all the owls relative to its body size, which means

20

it has adapted to actively hunt on the wing.

21

does this typically about one to two metres above the

22

ground and then it occasionally dives down, and if

23

it’s lucky it will catch its main prey, the field

24

vole.

25

And it

So grassland habitat, grassland
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associated agriculture is critical habitat for this

2

threatened species.

3

strong hold areas for barn owls in this region.

And indeed, Delta is one of the

4

However, there has been significant

5

changes in the land use in this region, and just to

6

illustrate this –- I see my slide's not quite how it

7

should be, but we'll do our best.

8
9

This is an example from 2007-2008
where I compared land use around active barn owl nest

10

and roost sites, and I compared the land use around

11

these active roost sites with what was there in the

12

nineties.

13

a 53 percent decline in grass cover concurrently with

14

133 percent increase in urban cover within the one

15

kilometre radius around these sites, so a 133 percent

16

increase in permeable surfaces.

17

And what I did find was that there had been

In addition, traffic volume on major

18

highways intersecting these buffers have increased by

19

33 percent.

20

Admittedly this is outdated -- it’s 11

21

years old -- but I think I could argue that these

22

trends have continued in this region and, indeed,

23

habitat loss and road mortality is identified as one

24

of the two key threats to the species.

25

Just to further illustrate this with
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another study we did back in 2010 to 2014 we did a

2

radio telemetry study on barn owls.

3

message on this slide when we looked at the ava ilable

4

habitat for barn owls within the defined home ranges

5

of these barn owls and where they actually hunted,

6

what we found, to our surprise, was that they actually

7

hunted the roadside verges.

8

The key take -home

The table here is read the rows left

9

to right plus or minus -- a single plus or minus

10

indicates a trend, while three pluses or minuses

11

indicates a significant trend.

12

urban and rural barn owls and the roadside verges, so

13

the linear strips are grass habitat, is alongside

14

small farm roads but also major highways and

15

intersections and on and off ramps, which we argue

16

further illustrates how these barn owls, because of

17

the loss in habitat, are now dependent on these

18

roadside verges for hunting as the remaining habitat

19

is increasingly fragmented and isolated.

20

And this is both for

So bringing it back to the study area

21

here in Delta, as you can see here, we have the

22

Deltaport way and the causeway right here, and this -–

23

as you can see, if we look at nest densities is an

24

important area for barn owls.

25

South Delta has a high density of nest
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sites, and I've been monitoring nest sites since 2007

2

annually in Delta.

3

monitoring nest sites now since 2010, sorry, in both

4

Richmond and Langley.

5

do well in South Delta.

6

area for them.

7

In Surrey, I have also been

And the barn owls consistently
This is an important breeding

And I would like to highlight that

8

with an example from the radio telemetry study that we

9

did.

10
11

Again, just to sort of orient
yourself -- I apologize; there is no background map.

12

But this here is the Deltaport way and

13

then we have the South Fraser Perimeter Road with the

14

bend before it heads north.

15

ranges of two active breeding females, and the stars

16

indicate their nest sites.

17

And these are the home

There's two key points I wanted to

18

highlight on this slide.

19

646, her nest site was up here, but she was often

20

documented flying directly for three to four

21

kilometres straight down to Deltaport way where she

22

would actively hunt the highway median between

23

Deltaport and the railway tracks.

24
25

The first one is for female

Similarly, for female 378, she would
also actively utilize the remaining grass verges along
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the SFPR and also in the western portion of her home

2

range.

You can see she was touching on Deltaport way.

3

I should stress they both nested

4

successfully during the study.

5

the Schnurr 2019 paper, is it? after the study was

6

completed, female 378 was found dead on the road due

7

to road mortality on the SFPR.

8
9

Unfortunately, That’s

And these barn owls, they're
monitored, 11 in total, for up to a year because

10

that’s how long the transmitters lasted for.

11

11, we had two fatalities, both of which were road

12

mortality.

13

mortalities was road mortality.

14
15

for a lot of barn owls in our region.
And -– sorry; can I go back one slide?
I thought it had -- thank you.

18
19

Not a big sample size, but the only two

And unfortunately, this is the reality

16
17

Of those

I guess it’s lacking the animation.

I

should have cut that out.

20

But I wanted to say here was if I go

21

back to the second slide where we looked at land use

22

changes, what we found with that study was that sites

23

that had an increase in traffic volume on major roads,

24

those sites were less likely to be occupied.

25

And there's also another study that
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1

came out earlier this year from Idaho from Boyse State

2

University.

3

owl and road mortality, a lot of published studies

4

from there.

5

They've done a lot of great work on barn

And what they showed was that –- they

6

looked again at two time periods and they looked

7

directly on barn owl road mortality.

8

found was that a key predictor for road mortality was

9

an increase in commercial vehicle traffic for

10

And what they

predicting road mortality for barn owls.

11

And I’m actually right now currently

12

summarizing 21 years' worth of road mortality data

13

that was systematically collected in the Fraser

14

Valley.

15

between Abottsford and Chilliwack.

16

It's on a 67-kilometre stretch of highway

And there's two key points I wanted to

17

highlight from this study which I’m hoping to publish

18

later this year.

19

One of the things that we found which

20

was really surprising was the wide variation in road

21

mortality on an annual basis.

22

barn owls to 70 dead barn owls found annually, with an

23

average of .6 road-killed barn owls per kilometre if

24

you look at all of those years in total.

25

It varied from six dead

When I looked at the assessment for
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the study, there was four months done of carcass

2

searches.

3

order to extrapolate and fully understand the impact

4

of this proposed project on the local barn owl

5

population.

I would argue that is not sufficient in

6

Secondly, the study, we look at banded

7

barn owls, which we had a total of 133 that were

8

killed on major highways.

9

And what we did find, contrary to

10

popular belief, was that adult barn owls were just as

11

equally as likely to be killed on these highways, so

12

it’s not just the juveniles of the year that are

13

getting killed.

14

adults.

15

mortality.

16

These are also equally the breeding

Both cohorts are equally affected by road

So in conclusion, my objective here

17

today is to demonstrate to you with this data that the

18

current proposed mitigation actions for mitigating for

19

barn owls as it stands, I do not find to be adequate.

20

As I understand, the current proposed

21

mitigation measures is to reduce collision for speed

22

management, education and driver awareness was listed

23

as one of the main points.

24
25

I would arguably say from the first
slide, these owls have adapted to hunt actively on the
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wing.

I've done a lot of night work as part of my

2

research and also talking to people that have been

3

unfortunate enough to hit a barn owl, if they've set a

4

trajectory to cross the road it doesn’t matter if

5

you're driving the speed limit or not.

6

there's any way that you could avoid hitting that owl

7

without hurting yourself or fellow drivers on the

8

road.

9

I don't think

Besides several peer reviewed studies,

10

I've also highlighted because barn owls have such a

11

light wing load, what often happens is that they get

12

sucked into the turbulence of trucks and then they get

13

disoriented and then they hit the next ongoing vehicle

14

on the road.

15

I also don’t think offsetting barn owl

16

road mortality by using a nest box program is

17

adequate.

18

actually have a really active barn owl nest box group,

19

the Cascade Box Group, and they've been active for 10

20

years now and have built a total of 103 barn owl

21

boxes, of which the majority have been installed here

22

in Delta.

23

We are very fortunate here in Delta.

They are monitored annually.

We

They are

24

checked for any repairs and also, a lot of them, the

25

older boxes from the nineties have now been replaced
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with bigger and safer boxes.

2

I think what I would -– is important

3

here is to actually offset the road mortality along

4

Deltaport way and the associated feeder routes.

5

Delta is a really important area for the barn owls and

6

offsetting that elsewhere is not adequate because,

7

quite frankly, these barn owls, with all the

8

development that’s been going on, don’t have anywhere

9

else to go.

10
11

South

They need to be able to hunt safely in
this region.

12

And also, finally, I hope this data

13

has shown you that any loss of habitat needs to be

14

compensated for, be it directly from the project or

15

indirectly.

16

Thank you.

17

MR. CASEY:

18

And next I'd like to hear from

19

Catherine Jardine on coastal and marine birds.

Thank you very much, Sofi.

20

MS. JARDINE:

Thank you, James.

21

As the Panel is aware, the project

22

area exists within an internationally-significant

23

important bird area supporting 28 bird populations at

24

levels exceeding global, regional or national

25

thresholds.
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As demonstrated, one of the species

2

that has the greatest population level dependency on

3

the estuary is the western sandpiper.

4

received extensive feedback on the potential impact of

5

the proposed project on this species and other shore

6

birds, specifically regarding their reliance on

7

Roberts Bank as a refuelling site during northward

8

migration.

9

The Panel has

Examples from shore birds using the

10

oscillation and other flyways have shown that

11

compromising stopover sites leads to population

12

declines of shore birds that rely upon them.

13

As the Panel has been made aware, 42

14

to 64 percent of the global population of western

15

sandpipers use Roberts Bank.

16

to put that in the context of the wider Fraser

17

estuary.

18

However, it is important

Western sandpipers use Roberts Bank

19

preferentially in comparison to other adjacent mud

20

flat habitats.

21

areas of varied mud flat habitat with different

22

abiotic and biotic attributes.

23

The Fraser estuary offers e xtensive

Despite a wide variety of mud flat

24

habitat being available, western sandpipers use

25

Roberts Bank preferentially.
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demonstrated through counts of individua l birds such

2

as this table presented in Jardine et al. 2015, which

3

shows higher mean counts of western sandpipers and

4

dunlin at Roberts Bank in comparison to other study

5

areas as well as through surveys of dropping density

6

such as this presented by Hemmera in 2014.

7

Over 50 percent of the birds observed

8

in the entire estuary use this small area on Roberts

9

Bank, with higher proportions of western sandpiper

10

using this area in comparison to dunlin.

11

This preferential use suggests there

12

are unique features of this site that make it superior

13

for western sandpiper to other adjacent mud flat

14

habitats.

15

The work conducted by Bird Studies

16

Canada investigated the dietary composition of western

17

sandpiper throughout the Fraser estuary in a variety

18

of naturally and anthropogenically delineated areas.

19
20

This slides shows the distribution of
our sampling locations across the estuary.

21

This work showed that western

22

sandpipers do feed on some amount of biofilm

23

throughout the estuary.

24

western sandpiper dietary composition, which is the

25

relative promotion of biofilm small invertebrates and
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polychaetes in the diet, varied significantly between

2

Sturgeon Bank, Roberts Bank and Boundary Bay.

3

This specific dietary composition,

4

driven by the quality, quantity and availability of

5

prey items, may be one of the driving factors that

6

results in western sandpiper preferentially using

7

Roberts Bank in relation to the rest of the estuary.

8

The favoured use of this area of mud

9

flat and the unique dietary composition i t supports

10

point to a need to understand the driving factors

11

resulting in birds preferentially using this site.

12

use an analogy, if approximately half the world’s

13

population of caribou used a single field and largely

14

ignored the surrounding fields, there would be a

15

strong need to understand what makes that single field

16

unique.

17
18

To

The same is true of western sandpipers
at Roberts Bank.

19

One possible hypothesis to explain

20

these patterns is that presented by Environment and

21

Climate Change Canada in which the community

22

assemblage of primary producers and the current

23

abiotic conditions at Roberts Bank trigger the

24

production of essential nutrients.

25

Climate Change Canada's submission to the Panel states
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that not all biofilm can be considered of equal value

2

to shore birds.

3

Our study demonstrates the biofilm

4

feeding does occur throughout the estuary and yet,

5

despite biofilm availability elsewhere, the majority

6

of western sandpipers forage at Roberts Bank.

7

Bird Studies Canada notes that a mean

8

shift in salinity could have a different impact on the

9

biotic community of a site than that of daily or

10

seasonal variation.

11

implications of a shift in the mean versus natural

12

variation.

13

It is helpful to consider the

For example, temperature varies

14

regularly throughout days and seasons but, as we know,

15

a shift in the mean temperature, even of a small

16

amount, can change entire ecological communities.

17

To ensure that population level

18

effects and impacts to western sandpiper and other

19

shore birds do not occur, it is not sufficient to

20

demonstrate that there will still be biofilm at the

21

site following construction.

22

the global distribution of various biofilms.

23

That is expected, given

What is necessary is that the same

24

habitat quality is maintained.

25

understanding of the driving factors causing western
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1

sandpiper to preferentially feed at this site and

2

support a unique dietary composition is needed.

3

Without this understanding, the proponent’s predicted

4

changes to the abiotic conditions at the site pose a

5

risk to the western sandpiper populations.

6

The proceedings today suggest there is

7

not consensus on the factors driving preferential use

8

and unique dietary composition at Roberts Bank.

9

Without this consensus and understanding, changing the

10

abiotic conditions of the site risks making the area

11

unsuitable as a refueling site, which may put the

12

population of western sandpiper at risk.

13

The second topic I will speak to is

14

that of coastal birds.

The beach bird survey and

15

coastal water bird survey are two projects run by Bird

16

Studies Canada that cover much of the region included

17

in the marine shipping addendum as well as the local

18

project site.

19

Bird Studies Canada would like to see

20

these data projects -- from these projects adequately

21

leveraged to answer questions about the project

22

impact.

23

most comprehensive and long-term data set on the

24

coastal birds wintering in British Columbia.

25

The data from these projects represents the

For example, the coastal water bird
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survey contains 433,000 record s collected at 350 sites

2

and 26,000 surveys over 19 years.

3

Two derived products currently exist.

4

Bird Studies Canada has completed a spatial hot spot

5

analysis highlighting the importance of the project

6

area for various groups of marine birds.

7

spatial information would be helpful to inform areas

8

and seasons at risk of marine spills as requested by

9

Environment and Climate Change Canada in Information

10

These

Request 11-11.

11

To Bird Studies Canada knowledge,

12

these spatial projects have not yet been included in

13

the environmental impact assessment.

14

data set is available online as both raw data and

15

derived map products.

This long -term

16

In addition to these spatial products,

17

trend analyses have been completed for 60 coastal bird

18

species over the past 19 years .

19

available for nine of the representative species

20

selected for this project.

21

Trend data is

Of those, great blue heron, American

22

wigeon, dunlin, glaucous-winged gull are in

23

significant decline.

None are increasing.

24

Of the -- in total, 42 species of the

25

60 analyzed show declines, 26 of which are considered
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significant.

2

characterization that bird populations of the Salish

3

Sea are habituated to existing development and are

4

resilient to

5

This leads us to question the

local disturbance.
In addition, chronic oiling as a

6

stressor has not been included in the assessment.

7

this area is particularly vulnerable to chronic

8

oiling, Bird Studies Canada requests the inclusion of

9

this threat in the project assessment.

10

As

The beach bird survey is an excellent

11

source of information on the marine pollution stress

12

on local bird populations and can be used to help

13

assess the impact of chronic oiling.

14

The proponent cites the fact that

15

coastal birds are adapted to annual variation in ocean

16

conditions as evidence that th ey are resilient to

17

change.

18

traffic or chronic oiling are not episodic, but

19

chronic.

20

However, project impacts such as shipping

Consistent year over year declines

21

suggest that there is not resilience in many marine

22

populations and that additional stress ors may

23

exacerbate current declines.

24

requests the definition of resilience and how it can

25

be applied to each species in the context of long -term
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1

population trend data provided by the coastal water

2

bird survey.

3
4

I will now hand the presentation back
to James Casey.

5

MR. CASEY:

6

Catherine.

7

Canada.

8
9

Thank you very much,

James Casey again with Bird Studies

The Panel has been asked to make a
recommendation about the environmental impacts of a

10

proposed project in one of the most dynamic an d

11

productive estuaries along the Pacific coast of North

12

America.

13

scientific consensus around the factors driving the

14

preferential use of Roberts Bank.

15

As we have heard today again, there is not a

Given the international importance and

16

the high level of uncertainty, Bird Studies Canada

17

believes the Panel must apply the precautionary

18

principle when making a recommendation about the

19

potential impacts of this project.

20

Bird Studies Canada believes the

21

decision before the –- that before a decision is made

22

about this project, the Fraser River estuary

23

management program must be reinstated, a proper

24

cumulative effects assessment, regional cumulative

25

effects assessment undertaken, and legally enforceable
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objectives for the estuary be established using a fair

2

and democratic process.

3

In case the Panel feels that this is

4

an unfair delay, Bird Studies Canada wishes to

5

introduce the Sturgeon Bank Overview Phase 2

6

Project -– sorry, the Roberts Bank and Sturgeon Banks

7

Reach Overview Process Phase 2 report as an exhibit.

8
9

This is an exhibit from 2010 produced
by the FREMP process and it has a nice summary of

10

conclusions.

11

second.

12

And I’ll just read from it for a quick

So basically, 10 years ago it was

13

recommended that the following steps be taken.

14

that management addresses the regional cumulative

15

effects assessments, ongoing monitoring and

16

comprehensive consultation and communication across

17

agencies.

18

Ensure

Establish a process for identifying

19

and selecting priority projects for habitat

20

compensation mitigation.

21

projects need to include a system-wide assess

22

approach, set parameters, limits, multiple objectives

23

in consideration of all values, including social

24

values.

25

incorporate guidelines for site manage ment into
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planning and management regulations and processes.

2

That was 10 years ago.

3

We'd like to see the FREMP process

4

re-established prior to this project being approved so

5

that we can avoid significant population level impacts

6

on a multiple species.

7

Thank you.

8

THE CHAIRPERSON:

9

Thank you.

questions.

10

And I'll start with Dr. Steyn.

11

MEMBER STEYN:

12

We have

Thank you for your

presentations.

13

I have a question for Ms. Hindmarch.

14

Could you elaborate on the status of the population of

15

the barn owl in South Delta and then more generally in

16

British Columbia?

17

MS. HINDMARCH:

So I assume you're

18

referring to numbers, or just general trends as how

19

they're doing, or...?

20

MEMBER STEYN:

So I’m going eventually

21

to go to numbers.

22

numbers of barn owls in both of those areas.

23

status of the population, and by that you could talk

24

about the conservation status, but also an assessment

25

of the trends in population numbers.
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You’ve given trends in the numbers of

2

other bird species in the assessment area, but can you

3

talk about the barn owl population specifically?

4

MS. HINDMARCH:

So they have -– the

5

barn owls were recently upgraded to threatened, and

6

I -- as far as the numbers go, the range -- I’m just

7

going to start more on a regional level, if I may.

8

I believe in the recovery strategy

9

their estimate is between 250 to 1,000, and that’s for

10

the whole southern B.C.

11

in southern B.C. in British Columbia, with the lower

12

mainland in which I include the Fraser Valley, is the

13

stronghold for the population.

14

The barn owls are just found

I was trying to think about -– refer

15

to the exact numbers.

16

look at those.

17

I might have to go back and

But we did -- when I did my study back

18

in 2007-2008, I do believe we found that they were

19

declining in active nest sites by about 30 percent,

20

but I might have to do an undertaking to get those

21

exact numbers.

22
23

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So can we have an

Undertaking Number 33 -- 32, please.

24

UNDERTAKING

25

MEMBER STEYN:
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we would appreciate some more specifics from what

2

you’ve described for us.

3
4

You spoke about barn owls in southern
British Columbia.

5

How broad is your south?

MS. HINDMARCH:

So when I'm --

in

6

southern British Columbia, again, the stronghold is in

7

the lower mainland, which includes the Fraser Valley,

8

so that’s through –- and they're also -– if you're

9

thinking about -- you were thinking about their

10

general distribution?

11

MEMBER STEYN:

12

MS. HINDMARCH:

Yes.
Yes.

In which case

13

they're also found on Vancouver Island.

They 're also

14

found in the interior, in the Okanagan.

And barn owls

15

are also found a little bit further up sometimes sort

16

of in the middle of British Columbia; however, they're

17

found more sporadically.

18

So they're certainly associated with

19

more low-lying grass and marsh land and agricultural

20

areas.

21

MEMBER STEYN:

And the individual

22

nesting sites, those are by individual.

23

occupied solely, so there will be 250 to 1,000 nesting

24

sites?

25

MS. HINDMARCH:
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individuals, yes.

2

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

3

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I have a few

4

question, and one is on the results of beach bird

5

survey, the issue of chronic oiling.

6

wondering if you know the source of chronic oiling.

7

Is it from containers or tankers?

8

MR. CASEY:

9

question.

10

--- Pause

Thank you for that

We’ll just confer for a second.

11

MS. JARDINE:

12

Thank you for that question.

13

And I was

Catherine Jardine.

The beach bird survey itself doesn’t

14

assess the source of any oil.

15

found on stranded and bird mortalities.

16

It assesses any oil

So in terms of the sources, that

17

survey does not inform the source of the oil, but it

18

does take information about the type, consistency to

19

help infer that.

20

THE CHAIRPERSON:

21

I'd like to go now to the conclusions

22

which you had also in your written submission, number

23

1673, in Appendix 3.

24

would like to have the Fraser River Estuary Management

25

Plan, or FREMP, be placed back as it was functioning.
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And my question is, what do you have

2

in mind?

Is it the same as FREMP 1 o r would there be

3

a FREMP 2, and what -- how would you see the new FREMP

4

functioning?

5

MR. CASEY:

6

that question.

7

compile my thoughts.

8

--- Pause

I’ll just take a quick moment to

9

MR. CASEY:

10

the question, Madam Chair.

11

Thank you very much for

Fabulous.

Thank you for

James Casey speaking.

So I would say times have changed

12

since we had the first FREMP process.

13

aspects that I would say would need to be different

14

this time around.

15

There are a few

I would for sure encourage a

16

discussion around the nation-to-nation discussion.

17

The First Nations and the Crown need to have a

18

conversation about how they'd like governance to work.

19

I would refer the Panel, actually, to

20

the MOU between the Government of Canada and the

21

coastal First Nations and implementing the Pacific

22

North Coast Integrated Management Area.

23

of that that I can submit as evidence.

24

structure for how government and the First Nations sat

25

down together and undertook regional planning in the
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1

marine context.

2
3

THE CHAIRPERSON:

That would be

Exhibit 1.

4

MR. CASEY:

Exhibit 1.

Thank you.

5

Secondly, I think that in -- in the

6

era of the United Declarations on the Rights of

7

Indigenous People, another useful document perhaps to

8

look at is a piece prepared by the project on

9

ecological governance called Collaborative Consent.

10

And again, it’s an interesting review of the

11

discussions between the Crowns and First Nations

12

around resource planning in the watershed context, so

13

the marine context and the watershed context.

14

So if I could provide that as well,

15

maybe as Exhibit 2.

16

conversation going forward in the Fraser.

17

So that’s a key piece of the

I think a second really important

18

piece in terms of the estuary and the estuary

19

management planning is the change in the jurisdiction

20

of the Port.

21

within the communities around this dual role of

22

proponent and regulator that’s been provided to the

23

Port without democratic oversight of that regulatory

24

role.

25

I think there's a lot of frustration

And so I think we even need to split
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out the two roles of the Port and return regulatory

2

authority back to the federal government or

3

democratize the management of the Port in some way,

4

perhaps an elected Board from the communities, would

5

be key.

6

And then a third aspect that I think

7

is critical would be improve stakeholder engagement.

8

In the Dorsey report that you got from Ottawa

9

earlier -– or last week, I suppose, there was mention

10

that there was -- one of the main shortcomings in the

11

previous FREMP was a lack of opportunity for

12

stakeholders to provide input.

13

ourselves a stakeholder, not a government agency, and

14

there is no mechanism for us to engage with that

15

process.

16
17

So we would consider

I think opening that in some way would
be a key attribute to include.

18

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

19

The second point refers to your

20

recommendation about original impact assessment, and

21

you also recommend –- well, there are two points with

22

respect to that.

23

First, the –- to undertake original

24

impact assessment of the Fraser estuary, and and the

25

other one is in terms of the vehicle-based mortality
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throughout this regional impact assessment.

2

on point 8, you have a recommendation for cumulative

3

effect assessment.

4

But also,

So would you consider that this

5

regional assessment area should include cumulative

6

effect assessment on some aspects, and what would they

7

be?

8

MR. CASEY:

9

question.

10

thoughts.

11

--- Pause

Just give me a second to compose my

12

MR. CASEY:

13

the question, Madam Chair.

14

Again, thank you for that

Thank you very much for

At first I might differentiate between

15

cumulative effects that are possible underneath the

16

current policy framework and a regional environmental

17

assessment, which is something slightly different

18

which hasn’t existed in terms of a mandated ask right

19

now.

20

I think we need the regional

21

cumulative -- or regional environmental assessment,

22

and it would be nice to see that prior to this kind of

23

conversation happening.

24
25

But it hasn’t happened yet.

So we would ask that this conversation
be delayed or at least approval postponed until that
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regional assessment takes place.

2

The second part of that question,,

3

then, for me is, well, what can we do with the current

4

process and the cumulative effects assessment enabled

5

under the current ask.

6

And I think one of the -- one of the

7

frustrations we have looking at the assessment is this

8

practice of looking first at effects within the local

9

assessment area and then removing those that have been

10

described as being able to mitigate and therefore have

11

no residual effect, and that would include, then,

12

impacts that are happening in the larger study area.

13

And so we think that the Panel would

14

be well served by asking for a set of scenario

15

cumulative effects where that assumption is, yes, it

16

exists.

17

percent successful, but then let’s also assume perhaps

18

you're 50 percent successful and maybe zero percent

19

successful.

20
21

And provide us some cumulative effects
assessment on that –- on those different scenarios.

22
23

I think you could pull that off with
the existing policy framework.

24
25

You could say yes, let’s assume you're 100

And so within that existing policy
framework, then, for barn owls we'd like to see
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Deltaport way included, definitely, some of the feeder

2

routes -- some of the key feeder routes that are

3

seeing increased traffic, and then also a multiyear

4

study.

5

that catches a couple of the breeding seasons.

Instead of just a four-month study, something

6

And then likewise on the marine side,

7

we'd like to see those linear -- other linear traffics

8

in the marine habitat captured.

9

Thank you.

10

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

11

I'd like to have some clarification

12

also on your second recommendation where you say that

13

the Government of Canada strategic environmental

14

assessment of the Asia Pacific gateway and corridor

15

initiative be provided to the Panel.

16

study?

17
18

MR. CASEY:

Do you have that

Thank you very much for

the question.

19

No, I do not have that study.

That

20

was something that I had heard in the information

21

session we had in February regarding the larger

22

gateway initiative.

23

Panel was told, I believe, at that time that there had

24

been such a study taken place but that it was a

25

Cabinet document.
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1

I think that would be an important

2

piece of context for us to understand, however.

3

THE CHAIRPERSON:

4

secretariat look at that.

We’ll have the

Thank you.

5

Dr. Steyn.

6

MEMBER STEYN:

7

So I’m interested in shore birds and

8

Thank you.

accidents and malfunctions particularly.

9

Have you, Bird Studies Canada,

10

collaborated with the Port Authority or any other

11

government agencies to integrate your knowl edge and

12

recommendations with measures to prevent effects to

13

birds from oiling and spills on the B.C. coast?

14

MR. CASEY:

15

question.

16

answer.

17

--- Pause

18

Thank you for your

Just give us a second to consider our

MR. CASEY:

Thank you very much, Madam

19

Chair and Panel.

20

Catherine Jardine to answer.

21

MS. JARDINE:

22

I’ll turn that question over to

Thank you for that

question.

23

There are lots of examples of

24

leveraging Bird Studies Canada data to answer these

25

questions and we’re happy to provide with you a
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comprehensive list if you would like.

2

All of these data are publicly

3

available through our web site and have been requested

4

for multiple different purposes, many of them

5

associated with marine oiling, including Environment

6

Canada and Climate Change Canada spill ass essment and

7

risk planning, and included in the National Aerial

8

Surveillance Program planning as well.

9

And Bird Studies Canada is also

10

working on a cumulative risk assessment of shipping on

11

the east coast, and that study is available as well.

12

So there are many examples.

We can

13

provide you with a comprehensive list if you would

14

like.

15

MR. CASEY:

I'd add that that data has

16

been provided to the West Coast Marine Response

17

Program.

18

MEMBER STEYN:

Have the Port Authority

19

gained access to your data or requested access or

20

collaborated with you on data sharing?

21

MS. JARDINE:

Collaborated, no.

As to

22

whether they have submitted a request, I would have to

23

check our records.

24

1,800 requests a year for our data, all of which do

25

pass through my desk, so I would have been the one to
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1

review and approve it, but I can’t remember

2

specifically whether the report has requested it or

3

someone has requested it upon their behalf.

4

have records of that, though.

5

MEMBER STEYN:

6

able to answer that question?

7
8

Steyn.

9

--- Pause

10

We will

Is the Port Authority

MR. STEWART:

Just a moment, Dr.

MR. STEWART:

If you could just give

11

us a moment, I think you’re going to get more than a

12

yes or no answer.

13

MR. McNULTY:

Sean McNulty.

14

The short answer is yes.

We used the

15

data in our marine shipping assessment, Section 8.34,

16

where we use the B.C. coastal water bird survey data.

17

And again, Section 8.34 is where you can find that

18

data.

19
20

MEMBER STEYN:

So that was in the

marine shipping area.

21

MR. McNULTY:

Correct.

22

MEMBER STEYN:

23

And then finally to Bird Studies

Thank you.

24

Canada, what mitigation measures would you recommend

25

to mitigate against the effects of oil spills on
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birds?

2

Do you have any that you would

3

recommend for reducing or mitigating the effects of

4

oil spills?

5

MR. CASEY:

Thank you very much for

6

the question, but unfortunately I think we’ll have to

7

pass on that question.

8

expertise on.

9

MEMBER STEYN:

10
11

That’s not something we have

Thank you.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very much

for your presentation.

12

I would like to ask if there are any

13

registered participants that would like to ask a

14

question of the presenter?

15

Yes, please, Mr. Emsley.

16

MR. EMSLEY:

17

My question is -- it’s

Roger Emsley, registered participant.

18

My question is regarding barn owls.

19

We lived on 64 th Street in Ladner from 1984 to 2007.

20

We saw lots of barn owls flying and hunting exactly as

21

described.

22

reported them and took them in.

23

On our farm we had mortalities and

So my question -- and where we lived

24

is very close to what is now Highway 17, the South

25

Fraser Perimeter Road, and also to the huge truck
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parking lot that is now at the end of that road

2

immediately before Deltaport way.

3

So my question to Bird Studies Canada

4

is, with the huge increase in truck traffic and that

5

parking lot for trucks, what’s going to be the

6

additional impact to the barn owls and their hunting

7

given, as has been indicated, that they hunt a lot

8

along the roadside and, indeed, we used to see that

9

all the time.

10

MR. CASEY:

11

the question, Madam Chair.

12

develop an answer to that.

13

--- Pause

14
15

MR. CASEY:

Just give us a second to

Thank you very much for

the question, again.

16
17

Thank you very much for

I’ll let Soft Hindmarch March address
the question.

18

MS. HINDMARCH:

Thanks, James.

19

As I indicated in my presentation,

20

there are several studies that have indicated -- our

21

study from 2012 which is in the – our -- it’s --

22

James, a part of the -– what we presented here today,

23

yeah, in the package today.

24
25

We’ll put one of the papers in as
evidence for this, in addition to -- there's other
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studies from North America and also England that have

2

shown that traffic volume is one of the key challenges

3

for barn owls.

4

We are fortunate that -– enough that

5

there has been several studies both here in North

6

America and also in Europe that are really clear on

7

the effects road mortality -- or roads have on barn

8

owls and also have really clear suggestions on how

9

this can be mitigated.

10

Thank you.

11

THE CHAIRPERSON:

12

I think we have Mrs. Jones, also, who

13

Thank you.

was asking a question?

14

MS. S. JONES:

15

Susan Jones.

I just have a question about whether

16

Bird Studies Canada has been in discussions with or

17

connection with the provincial government and the

18

federal government in seeking some legislation to

19

protect the habitat of the coastal birds and, in the

20

case of the provincial government, the barn owls, et

21

cetera?

22

We have the Ramsar site, we have the

23

Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve.

We have the

24

important bird areas, we have the wildlife management

25

areas.

So to me it would seem logical that -– and we
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saw the FREMP map with all the red zone.

2

It would be logical that we should be

3

seeking protection of habitat, and I wondered if this

4

was a role or any discussions that the Bird Studies

5

International has been involved with.

6

Thank you.

7

MR. CASEY:

8

Thank you very much for

the question.

9

In a formal process, no, we have not

10

been involved with the federal government about

11

expanding protection.

12
13

I think it’s a fabulous idea.

We have written to MPs asking for
protection of the estuary from a national perspective.

14

One interesting possibility would be

15

to either expand the migratory bird sanctuary to

16

include Roberts Bank or to introduce a new migratory

17

bird sanctuary on Brunswick Point that captures the

18

biofilm necessary for these shore birds.

19

Just a point of clarification, I

20

think, as well.

21

the coastal water bird survey data had been used by

22

the Port.

23

was in their shipping addendum.

24
25

It’s a question in terms of whether

They referenced that they had used it.

It

Unfortunately, I think they used a
dated study in that, so a study that captured only the
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first five years of survey data.

2

report that’s -- captures 15 years -- 19 years of

3

data, and 19 years of data are available on the web

4

site.

5

We do have a public

I brought the 15-year study with me

6

and can submit that it if that would help or they can

7

just get it online.

Their choice.

8

THE CHAIRPERSON:

9

Do you know exactly which study, which

10

data you used?

11
12

Chair.

13

--- Pause

14

Thank you.

Is it the dated one or the recent one?
MR. STEWART:

Just a moment, Madam

MR. STEWART:

Not certain about that

15

given that the study was -– that our work was

16

completed in 2015.

17

check.

18

We would have to go back and

THE CHAIRPERSON:

And would be

19

Undertaking be 33 to confirm which set of data you

20

used, please.

21

UNDERTAKING

22

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

23

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Would the proponent

24

have any questions for Bird Studies Canada?

25

MR. STEWART:
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1

have any questions for Bird Studies Canada.

2

I'd just like to thank them both for

3

coming here today and for the really important work

4

that they do.

5

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

6

Now, regarding the proponent’s

7

presentation this morning about coastal birds, the

8

Panel -– the Panel has questions.

9

to stay there because there could be questions again

10

If you would like

from the audience.

11

So we have questions to be addressed

12

to the proponent and then Environment and Climate

13

Change Canada.

14

MEMBER STEYN:

15

I have one question for the proponent

16

and then a handful for Environment and Climate Change

17

Canada.

18

I apologize.

19

wordy.

20

me.

Thank you.

This one is somewhat

The context is important, though, so bear with

21

So Information Request 9-05, your

22

response about residual effect to coastal birds.

23

you stated:

And

24

As the focus of concern is the

25

sustained viability of coastal
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bird populations, the assessment

2

examined residual effects at the

3

population level.

4

taking into account the

5

implementation of mitigation

6

measures, the assessment

7

identified adverse residual

8

effects expected to persist and

9

be measurable for these distinct

Thus, after

10

coastal bird populations and

11

their habitats.

12

And in that same context related -–

13

you also explained that the -- and here in if this set

14

of hearings, you explained the terms "negligibl e" and

15

"undetectable" and "unmeasurable" were synonymous.

16

Nearly there.

17

The EIS Guideline Section 12.1.1

18

required that residual effects, even if very small or

19

deemed insignificant, be described.

20

And this is important in consideration

21

of a cumulative effects assessment where small

22

residual project effects could combine with effects of

23

other project activities that have been or will be

24

carried out.

25

So finally, we get to a question.
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Recognizing that the requirements of the EIS Guideline

2

is to consider very small or insignificant residual

3

effects, especially in the context of cumulative

4

effects assessment, could you explain why you chose to

5

define residual effects in terms of population level

6

effects, for instance, for the birds in IR response

7

9-05?

8
9

So the choice to use population level
effect as a measure of effect.

10

MR. STEWART:

Thank, Dr. Steyn.

11

you could give us just a couple of moments.

12

--- Pause

If

13

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

14

Just to clarify, your question was why

15

population level for the residual effect and the

16

cumulative effect?

17

MEMBER STEYN:

18

MR. STEWART:

19

another moment, please.

20

--- Pause

21
22

MR. ROURKE:
question.

23

Yes.

Yes, exactly.

Thank you.

Just give us

Thank you for the

James Rourke speaking.
It’s -- productivity was one aspect of

24

the EIS, and I believe you referenced that last week

25

in an earlier session.
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1

and you read part of the significance determination.

2

And I’ll just -– and we -- and the -–

3

part of the significance of determination that you

4

read was -– had to do without that productivity piece.

5

The reason we used population was it

6

was –- it -- it’s part of our significance

7

determination.

8

that section just a little further it will explain

9

that.

And if I can just continue reading

So the section reads:

10

A significant adverse residual

11

effect to coastal birds is one

12

that negatively affects food

13

resources or associated habitats

14

to the extent that it compromises

15

the long-term productive

16

potential of the LAA to support

17

coastal bird productivity.

18

Significant effects from

19

negatively affecting coastal bird

20

food and habitat will be

21

reflected in changes to species

22

abundance or density within the

23

LAA.

24
25

While it doesn't explicitly state
population, use the word "population" there, the
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1

wording –- the abundance or density is reference to

2

population.

3

MEMBER STEYN:

So what –- what would

4

then constitute a measurable population level effect?

5

What instrument would measure a population level

6

effect?

7
8

And by instrument, I’m talking
broadly.

9

Instrument process?
MR. ROURKE:

If you don't mind, we'll

10

take a moment to collect our thoughts.

11

--- Pause

12
13

MS. LACROIX:

Dr. Steyn, Ms. Lacroix

for the transcript.

14

So if I –- to answer your question, so

15

the -– we won't go into the instrument because they

16

probably would be observations, but to be able to

17

detect a residual adverse effect, which was actually

18

one that we predicted for diving birds, so using that

19

as an example, would be one that we would predict that

20

we could see a change outside of natural variation.

21

So we recognize that, for example,

22

diving birds, scooters and western grebes and others

23

utilize a local assessment area.

24

individuals that come every winter and roost and feed

25

in the region changes annually, so there is variation.
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1

But what we’re predicting is that

2

there's going to be a change within –- outside of that

3

natural variation that can be attributable to the

4

project itself.

5

So for example, with diving birds

6

we’re looking at the opportunity to commit to a

7

follow-up program to verify that effects prediction

8

and to monitor diving birds.

9

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

10

So then to close off this first part

11

of the bigger question, can you reconcile this, view

12

then, with the EIS Guideline requirements to consider

13

small, very small or insignificant residual effects

14

for the purpose of the cumulative effects assessment?

15

And I guess the core of this question

16

is the matter of very small, measurability.

17

you're talking about an entire population, can a

18

population level effect be considered very smal l

19

rather than effect on an individual?

20

MR. STEWART:

When

Thank you, Dr. Steyn.

21

If you could just give us a moment.

22

--- Pause

23

MS. LACROIX:

24

Dr. Steyn, so you're correct, the

25

Ms. Lacroix.

assessment did take the approach of an evaluating the
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1

change at a, quote, population level, and that’s the

2

population not in terms of the worldwide population

3

but in terms of the population that is utilizing the

4

local assessment area.

5

impacts on individual animals.

6

And we did not assess the

And that is typical for an

7

environmental assessment.

It is a planning tool.

8

needs to be at the appropriate scale upon which

9

information can be collected and support

It

10

decision-making.

11

of an individual would make it incredibly challenging

12

to identify the differences of what is truly the

13

project effect.

14

So to then assess all of the impacts

With regards to -- and I think you're

15

also surmising with the -- specifically with the EIS

16

Guidelines, and it specifically does say to describe

17

those residual adverse effects, that they're actu ally

18

small.

19

And I think that kind of speaks to our

20

conversation we had a little bit last week with

21

regards to -- and you’re right, I mean, we use the

22

terms interchangeably of unmeasurable, undetectable

23

and negligible.

24

maybe not perfectly scientifically valid, but at the

25

same time that’s how it was applied in the
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1

environmental assessment.

2

And in those ones, we can’t even say

3

that they are small.

4

be.

5

approach.

We don’t know what they could

But it was an approach taken as a conser vative

6

So rather than saying there is no

7

residual effect, there was a thought that it was best

8

placed at that time, in terms of professionalism, to

9

say that there may be something.

We don’t know if

10

it’s positive.

11

But we’re just going to make it known that there may

12

be -- we just don’t know, but that we're going to

13

apply that conservativism.

14

We don’t really know if it’s n egative.

And so if we were going to actually

15

take it towards a cumulative effects assessment, you

16

know, that’s always an option, we couldn’t -- there

17

would be nothing to add or contribute with the other

18

foreseeable projects.

19

And I guess that kind of builds on the

20

fact that, you know, those existing conditions in

21

which we have evaluated the project effects does

22

consider the current and the past activities, and that

23

is a big portion of that cumulative effects.

24

MEMBER STEYN:

25

directness of your reply.
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1

So from that rather general set of

2

questions about population level effects, I want t o go

3

a little more specifically to the barn owl.

4

have assessed that, with mitigation, project -related

5

increase in vehicular traffic is expected to result in

6

a negligible adverse residual effect.

7

And you

So do you consider that barn owl

8

mortality would be zero after implementation of the

9

mitigation measures?

10

MR. STEWART:

11

question, Dr. Steyn.

12

--- Pause

13
14

Thank you for that

Give us a moment, please.

MS. LACROIX:

Ms. Lacroix for the

transcript.

15

Dr. Steyn, as we -- you know, through

16

the environmental assessment process, of course, the

17

residual adverse effect is determined after

18

mitigation.

19

any potential project-related mortalities of barn

20

owls.

21

So the Port is committing to offsetting

Currently, the offsetting is

22

considering nest boxes and grassland se tasides, and

23

they're also committing to following up to ensure that

24

the amount of offsetting, those nest boxes and those

25

grasslands, are sufficient to actually offset that.
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1

So that includes -- for example, with

2

the road mortality follow-up program that includes two

3

years of pre-construction monitoring to identify what

4

is the current baseline of road mortality for barn

5

owls as well as -- I think it’s four years during

6

construction, as well as up to five years during

7

operations, to ensure that the offsetti ng applied

8

would result in negligible residual adverse effects.

9

MEMBER STEYN:

10

Thank you.

So what would a measurable residual

11

effect have been that would trigger in the past --

12

the future, what would a measurable residual effect be

13

that would trigger the need for a cumulative effect

14

assessment?

15

And I understand you’ve described your

16

mitigation programs and your offsetting programs.

17

what would a measurable residual effect be?

18
19

I’m asking in the hypothetical.

But

I

understand.

20

MR. STEWART:

21

Dr. Steyn, please.

22

--- Pause

23
24

in

MS. LACROIX:

Just give us a moment,

Ms. Lacroix for the

transcript.

25

So to clarify, so if we continue with
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1

our example with barn owls, so I think tha t's a great

2

example because it is a species at risk.

3

the net loss, so after -- you know, let’s say the

4

offsetting wasn’t sufficient or we weren’t offsetting.

5

The net loss of even a couple of individuals would

6

have effect on that population, on the local

7

assessment area, and that would indeed result in a

8

residual adverse effect.

9

So the loss,

Absolutely.

And, of course, those thresholds for

10

those populations, especially the species at risk

11

populations, depending if it would affect the

12

resilience of a species, then they could even get

13

worse.

14
15

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

That’s very

good.

16

You will understand this maybe

17

obsessive focus on barn owls is because of their

18

threatened status.

19

question is, did you consult with Environment and

20

Climate Change Canada, what might constitute a

21

residual effect to the barn owl?

22

And so the last part of this

MR. STEWART:

23

question, Dr. Steyn.

24

moment.

25

Thank you for that

We’ll get back to you in a

(Pause).
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1

MS. LACROIX:

Ms. LaCroix for the

2

transcript.

3

the short answer to the question is no, we did not

4

consult with regards to the determination of residual

5

adverse effect, and since we had applied the

6

mitigation necessary to offset that residual or

7

potential.

8
9
10

So, Dr. Steyn, just to clarify, I guess

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

end of that long story from me.

That’s the

Thank you for your

answers.

11

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So the Panel has

12

also questions for Environment and Climate Change

13

Canada, but, before we do that, I would like to know

14

if anybody has more questions for bird studies Canada?

15

Mr. Emsley.

16
17

MR. EMSLEY:

Roger Emsley.

I am a

registered participant.

18

And the question is around coastal

19

birds, shorebirds, migratory birds which we’ve been

20

discussing all day.

21

So my question, and it's really Bird Studies Canada

22

and also the Port.

23

They don’t recognize boundaries.

Is it our duty to consult other

24

countries in terms of environmental impact

25

assessments, particularly on the birds that we have
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1

been discussing all day, in a transparent context, and

2

an equally, has the Port carried out that

3

consultation?

4

and the Port.

So, two parts to Bird Studies Canada

5

THE CHAIRPERSON:

6

MR. CASEY:

Yes, thank you very much

7

for the question, Madam Chair.

8

to think about this.

9

Mr. Casey.

Just give me a second

(Pause).

10

MR. CASEY:

Thank you again for the

11

question.

12

of a trans-boundary decision, there isn’t necessarily

13

a duty to consult.

14

duty to notify, and this is a customary law, an

15

international law, the duty to notify of

16

trans-boundary harm.

17

pollution water and nuclear accident type

18

environmental assessments.

19

James Casey speaking.

Within the context

I think it’s more phrased as a

It originates really in

But, there is actually, in this

20

case, a relevant Treaty to bring forward.

Apologies.

21

Just let me pull up the name.

So it’s

22

called the Convention on the Environmental Impacts

23

Assessments in the Trans-boundary Context.

24

Treaty that the Government of Canada has signed and

25

ratified.
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1

context.

The U.S. has signed it but not ratified it.

2

It does obligate Canada to notify parties of a

3

significant trans-boundary effect.

4

The interesting case here is that

5

France has actually signed it, and if you look at the

6

migratory route of western sandpipers they actually

7

end up all the way down in French Guiana.

8

be an interesting case where you have migratory birds

9

from the Fraser ending up way down in the colony of

10

So it would

France, perhaps triggering this obligation to notify.

11

So yes, from a customary law

12

perspective, I think Canada should be notifying

13

countries all along the flyway, but then also from a

14

Treaty perspective there is an existing Treaty between

15

Canada and France that may be triggered by this

16

particular environmental assessment.

17

THE CHAIRPERSON:

18

have a response also from the proponent, please?

19

MR. STEWART:

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam Chair,

20

just give us another moment, please.

21

--- Pause

22

MR. STEWART:

Can we

Madam Chair, I think in

23

context, what we’re saying in the EIS is the shore

24

bird effect is an LAA effect.

25

residual effect beyond that.
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1

trans-boundary effect in particular.

2

notify the Washington state Department of Ecology.

3

Their response is document 1531.

4

the U.S. EPA, not sure if we’ve had a response.

5

team is having a look to see.

6

And we did

We did also notify
The

But, from the perspective of

7

direction that was given to us, that was what we were

8

requested to do, so that’s what we did.

9

THE CHAIRPERSON:

I believe the B.C.

10

environmental assessment office also has an obligation

11

with the state of Washington.

12

and they have to tell each other whether there is a

13

project happening that could have an effect.

14

MR. STEWART:

They have an agreement

That’s correct, Madam

15

Chair it’s the November 7, 2003, MOU, between the

16

department of ecology in Washington State and the B.C.

17

environmental assessment office.

18

MR. CASEY:

Apologies.

I was

19

corrected just a moment ago in terms of referring to

20

French Guiana as a colony.

21

term would be department.

22

time around.

23

evidence.

24
25

I think the appropriate
I hope I got it right that

And I would ask to submit the Treaty as

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, please.

Thank

you.
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1

Thank you very much for your

2

presentation.

It was very much appreciated.

3

helpful, thank you.

4

are any additional questions to Dr. Beninger from

5

participants?

Would there be any additional questions

6

to Dr. Baird?

So thank you, all of you very much for

7

your contribution.

8
9

Very

I would like now to ask if there

So, I would like now to ask
Environment Climate Change Canada to come to the

10

table, please.

11

good day again.

12

Steyn.

13

The Panel has questions for you.

So

And I’ll give the microphone to Dr.

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

In

14

describing residual effects in a number of

15

submissions, the proponents made use of the terms

16

negligible, undetectable and unmeasurable.

17

have stated that negligible should not be confused

18

with unmeasurable.

19

understanding of the meaning and distinction of these

20

terms.

Could you explain for us your

21

MR. HAMMOND:

22

for the question, Dr. Stein.

23

consider the question, please.

24

--- Pause

25

MS. HINDMARCH:
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1

you for your question, Dr. Steyn.

2

interpretation would be that undetectable and

3

unmeasurable are largely synonymous, and that

4

negligible speaks to an effect so minor as to be of no

5

consequence.

6

examples to illustrate those.

7

So our

And I would point to a co uple of

So, for example, in the case of barn

8

owl, there is a federal recovery strategy that has

9

population and distribution objectives that’s

10

presently waiting posting.

11

If there were to be occasional

12

mortality events over a 20 year period, but they would

13

be so few and far between that they didn’t have an

14

impact of any significant nature in achieving our

15

population and

16

characterize that as a negligible impact.

17

measurable, but but it is such a small effect it

18

doesn’t have a significant conservation consequence.

19

By contrast something that’s undetectable or

20

unmeasurable, for example, in the case of lighting

21

impacts, it may be very difficult to separate out the

22

incremental lighting impacts from the expansion of the

23

port project from that which may be occurring already.

24

It doesn’t mean there won’t necessarily be an impact

25

but it could be extremely difficult to actually
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1

distinguish between that impact and the increment

2

difference between what the existing conditions are.

3

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

My

4

continuation of that question was, to ask you if you

5

if you could describe the utility in assessing

6

significance in the context of environmental effects,

7

but I think you’ve actually done th at for me.

8

you.

9
10

So, in what conditions would an
unmeasurable effect be significant?

11
12

Thank

MR. HAMMOND:
question.

Thank you for the

We’ll take a moment, if we may.

13

(Pause).

14

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you for your

15

patience, Dr. Steyn, Blair Hammond.

16

responses.

17

hadn’t actually contemplated previous to the program

18

where we have no baseline to measure against.

19

course, if you have no baseline there can be an impact

20

and you’re not able to measure, going forward.

21

think another example of where an unmeasurable effect

22

could actually have an impact, is where you didn’t

23

realize you needed to be measuring it,

24

example, some of the fundamental drivers that

25

heard about from the speakers earlier this afternoon,
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1

in terms of understanding the level of detail, in

2

terms of PUFFAs, for example, not understanding those

3

relationships, then you see population or other level

4

impacts and you don’t understand the driver.

5

there is insufficient scientific understanding of the

6

underlying processes, you may not be able to measure

7

it because you don’t know enough to know what to

8

measure.

9

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

So where

That’s very

10

helpful.

11

measurability refers to the existen ce of an instrument

12

or process which is able to measure the thing at

13

question.

14

instrument to detect a very small amount.

15

physicists shouldn’t do environmental assessment.

16

In my uninformed physicist mind

Detectability refers to the ability of the

MR. HAMMOND:

Maybe

Au contraire, Dr. Steyn.

17

I think there is a great value in having cross

18

discipline collaborations, because there has been some

19

real progress made in this over the years.

20

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

So then

21

given this apparently pedantic discussion, could you

22

reflect on the proponent’s discussion about barn owls,

23

residual and significant effects.

24
25

MR. HAMMOND:

We’ll take a moment if

we may.
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1

(Pause).

2

MR. HAMMOND:

3

patience.

4

already to the proponent, around the kinds of measures

5

and changes to the mitigation proposal that could be

6

made in order to reduce effects on barn owl, and to

7

better support the recovery objectives that I

8

mentioned before that are present in the draft

9

recovery strategy.

10

So, Blair Hammond.

Thank you for your
We have provided advice

There is really three that I would

11

emphasize.

12

structures in order to help improve productivity.

13

Retaining key habitats as Ms. Hindmarch has

14

emphasized, and the third which we emphasize, is the

15

installation of physical barriers as oppo se to

16

vegetative barriers, and the reason we say physical

17

barriers in particular, is it’s important to both

18

address the direct mortality, which is a major source,

19

as we heard from the previous presenter, but also, to

20

reduce the risk of unpredicted residual effects on

21

other species, for which we’re concerned where a

22

vegetative barrier might actually increase that.

23

hard to know how it may do that.

24

that a vegetative barrier would actually increase the

25

risk for other species, and so a phys ical barrier
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1

would be a better choice.

2
3

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

That’s very

helpful.

4

And I would like to move on to what

5

was actually my next question but you provided a very

6

nice segue.

7

list, of mitigative measures that you have worked in

8

consultation with the Port Authority.

And there is a list, quite substantial

9

And then in 1673 CAR you state it is

10

unlikely that collision rates would be zero percent,

11

even with mitigation.

12

be residual effects.

13

about your views of the effects with the project and

14

cumulative effects with and without the recommended

15

mitigation measures for barn owl.

16
17

And this means that there would
So, could you be more explicit

MR. HAMMOND:

We’ll take a moment to

consider, please.

18

(Pause).

19

MR. HAMMOND:

Our apologies, Dr.

20

Steyn, for the delay.

21

make sure we’re understanding the question properly.

22

So to be clear, our view is that really any mitigation

23

of this type for this species is highly improbable

24

that it will be a hundred percent effective, even wi th

25

the best possible mitigations.
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1

got little to persuade us that that would ever be the

2

case.

3

What we had recommended to the Port,

4

was that because of the expected increase in traffic

5

volume overall related to the expansion, that ther e

6

would need to be mitigation barriers beyond just the

7

local area of the causeway.

8

regionally, where there may be a hot spot analysis

9

done where there are current high mortality rates, et

But, in fact, more

10

cetera.

The kind of work that was spoken to ear lier

11

this afternoon, and that barriers, perhaps other

12

creative mitigation measures, could be put in place to

13

help mitigate those impacts in a broader area than

14

just in the causeway area.

15

question?

16
17

MEMBER STEYN:
much.

Yes thank you very

That’s very useful.

18
19

Does that address your

Still on the barn owl.

As has been

pointed out, the status is now endangered.

20

MR. HAMMOND:

21

MEMBER STEYN:

I’m sorry.

Threatened, sir.
Threatened, yes.

Which

22

is an elevation over the earlier stages.

23

implications for that elevated status other than the

24

amount of hot air we’re expanding here on behalf of

25

the barn owl?
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1

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you, Dr. Steyn,

2

for that question.

3

comfortable speaking to given how much I have worked

4

with species at risk issues provincially over the past

5

number of years.

6

It’s one I feel immediately

The immediate change from a special

7

concerns species to a threatened or endangered species

8

requires us to identify critical habitat, to the best

9

extent possible, based on the best available

10

information.

11

we hope will be posted in the coming months, sitting

12

with quite a large number of others in Ottawa, as we

13

get through a backlog of recovery strategies to post.

14

There is a draft recovery strategy that

Once that critical habitat is

15

identified, then we need to work with our provincial

16

colleagues and other partners, private land owners and

17

so on, to try and achieve effective protection of that

18

critical habitat and the mechanism we use to do that

19

will depend on what the exact threats are to that

20

habitat.

21

So on private land, for example,

22

we would initially try and do stewardship agreements

23

with private land owners.

24

are obliged to put section 58, Species at Risk Act

25

orders in place, on provincial crown land.
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1

expectation is that the province will do that, and

2

indeed, on provincial land the expectation is that the

3

province will work with us to get the effective

4

protection in place.

5

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

The timing

6

of all of this is difficult because the Panel is

7

currently in the midst of our assessment.

8

status now, but we do not know the rest of the boots

9

that will fall on the ground.

10

MR. HAMMOND:

Indeed.

We know the

As I said,

11

there is a draft that has not yet, I think, been

12

posted for public consultation yet, and so we’re

13

always a little hesitant to share documentation before

14

people have the opportunity to look at it and tell us

15

where we made some mistakes, but we can look into

16

sharing a draft with the Panel if that might be

17

useful.

18

MEMBER STEYN:

19

THE CHAIRPERSON:

20

Thank you.
The thing is if you

share it with us it has to be public.

21

MR. HAMMOND:

22

MEMBER STEYN:

23

have two more questions on birds in general.

24

final submission, you made mention of the blue heron,

25

great blue heron, and did not go into much detail, but
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1

you certainly did recommend that the proponent

2

incorporate the blue heron in the offsetting

3

framework.

4

heron, that it should be incorporated into an

5

offsetting framework?

6

the effects to the blue heron?

7

cumulative effects assessment?

8
9

Is this still your opinion on the blue

And, what are your views about

MR. HAMMOND:
question.

Could this trigger a

Thank you for the

We’ll take a moment to consider it.

10

(Pause).

11

MR. HAMMOND:

Blair Hammond.

So,

12

indeed, there wasn’t a great deal of detail on the

13

species in our comments.

14

our interest here is because the project has described

15

itself as having some impacts in the intertidal and

16

shallow subtidal, that when considering offsetting for

17

those vegetative intertidal and subtidal habitats,

18

they should look to great blue heron and factoring

19

that into how they are doing their offsetting, where,

20

how much, et cetera, given that it’s a species of

21

special concern.

22

I think most specifically

MEMBER STEYN:

Thank you.

And then

23

finally to you I would like to turn to marine birds

24

and things in the marine studies area.

25

number of recommendations and much concern about
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1

accidents and malfunctions effects on marine birds and

2

mentioned not in great detail, the potential ef fects

3

for marine bird from collisions, noise, light, boat

4

wake.

5

contribute to a conclusions of the assessment.

6

don’t want a long list here.

7

explicit about the other effects, that is coll isions,

8

noise, light and wake in the marine shipping area on

9

marine birds?

It was not explicit how those effects could

10

MR. HAMMOND:

I

Could you be be more

Thank you for your

11

question.

We’ll endeavour to be concise and provide

12

you with an answer in a moment.

13

(Pause).

14

MR. HAMMOND:

Thank you for being

15

patient.

16

our bases here in responding to you.

17

noted, we don’t have a lot of language on some of

18

these questions in our submissions, and it’s because

19

we want to emphasize the other pieces that we have

20

emphasized in terms of the biofilm and so on.

21

Again, wanting to make sure we’re covering
So, as you

We know that collisions and

22

lighting can be important for birds in some

23

circumstances, both on shore based installations and

24

at sea.

25

we wanted to make sure they were included in the
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1

submissions we were providing, so they were not

2

forgotten in terms of important mitigations that we

3

put in place.

4

We don’t have strong data on the disturbance and

5

avoidance of birds by sea going ships, likewise, w e do

6

not have coast wide data on the impacts of lighting on

7

ships or from coast facilities in terms of the impact

8

on birds.

9

We have data gaps on these subjects.

Anecdotally, we know there are

10

issues and there have been some publications showing

11

marine avoidance of deep sea ships, but we h ave more

12

gaps than data in terms of informing, and hence our

13

advice is of a more generic nature.

14
15

MEMBER STEYN:
with questions for you.

16

Thank you.

I am done

You can breathe now.

I have one question for the Port

17

Authority and I would like to return to m uch discussed

18

barn owl.

19

measures for the barn owl, from the proposed terminal,

20

could you describe to us what is being done to

21

mitigate impacts to barn owl from the Deltaport third

22

berth expansion project, and maybe, if possible, talk

23

about the level of success for those mitigation

24

measures?

25

In order to help us understand mitigation

MR. STEWART:
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1

question, Dr. Steyn.

Just give us a minute:

2

(Pause).

3

MR. McNULTY:

Sean McNulty.

In terms

4

of the DP 3 commitment in relation to

barn owl, the

5

project initiated a stakeholder based environmental

6

stewardship group to deliver on its barn owl

7

commitments.

8

management team, such an organization was absent.

9

organized barn owl nest box building workshops a nd

And the Port Authority had to create a
We

10

distributed nest box building to the public and I

11

think five plus nest boxes were installed or replaced

12

for existing boxes that were in disrepair in

13

collaboration with the Tsawwassen First Nation and the

14

Owl Group, which is the orphaned wildlife

15

rehabilitation network, and I think we heard about

16

that last week.

17

And the installed nest boxes were

18

part of a co-operative agreement with MOTI as part of

19

the south Fraser perimeter road barn owl mitigation

20

monitoring program.

21

the effects of this monitoring

22

deemed to be effective.

23
24

And, generally speaking, throug h

MEMBER STEYN:
helpful.

25

program they were

Thank you that’s very

I am done.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
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1

questions from participants for Environment and

2

Climate Change Canada on costal bir ds?

3

proponent have any questions on costal birds to be

4

addressed to Environment and Climate Change Canada?

5

MR. STEWART:

Would the

Thank you Madam Chair,

6

we don’t have any questions for them.

7

their time here, their long long time here toda y.

8
9

THE CHAIRPERSON:
much.

So thank you very

I think your participation was very useful and

10

helpful.

11

very much.

12
13

We appreciate

Thank you for your time.

We appreciate it

Thank you.
So I would like now to hear the

closing statement from the proponent, please.

14

MR. STEWART:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

15

Before I begin my closing statement, I would like it

16

respond to a comment from the Department of Fisheries

17

and Oceans this morning.

18

recommendation they had made regarding additional

19

years of salinity modelling to compare the 2016 and

20

2017 monitoring to modelling outputs, really as

21

another way to -- I’ll get this word wrong, Dr. Steyn.

22

It’s not to verify.

23

evaluate the model effectiveness.

24
25

Their observation about a

It’s the other word -- to

And I would just like to say t hat we
anticipated that would be coming and we have been
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1

working on that, and we could make this available to

2

the Panel as an undertaking, probably later this week

3

or maybe early next week if that would be helpful.

4
5

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So that would be

undertaking number 34.

6

UNDERTAKING

7
8

MR. STEWART:

Thank you very much.

CLOSING STATEMENT

9

MR. STEWART:

Thank you Madam Chair

10

and Panel members.

11

discussion today.

12

representatives from Environment and Climat e Change

13

Canada and DFO who were also here.

14

Canada, Dr. Baird and Dr. Beninger for their

15

presentations today.

16

thank Bird Studies Canada for their ongoing work.

17

Their contributions are helpful in informing the Port

18

Authority’s assessments, such as survey methods and

19

interpretation of study results.

20

We appreciate the thorough
I would like to thank the

Bird Studies

In particular, I would like to

The Roberts Bank Terminal 2

21

project has been located and designed to avoid and

22

minimize direct impacts on biofilm.

23

our offsetting measures, our follow up monitoring and

24

our adaptive management.

25

project would not cause significant adverse effects on
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1

biofilm or birds.

I would like to emphasize that the

2

work that we have undertaken has advanced the body of

3

science around birds and biofilm.

4

environmental assessment, we have completed 20 shore

5

bird and biofilm-related studies over a 6 year period,

6

that have contributed to the overall knowledge

7

regarding the ecology and environmental

8

characteristics of biofilm.

9

Through this

We continue to network with

10

leading international experts on biofilm ecology, and

11

have committed to incorporating best practices learned

12

into a methodology manual for biofilm habitat, prior

13

to project approval.

14

Biofilm is resilient and naturally

15

adapted to dynamic environments.

16

thrive in estuaries in high and low salinity

17

environments.

18

the most abundant shorebirds in North America, with a

19

estimated population of 3.5 million birds.

20

a diverse diet and have evolved to thrive in highly

21

variable estuary environments, such as Roberts Bank.

22

Our 3 years of additional studies undertaken, since

23

the submission of the environmental impact statement,

24

demonstrated this high quality biofilm, including

25

polyunsaturated fatty acids, occurs across the
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1

salinity gradient, supporting foraging by western

2

sandpipers across the same salinity gradient.

3

Studies also show that western

4

sandpiper use areas that are dominated by fresh water,

5

such as Westham Island and Canoe Passage – sorry, use

6

areas that are dominated by fresh water.

7

indicates that biofilm and other prey meets their

8

nutritional needs under fresh water conditions, which

9

supports the studies that we have done.

10

This

I would note that these areas of high

11

concentration foraging are located outside of ECCC’s

12

asserted optimal salinity band for biofilm.

13

research confirm that is there is a surplus of food

14

for shorebirds at Roberts Bank both biofilm and

15

invertebrates.

16

The potential changes to biophysical conditions from

17

the project are extremely modest, relative to natural

18

variability.

19

invertebrates and western sandpipers are highly

20

adapted to be and thrive in.

21

Our

The project would not change th at.

A natural variability for which biofilm,

I would like it respond to claims

22

that biofilm cannot be created.

23

examples of biofilm creation that we have referenced

24

from elsewhere around the world, the Port Authority

25

has experience in creating mudflats, which biofilm
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1

relies upon as a growth medium.

2

underlying ecological characteristics and needs of

3

biofilm, which we include in careful design and citing

4

of our offsetting projects.

5

We understand the

We have undertaken experimental

6

plots on Roberts Bank itself, and have shown the rapid

7

recolonization of biofilm when the appropriate

8

conditions are present.

9

replicating those conditions in the offsetting that we

10

We are committed to

will undertake for the project.

11

In addition to onsite offsetting, as

12

mentioned earlier, there are locations th roughout the

13

region where biofilm is found.

14

opportunities for offsetting at locations such as

15

Boundary Bay, Sturgeon Bank and Westham Island.

16

Port Authority has a deep network of collaborators,

17

researchers and Indigenous partners, which we are

18

confident that we could engage with to identify and

19

plan biofilm offsetting opportunities if needed.

20

These would provide

The

There are a few points from ECC’s --

21

I’m going to say Environment Canada.

22

Canada’s presentation which I would like to addr ess.

23

First, we wish to underscore that approximately 17

24

percent of western sandpipers typically rely on

25

Roberts Bank in their annual northern migration on any
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1

given year.

2

Environment Canada’s own scientist Dr. Drever in his

3

2014 paper.

4

Our source for this statistics is

Second, as we outlined in registry

5

document 1705, our response to Environment Canada’s

6

April 15 t h submission, Environment Canada has relied

7

on a Schwenk et al 2013 paper to corroborate their

8

theory regarding a salinity trigger.

9

out the Schwenk et al 2013 paper does not reference a

We would p oint

10

salinity trigger.

11

contrary and I quote, “In contrast, salinity does not

12

seem to significantly affect the lipid structure.”

13

In fact it provides evidence to the

Lastly, with respect to slide 7,

14

Schnurr et al does not address the relationship

15

between salinity and biofilm.

16

seasonal difference in biofilm between spring and

17

winter.

18

It simply shows a

I would like to thank Dr. Baird for

19

her presentation earlier.

20

respond to one point that she made.

21

fact, good correlations between the components of

22

biofilm and chlorophyll A as shown in table 3 -7 on

23

page 38 of the 2018 biofilm dynamics report.

24

Chlorophyll A measurements can be used to estimate

25

fatty acids found in registry document 1385.
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1

In response to Dr. Beninger’s

2

presentation, I would like to confirm that we had, in

3

fact, extensive knowledge of underlying structure of

4

biofilm variability across the mud flat.

5

2013 studies provided multiple years of data on

6

spatial and temporal variation, including hundreds of

7

data points.

8
9

Our 2012 and

We did not rely only on
frequentist studies as inferred and where we did,

10

significance was interpreted carefully and in context.

11

While we agree with Dr. Beninger’s assessment o f the

12

misapplication of statistics, to be clear, we were not

13

guided blindly by significance levels and reported

14

effect sizes throughout.

15

We would welcome more constructive

16

interactions with Environment Canada.

As know, we

17

enter into a data sharing agreement regarding biofilm

18

with Environment Canada in May 2016.

19

we have shared our field sampling data, Environment

20

Canada has yet to reciprocate and share all of its

21

data with us.

22

are hopeful, that in the future, we will have access

23

to Environment Canada’s data as per the agreement.

However, while

Despite our requests for that data.

24

I would like to close as Environment

25

and Climate Change Canada did in their presentation,
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1

by citing Dr. Christopher Guglielmo, who presented at

2

the international ornithologic al conference in

3

Vancouver in 2018.

4

demonstrate polyunsaturated fatty acids are found

5

across the salinity gradient, I would like to quote

6

from a 2019 paper co- authored by Dr. Guglielmo and

7

Dr. Morag Dick.

8

quote:

9

Although our additional studies

The authors concluded and that, and I

"The natural doping hypothesis

10

posits that polyunsaturated fatty

11

acids, PUFA, increase a membrane

12

fluidity and aerobic and fatty

13

acid oxidative enzymes in the

14

flight muscles, which enables

15

prolonged endurance flight.

16

Support for this hypothesis is

17

mixed and there is no empirical

18

evidence for increased flight

19

performance."

20

Thank you, Madam Chair and panel.

21

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you very much

22

everyone.

23

and we’ll see you tomorrow at 9:00 for marine

24

shipping.

25

I think we’ve had a very productive day,

Good night.
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1

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 1844, to resume

2

on Tuesday, May 28, 2019 at 0900 / L'audience est

3

ajournée à 1844 pour reprendre le mardi

4

28 mai 2019 à 0900

5
6
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